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For Barbara

Who with patience and love

has taught one slow learner

the geography of the heart



INTRODUCTION: REFORMING SCHOOLS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

School reform again, again, and again. If any aspect of schooling
in the past two centuries has escaped the reformers’ passion for
improvement, I have not found it. From ineffective teaching to
unhealthy lunches, from insufficient parental involvement to in-
adequate science curricula, from mixing grade levels in class-
rooms to building schools without walls—no aspect of schooling
has evaded the reformers’ scrutiny. Few people in these profes-
sions remain unemployed for long.1

Bashing schools and teachers is common fare in the rhetoric
of reform. Advocates for change must mobilize supporters, and
they do it by dramatically calling attention to school problems.
Yet, paradoxically, like most Americans, the very same people
who denigrate current education practices also profess an en-
during faith in the power of schools to make a better society
while placing individual students on an escalator toward finan-
cial success. Like most Americans, reformers believe that edu-
cation is a solution for both individual failures and larger social
problems. “Just see wherever we peer into the first tiny springs
of the national life,” Andrew Carnegie wrote in 1886, “how this
true panacea for all the ills of the body politic bubbles forth—
education, education, education.”2



When public kindergartens were introduced in the late
nineteenth century, reformers hailed them as an alternative to
the harsh conditions that prevailed in urban schools, partic-
ularly in those that immigrant children attended. These par-
ents often waited until their children were seven or older before
enrolling them in school. But with no adult at home during the
day, these children frequently found their way into the street,
seeking odd jobs or begging. The age-graded school began in
grade 1 and was unforgiving to young children, they claimed,
who were taught in large groups and moved lockstep from
one lesson to another regardless of how quickly or slowly they
learned. Many young children failed. Reformers saw kindergar-
tens for 5- and 6-year-olds as a way to save urban children from
both the chaos of street life and the regimentation of public
schools, while helping immigrant families learn the practical
skills of becoming American.

The first generation of kindergarten teachers were public-
spirited women trained in the formal methods of the German
educator Friedrich Froebel. Equipped with instructional mate-
rials that Froebel had designed, these teachers spent a half-day
with 5- and 7-year-olds in classrooms. There, lessons on per-
sonal cleanliness, nutritious foods, and good manners blended
with drawing, learning the alphabet, and playing with blocks.
After the children went home for lunch, kindergarten teachers
visited families in their crowded homes and helped mothers
with everything from preparing healthy meals to filling out citi-
zenship papers. The first urban kindergarten teachers were de
facto social workers.3

Within a half-century, the kindergarten had become a
fixture in public elementary schools. But in becoming a part
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of the established system, kindergartens changed. No longer
were teachers required to make home visits. They became
state-credentialed professionals whose job was largely to ensure
that children were prepared academically and socially for the
first grade. Not surprisingly, this program set the stage for an-
other generation of early childhood reformers, who criticized
kindergartens for having become academic bootcamps. To this
new wave of activists at the end of the twentieth century, the
kindergartens, like so many other school reforms, had them-
selves become the problem rather than the solution.4

Who are these people continually agitating for school re-
form? In the late nineteenth century, those who fought regi-
mented schooling and promoted kindergartens came from po-
litical elites and urban middle-class families. During the early
days of the civil rights movement in the 1950s, those who op-
posed racial segregation in schools were poor and middle-class
southern blacks and whites, joined with top federal officials. To-
day, diverse coalitions of concerned parents and activists, decry-
ing the toxic conditions of urban schools, have banded together
to lobby federal and state policymakers to send government
checks—vouchers—to parents to spend on their children’s edu-
cation as they see fit. The voucher movement has comprised
middle-class Catholic parents, Orthodox Jewish rabbis, wealthy
Republicans, academics, corporate executives, and black activ-
ists in low-income urban communities. Charter school advo-
cates, magnet school promoters, and homeschoolers also draw
from an equally diverse population who want a different kind of
schooling for children than many public schools currently offer.
School reformers are, in a word, us.

Why, then, do so many of us turn to our public schools as,
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paradoxically, both the source of and the solution for society’s
worst ills? The answer is that most Americans believe fervently
in the power of education to change lives. Schools are not sec-
tarian, like churches. They are not exclusive, like IBM or Gen-
eral Electric. As public agencies go, they are singularly visible.
And they are universally available. Consequently, time and time
again, countless other social ills, from urban poverty, crime, and
drug abuse to wars and economic depression, have led reform-
ers to the schoolhouse door.

The Progressive movement at the beginning of the twenti-
eth century, the civil rights movement in the 1950s and 1960s,
and the sustained drive since the 1970s toward U.S. suprem-
acy in the global economy—to cite three obvious instances—
have reverberated throughout American schools and universi-
ties.5 And as these examples illustrate, most popular educational
reforms begin with finger-pointing. In the early 1980s, when
top public officials and corporate leaders worried that Amer-
ica was losing its economic primacy, wave after wave of unre-
lenting criticism washed over K–12 schools and higher educa-
tion. In the pungent words of the 1983 report, Nation at Risk,
by the National Commission on Excellence in Education: “Our
once unchallenged preeminence in commerce, industry, sci-
ence, and technological innovation is being overtaken by com-
petitors throughout the world . . . The educational founda-
tions of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide
of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a
people.” Reform-minded public officials and corporate leaders
faulted high schools for turning out low-performing graduates
unprepared for a fast-changing automated workplace. “If only
to keep and improve on the slim competitive edge we still retain
in world markets, we must dedicate ourselves to the reform of
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our educational system for the benefit of all—old and young
alike, affluent and poor, majority and minority. Learning is the
indispensable investment required for success in the ‘informa-
tion age’ we are entering.”6

In the wake of the report, calls were heard from coast
to coast for stiffer graduation requirements, tougher tests,
greater teacher accountability, school restructuring, more ad-
vanced technology in classrooms, vouchers, better undergradu-
ate education, and a general improvement in school efficiency.
Yet neither the subsequent rise in test scores, the increase in
numbers of students taking math and science courses, nor the
economic boom of the 1990s silenced these doomsayers. The
changes were inadequate.7

School activists in the 1990s, drawn largely from corporate,
academic, and governmental elites—and endorsed, for the most
part, by parents—concentrated on solving the nation’s eco-
nomic problems through education reform. They justified pub-
lic school and university reforms as necessary to help the nation
compete in a global economy and provide marketable informa-
tion-age skills to future employees. Popular as it has been
among parents and policymakers, this economic justification for
schooling, coupled with faith in technical solutions for complex
problems, has overwhelmed the civic and moral purposes for
schooling children and youth that dominated throughout most
of U.S. history.8

For almost two centuries, Americans expected that the pub-
lic school—the common school, as it was initially called—would
build citizens, promote equality, cultivate the moral and social
development of individual students, and bind diverse groups
into one nation. Nineteenth- and twentieth-century reformers
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understood that education—like anything else—has an eco-
nomic side. The Massachusetts reformer Horace Mann, for ex-
ample, had no difficulty in arguing for tax-supported public
schools in the 1830s on grounds that graduates would bring to
their employers literacy skills that would enhance their busi-
nesses. But Mann never argued, as current reformers do, that
education is a servant of the economy. Nor did he ever urge
schools to operate as businesses. Tax-supported public schools
had a civic and moral mission that far exceeded the narrow eco-
nomic aims of for-profit private corporations.

These earlier reformers assumed that tax-supported pub-
lic schools were purveyors of common democratic values such
as equality, fairness, toleration of differences, and justice. The
inculcation of these values would ensure the survival of the
Republic and the stability of the social order. Mid-nineteenth-
century public schools and private colleges were expected to
furnish the mind, strengthen moral character, and prepare citi-
zens to discharge their civic responsibilities. Education was one
and the same with the public good.

The end of the Civil War presented Abraham Lincoln’s suc-
cessors with an unprecedented opportunity to test these as-
sumptions about education. In the conquered South, the monu-
mental task was to transform four million ex-slaves into literate
citizens. The federal government provided free public school-
ing for millions of black children and adults in the former Con-
federacy, thus forging new linkages between federal action and
locally controlled schools. Race, citizenship, and equality came
together for the first time in the public schools. This experiment
in schooling ex-slaves for social democracy lasted only a decade,
however. The issue of a federal role in schooling and educating
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poor, minority children was left unaddressed for another cen-
tury.9

Social reforms in the early 1900s made explicit the proposi-
tion that public schools and higher education serve a fundamen-
tally economic purpose. Businesslike efficiency and vocational
education in secondary schools and colleges were seen as criti-
cal to preparing students for work in an industrial economy that
was then competing with Great Britain and Germany. Meet-
ing the soaring health and social needs of immigrant children
also increased taxpayers’ and parents’ expectations of what their
locally controlled schools and public-spirited new universities
could do for the community and for each individual child. Pub-
lic schools and universities were expected to Americanize new-
comers and produce vocationally skilled graduates who could
fill administrative posts and technically demanding manufactur-
ing jobs in the ever-expanding industrial workforce. By the mid-
dle of the twentieth century, the social, civic, economic, and
individualistic purposes of both public schooling and higher ed-
ucation were firmly in place. The growing conviction that a high
school diploma was essential for each son and daughter to climb
the socioeconomic ladder added to the fervor with which white,
black, and foreign-born parents embraced the mission of public
schools.10

During the Cold War, racial segregation and international
economic competition came under the umbrella of problems
that could be solved, in part, through education, extending
beyond public high schools. For Americans, faith in universal
schooling had become gospel. Schooling was a panacea for any
disease at either the national or individual level.11 But as the
twentieth century drew to a close, poverty, social stratification,
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and racial inequities remained intractable. With increased im-
migration from Latin America and Asia and fierce scrambling
for global market share, the purpose and performance of
schools and universities again came under close scrutiny.

As this brief jaunt through U.S. educational history under-
scores, schools have served a number of broad social purposes
in our democratic society. “You cannot have a democratic—
indeed, civilized—community life,” Neil Postman reminds us,
“unless people have learned how to participate in a disciplined
way as part of a group.” The things children learn in school that
matter in a democratic society were summed up cleverly by
Robert Fulghum in his best-selling book All I Really Need to
Know I Learned in Kindergarten: share what you have, play fair,
don’t hit, put things back where you found them, and clean up
your own mess. David Labaree synthesized the social purposes
that education serves into three goals that Americans seek from
their tax-supported public schools: democratic equality, social
efficiency, and social mobility. He argued that the goals of so-
cial efficiency (schools serving broad societal needs) and social
mobility (individuals striving to be financially and socially suc-
cessful) have merged to become the rationale for economic
competitiveness—and in the last two decades have trumped
democratic equality.12 Now, as public schools and higher edu-
cation are being asked to build the human capital that many
believe is essential to sustaining technological innovation and
global competitiveness, these other historic and broader civic
purposes appear to be no more than distractions.13

Since the mid-1980s, private sector management has be-
come the model for solving the problems of schools and uni-
versities. Educational activities are “downsized,” “restructured,”
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and “outsourced.” School buses, lunchrooms, and stadiums
carry advertisements for corporate sponsers. Logos of major
corporations dot school corridors. In kindergartens, high
schools, and universities, banner ads run across every computer
screen wired to the Internet.14 But perhaps more striking is the
recent commodification of high school and college credentials.
Employers buy high school diplomas and college degrees in the
workplace, and for eighteen-year-olds a high school diploma has
become as much an economic necessity as soda or gasoline.
College graduates are even more attractive. Getting a bachelor’s
degree now seems to be within the grasp of any high school
graduate willing to spend four years taking courses (on a cam-
pus or delivered on a home computer) and piling up debts. Stu-
dents and employers alike now shop for schools and credentials
as they would any other product sold in the marketplace.15

Critics of this wholesale embrace of market competition ask:
Is everything educational for sale? Is being a good citizen about
nothing more than being a good consumer? What about the
“common good” the founders of public schools and universities
so fervently sought to foster? In the first decade of the twenty-
first century, these questions about public and private inter-
ests, tensions between the common good and individual prefer-
ences, have yet to be asked openly by candidates for public
office, corporate leaders, school administrators, practitioners,
and university presidents. Instead, what dominates media and
policymakers’ discussions of education is that schools achieve
success on business-style assessments such as standardized test
scores (de facto profit sheets) through business-inspired techni-
cal means.16 And no tool is better suited for those economic
ends than computers. Securing more and better computer tech-
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nologies for schools, so that they can operate more efficiently
and faster and support better teaching and learning, has been
touted by corporate leaders and public officials as a splendid
way to reform schools according to the market-driven agenda of
the past two decades.

REFORMING SCHOOLS THROUGH

NEW TECHNOLOGY

Since the early 1980s, a loosely tied national coalition of pub-
lic officials, corporate executives, vendors, policymakers, and
parents have included in their reform agendas the common goal
of creating more access to new technologies in schools. In this
book, when I use the phrase “new technologies” I refer to the
“hard” infrastructure of wiring, computers, software applica-
tions, and other equipment, including laserdisk players, over-
head-mounted presentation machines operated from a key-
board, digital cameras, and so on. New technologies also
include the “soft” infrastructure of technical support for all of
this equipment, including scheduled replacement and profes-
sional development of teachers and administrators. When I re-
fer to “old technologies” I mean textbooks, blackboards, over-
head projectors, television, and videocassettes.

Some promoters within the coalition seek profit from sell-
ing equipment and software in the school market. Others seek
a swift solution to thorny problems that historically have crip-
pled education. Still others see an electronic revolution in class-
room teaching practices. And some promoters, committed to
social justice, want to ensure that poor and minority children
will not be left behind in the rush for technological expertise.
From many different directions, then, coalition advocates have
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pressed school boards and superintendents to wire classrooms
and purchase new hardware and software, in the belief that if
technology were introduced to the classroom, it would be used;
and if it were used, it would transform schooling.17

Three different goals for high-tech hardware and software
in schools unite this disparate but powerful ad hoc coalition:

• Goal 1: Make schools more efficient and productive than they
currently are.

Behind the surge of automation in manufacturing, banks, insur-
ance, and the new economy has been the impulse for ef-
ficiency—getting more work done at less cost. Although in the
early days of computerization a debate raged among economists
about whether the introduction of computers to the workplace
was in fact increasing productivity, the economic prosperity of
the 1990s, unrivaled in the twentieth century, has now con-
vinced most doubters that information technologies have accel-
erated American workers’ productivity. As a consequence, in-
troducing electronic tools into schools has become a priority of
corporate leaders and public officials.18

Louis Gerstner, Jr., IBM’s Chief Executive Officer, minced
few words about the task facing American schools: “Before we
can get the education revolution rolling, we need to recognize
that our public schools are low-tech institutions in a high-tech
society. The same changes that have brought cataclysmic
change to every facet of business can improve the way we teach
students and teachers. And it can also improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of how we run our schools.”19 Reformers such
as Gerstner believe that computers can streamline administra-
tive tasks, end wasteful paper flow, and enhance communica-
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tions among professionals within and across organizations.
Moreover, teachers in the classroom can use information tech-
nologies to convey far more knowledge and skills to students in
less time. This dream is similar to that of reformers who intro-
duced film, radio, and instructional television to schools in the
1950s, 60s, and 70s. The productivity gains, advocates then and
now have claimed, can be captured in less money spent on ad-
ministrative positions, faster and easier communication among
professionals and between teachers and students, efficient
teacher preparation for classes, better student grades on report
cards, and higher standardized achievement test scores on in-
ternational assessments. The goal has been “to make teachers
more productive, not to replace them completely.”20

• Goal 2: Transform teaching and learning into an engaging and ac-
tive process connected to real life.

Many corporate leaders, academics, and practitioners believe
that traditional forms of teaching (for example, reliance on text-
books, whole-class instruction, lecturing, and multiple-choice
tests) are obsolete in the information age. “Students don’t have
to be tethered to a desk at all times,” says America Online
Chairman Steve Case. Critics often contrast traditional instruc-
tion with active classroom learning, in which teachers are closer
to being coaches than drill instructors. They structure activi-
ties that give students choices while pressing them to learn sub-
ject matter in greater depth. These practices engage students
in projects that cut across content boundaries and connect
to learning outside the classroom. Sometimes called “student-
centered teaching” or “constructivist practices,” these forms of
teaching, less evident in American classrooms, are, according to
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reformers in the coalition, essential for student learning in the
twenty-first century.21

To constructivist-oriented reformers, computers offer ways
of motivating students to learn about subjects they would sel-
dom engage otherwise and to come to grips with real-world
issues. Moreover, new technologies can create a deeper under-
standing of complex concepts by integrating different disci-
plines through work on individual and group projects. They can
revolutionize classroom practice and prepare the next genera-
tion for an emerging workplace whose texture and boundaries
few can predict with confidence.22

• Goal 3: Prepare the current generation of young people for the
future workplace.

A driving force behind the effort to get more computers into
schools is the changing job market. Susan Hammer, Mayor of
San Jose, said: “Twenty-first century technology is everywhere:
at gasoline pumps, supermarket checkout lines and our tele-
phone answering machine. Everywhere, until recently, but in
our schools. San Jose was woefully ill equipped to give students
skills they need for jobs in our own backyard.”23 Reformers are
convinced that most well-paying jobs in the future will require
technological knowledge and skills and that students must be
prepared for a far more demanding workplace than their par-
ents faced.

At a 1996 national Educational Summit meeting held at
the corporate headquarters of IBM, state governors, corporate
leaders, federal officials, and a sprinkling of educators heard
President Clinton address the group on the importance of aca-
demic standards, tests, and technology. The final official state-
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ment from the Summit wrapped the three divergent purposes
holding together the ad hoc reform coalition into one sentence:
“We are convinced that technology, if applied thoughtfully and
well-integrated into a curriculum, can be utilized as a helpful
tool to assist student learning, provide access to valuable infor-
mation, and ensure a competitive edge for our workforce.”24

The separate lobbying efforts of these very different groups
within the ad hoc coalition during the economic expansion of
the 1990s have been extraordinarily successful in generating
federal, state, and local funds for building the necessary techno-
logical infrastructure within schools. In 1996 President Clinton
made $2 billion available for five-year grants from the Technol-
ogy Literacy Challenge Fund. In addition, the President laid
out four “pillars” (or goals) which he challenged the nation to
achieve.

1. Modern computers and learning devices will be accessible to ev-
ery student.

2. Classrooms will be connected to one another and to the outside
world.

3. Educational software will be an integral part of the curriculum—
and as engaging as the best video game.

4. Teachers will be ready to use and teach with technology.25

Pillars 1 and 2 provide access to electronic equipment and net-
works; policymakers assume that after access is provided, Pillars
3 and 4 will follow as the night follows the day.

Both President Clinton and Vice President Gore also pro-
posed (and Congress authorized) the “E-rate,” a universal
phone service subsidy that had been included in the previous
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deregulation of the telephone industry. The E-rate discounted
the cost of wiring classrooms to the Internet in schools with
high percentages of low-income students.26

Reformers have been astonishingly successful in wiring
schools and equipping them with computer stations. Consider,
for example, that in 1981 there were, on average, 125 students
per computer in U.S. schools. A decade later, the ratio was 18 to
1. By 2000 it had dropped to 5 students per computer. But
those are just ordinary computers. Multimedia computers, be-
tween 1997 and 1999, went from 21 students per machine to
fewer than 10. And Internet-connected computers saw similar
drops in the ratio of students to machines.27

These figures suggest only the barest outline of the major
investments that have been pumped into the project of com-
puterizing schools. In addition to start-up costs for hard in-
frastructure, there are soft infrastructure costs associated with
technical support, scheduled replacement of obsolete equip-
ment, and professional development. Altogether these mon-
ies add up to a multibillion-dollar investment. McKinsey and
Company estimated that in 1995 approximately $3.3 billion was
spent on hardware, software, networking, and related costs—
approximately 1.3 percent of the average annual per-pupil ex-
penditure, or $75 per student. By 1998–1999, spending had in-
creased to $5.5 billion (excluding higher education), or $119 per
child. These amounts are small by comparison to overall expen-
diture and to the levels of technology that experts have recom-
mended. But compared to school district outlays a decade ear-
lier, these amounts are substantial and increasing.28

Apart from federal, state, and local budgets, consider the
private investment that families have made in providing home
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computers, electronic software, and Internet access for their
school-age children. In a recent national survey, 60 percent of
adults said that they have a computer at home, and almost one-
third of this 60 percent have two or more personal computers.
Among children ages 10 to 17 who said that they had computers
at home, 88 percent told pollsters that they use them to do
schoolwork.29

In seeking to achieve three divergent purposes, techno-pro-
moters across the board assumed that increased availability
in the classroom would lead to increased use. Increased use,
they further assumed, would then lead to efficient teaching
and better learning which, in turn, would yield able gradu-
ates who can compete in the workplace. These graduates would
give American employers that critical edge necessary to stay
ahead in the ever-changing global economy. In 2000 President
Bill Clinton made the assumptions explicit: “Frankly, all the
computers and software and Internet connections in the world
won’t do much good if young people don’t understand that ac-
cess to new technology means . . . access to the new economy.”30

This interlocking chain of assumptions and beliefs domi-
nates most policymaking about educational technology in the
United States. One place to examine closely the accuracy of
these assumptions would be where technological progress is
most highly celebrated, where much has been invested to make
new technologies available to teachers and students, and where
great encouragement to use computers in classroom instruction
is in evidence. Such a place is northern California’s Silicon Val-
ley. There, technology cheerleaders and resources are abun-
dant, and schools offer a best case for exploring whether re-
formers’ assumptions have materialized as predicted.
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In examining the assumptions underlying the infusion of
new technologies in Silicon Valley schools, I ask three ques-
tions.

1. In schools where computers are readily available, how do teach-
ers and students use the machines in classrooms for instruction?

2. Have teaching and learning changed as a consequence of two de-
cades of heavy promotion and investment in computers and other
technologies? If so, what explains the changes? If not, what ex-
plains the stability?

3. Has the investment in computers and other technologies been
worth the cost?

In Chapter 1 I describe the setting—the peninsula between
San Francisco and San Jose in northern California, popularly
known as Silicon Valley. This part of the state has made national
headlines for having the highest average cost of a home, for the
proliferation of dot.com billionaires, and for a frenzied pace of
living. I explain why Silicon Valley, unique as it is, is an excellent
place to study teacher and student access to computers, their
use in schools, and the consequences—both anticipated and un-
anticipated.

Chapters 2 through 4 detail the actual use of computers
by Silicon Valley teachers and students in early childhood edu-
cation, high school, and university classrooms, along with the
changes and stability in teaching that I observed. I chose early
childhood programs and high schools because they represent
entry and exit portals for the vast majority of students within
public schools. I chose Stanford University in the heart of the
Valley because it offered astounding access to information tech-
nologies in a noncompulsory setting very different from K–12
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schools. The sharp contrasts of these three points in a student’s
career allow us to see the patterns—if any—that emerge.31

Chapter 5 offers three competing explanations for the antic-
ipated and unanticipated outcomes that I observed in teachers’
and students’ use of new technologies. The final chapter re-
sponds directly to the question whether the investment in com-
puters in classrooms has paid off, and it asks, further, whether
the funds being spent to sustain new technologies bring Ameri-
can schools any closer to the broad civic and moral purposes
that are at the heart of tax-supported public schooling.
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1

THE SETTINGS

Silicon Valley was the source of changes taking place across
society . . . The business of creating and foisting new technol-
ogy upon others that goes on in Silicon Valley is near the core
of the American experience. The United States obviously oc-
cupies a strange place in the world. It is the capital of innova-
tion, of material prosperity, of a certain kind of energy, of cer-
tain kinds of freedom, and of transience . . . Silicon Valley is to
the United States what the United States is to the rest of the
world.

Michael Lewis, The New New Thing

In the national imagination and in historical fact, the state that
gave the world Silicon Valley shimmers with contradiction. To-
day as in California’s past, Gold Rush fever coexists with abject
poverty; populist reforms vie with stark racism; fierce individu-
alism masks a dependence on federal subsidies; Sierra splendor
competes with Hollywood glitz. This amalgam of fantasies, de-
sires, hard realities, and denials confounds even those who have
lived their entire lives in the Golden State. The essayist and
novelist Joan Didion, a native Californian, wrote of this “weary-
ing enigma”: “California has remained somehow impenetrable
. . . We worry it, correct and revise it, try and fail to define our
relationship to it and its relationship to the rest of the country.”1



Referring to the latter, the journalist Peter Schrag wrote that al-
though “it is nowhere written that any state or region has to play
such a role, be such a symbol . . . without California, there is no
national model, no place that, because of its unique history, geo-
graphic fortune, and cultural makeup, can combine promises of
the good life with the social and economic affirmation that Cali-
fornia once provided—and, just perhaps, could provide again.”2

The territory of California entered U.S. history in February
1848 as the spoils of the Mexican War. Just one month earlier,
on January 24, James Marshall had noticed a glint in the water
rushing through his sawmill near the confluence of the Ameri-
can and Sacramento rivers. The discovery of gold touched off a
rush of Europeans and Asians as well as fellow Americans into
the region, seduced by the promise of instant riches. “All classes
of our citizens,” a New York Herald editorial observed in 1849,
“seem to be under the influence of this extraordinary mania . . .
Will it be the beginning of a new empire in the West, a revolu-
tion in the commercial highways of the world, a depopulation of
the old States for the new republic on the shores of the Pacific?”
At least the first two of these querulous predictions hit the
mark.3

Continuous migration brought hundreds of thousands of
newly minted Californians face-to-face with the terrible beauty
of a land riven by mountains, faultlines, rivers, and deserts. As
stunning as its natural beauty was, the land’s fertility was equally
remarkable, so long as water could be directed to the burgeon-
ing fields and orchards. But how were entrepreneurs to trans-
port their gold, silver, grain, fruit, and lumber to eager custom-
ers in the rest of the country? At the middle of the nineteenth
century, the choices were an arduous four-week journey over-
land by wagon and boat to the east coast; or an ocean voyage
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from San Francisco to Panama, followed by a trek across the
jungles of the Isthmus, and then another ocean voyage to New
York—all of which could take even longer. With thousands of
Irish and Chinese immigrants to do the backbreaking work and
ample federal grants to support it, three San Francisco mer-
chants set out to build railroad connections between the Mid-
west and the Pacific coast. When tracks from the east and west
were finally joined in 1869, California metals, wheat, and or-
anges found ready markets across the nation, and a new era of
transcontinental commerce was born.

Images as well as products flowed along those tracks, feed-
ing a new, sometimes troubled, sense of national identity. In the
Octopus, a 1901 novel about the sinister grip of the Southern
Pacific Railroad on California, Frank Norris reflects on the main
character Magnus Derrick, a wheat grower in the San Joaquin
Valley: “It was the true California spirit that found expression
through [Derrick], the spirit of the West, unwilling to occupy
itself with details, refusing to wait, to be patient, to achieve
by legitimate plodding; the miner’s instinct of wealth acquired
in a single night prevailed, in spite of all.”4 The California of
America’s imagination was a land of temptation as well as hope,
where the recklessly ambitious could go from poverty to riches
and back again in quick succession.

It was also a place where people could reinvent themselves.
As early as 1868 the traveler John Muir, upon entering the state,
had exclaimed in his diary: “Born again!”5 Of course every prior
frontier in the nation had presented opportunities to move, to
be different, to experiment; but the lure of quick wealth in Cali-
fornia gave both natives and immigrants added incentives to ap-
ply novel approaches to old problems. Kevin Starr, California
State Librarian, said of this urge to start life anew: “The Ameri-
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can people have turned to California for new models of lifestyle,
new ways of enjoying and celebrating the gift of life, and Cali-
fornia responded with an outpouring of architecture, landscap-
ing, entertainment, sport and recreation, a new relationship to
the outdoors—all of which expanded and enhanced leisure in
these United States.”6

If individuals could be transformed, so could institutions.
When the English observer James Bryce commented in 1916
that Californians in the generations following the Gold Rush
had “formed a society more mobile and unstable, less governed
by fixed beliefs and principles” than other states, he was con-
necting the past to the political experimentation of the state af-
ter the election of Governor Hiram Johnson in 1910. In that
era, a Progressive legislature amended the state constitution to
allow for populist referendums, initiatives, and recalls, to force
corporate monopolies such as the Southern Pacific Railroad to
respond to the state’s citizens.7

These paradoxical possibilities, deeply imprinted on the na-
tional imagination, have drawn generation after generation of
young and old, of grade-school graduates and PhDs, of Iowans
and Ohioans and, of course, Michoacans, San Salvadorans, Can-
tonese, and Saigonese as well to California’s shores. And since
the last quarter of the twentieth century, nowhere in California
has the flashing beacon of fiction and fact, temptation and hope,
blazed brighter than from the strip of land that is known around
the globe as Silicon Valley.

THE VALLEY

The peninsula stretching from San Francisco to San Jose—
home to thousands of computer and Internet companies—is ac-
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knowledged throughout the world as the epicenter of the ongo-
ing electronic revolution. With over 1.5 million people in Santa
Clara County alone—the heart of the Valley—one out of every
six of them works in the multibillion-dollar microelectronics in-
dustry. Towns with names like Mountain View and Sunnyvale
run together, confounding visitors; the fruit orchards that once
gave the Valley its rural signature give way now to industrial
parks and housing tracts.8

Along the Bayshore Freeway, the main link between San
Francisco and San Jose, rush-hour traffic begins at 5:00 in the
morning and 3:00 in the afternoon. Billboard after billboard,
some renting for $100,000 a month, touts computer products.
On that busy highway, workaholic engineers and program-
mers—proudly wearing T-shirts that say “Working 90 Hours a
Week and Loving It”—drive Porsches, while first-generation
immigrants steer oil-burning 8-cylinder Chevrolets to their pro-
duction jobs. After work, those Porsches pull into garages on
multimillion-dollar lots in Palo Alto, while the Chevrolets park
on the streets of working-class neighborhoods in east San Jose,
where a $750 per month one-bedroom apartment is considered
dirt cheap.9

Despite the terrible traffic and the outrageous price of
homes, to the engineers and programmers seeking start-up
companies, venture capital, or profit-sharing plans that will
make them overnight millionaires, the Valley is Paradise. What
singles out this late twentieth-century electronic gold rush from
its predecessor in the nineteenth century is not the craze
for making money or the entrepreneurs’ 24/7 workaholism but
rather an unshakable faith in the capacity of technology to im-
prove life.10

The wealth in Silicon Valley is stunning. If Santa Clara
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county were a state, its residents would rank first in the nation
in average income. The average adjusted gross income in 1997
for Valley households was $66,537, more than $20,000 above
the statewide average and $26,000 more than the national aver-
age. The thirteen billionaires living in the Valley have a com-
bined net worth of about $45 billion, and several hundred resi-
dents are worth $25 million or more. About one in nine Santa
Clara households (65,000) have a net worth of more than $1
million, excluding the value of their homes.11

Presidents and presidential candidates from both parties
who campaign in California know where the money is. Accord-
ing to one reporter, the towns of Woodside, Atherton, and Palo
Alto have as many $1,000-a-plate political dinners as D.C.’s
Georgetown and Manhattan’s Upper East Side. As a financial
advisor put it: “You’ve got the biggest wealth creation machine
man has ever seen.” High school social studies teacher Sofi
Frankowski made the same point when she said: “It’s like some-
one plopped Wall Street in the middle of Silicon Valley.”12

But not all in the Valley share equally in the wealth. Home-
less families live in the midst of affluent Palo Alto and Los Altos.
One third of all families in Santa Clara County earns less than
$25,000 a year. Even families that earn $30,000 a year often
cannot find a permanent place to live in Silicon Valley. Anna
Badillo, for example, a single mother of three boys, ages ten,
nine, and seven, works full time as a medical assistant. She pays
$1,250 per month to rent a two-bedroom, one-bath apartment
in West San Jose. She has $300 left over from her monthly pay-
check to buy food, transportation, and other essentials. “If I
didn’t have my boyfriend helping me out with a share of the
rent,” she said, “I’d be in trouble.” Or consider the Bruno/
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Ramirez family of six. Ed Bruno, a construction worker, earns
$700 a week. He, his wife Alice Ramirez, and their four chil-
dren live in a 22-foot motor home, and he has to pay $1,000 a
month for a space to park it. Near his mobile home community
are neighborhoods with homes selling for $300,000. Bruno can
barely make ends meet. The family saves money by eating day-
old bread, macaroni and cheese, and hot dogs and shopping at
Goodwill stores. “This is a place we can’t live in and we can’t get
out of,” Ed says. “We need to do something. We are so frus-
trated.”13

But the plight of these families is easily ignored in the rush
for wealth and status. The stories that are retold at bars and up-
scale restaurants seldom include Anna Badillo. They are stories
of instant billionaires, of temporary workers (or independent
contractors) charging $75–150 an hour, or of employees cashing
in stock options. Yet among these tales one could easily miss the
frenzied pace and long hours these young people endure on the
road to sleek cars, expensive homes, paper wealth, and, often,
massive debt.

A photograph in a national magazine of an unshaven 24-
year-old programmer, Chris Strahorn, sleeping on a futon in
his cubicle, captured the long hours that computer program-
mers, marketing managers, and engineers put into start-up In-
ternet companies. Strahorn had put in 60-hour weeks at Sun
Microsystems for three years while seeking a degree in com-
puter science at the University of California-Davis (he has yet to
graduate). But he left Sun and went to a small start-up called
Tomorrow Factory. At the time of the photograph, he was work-
ing up to 100 hours a week because he believed in the product,
a software program for a hand-held device that manages a range
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of shopping requests. Someday he wants to be able to say:
“That’s mine—I wrote that—and it’s sitting on a million
desktops.”14

Strahorn reflects the attitude of many who flock to Silicon
Valley seeking their fortune in computers. Surveys in 1984 and
1999 asked respondents who worked 50 or more hours a
week whether they agreed with the statement: “There’s a gold
rush mentality in this area with too much emphasis on making
money.” In 1984, 66 percent agreed; fifteen years later, 81 per-
cent agreed. The 1999 survey found that 52 percent of the re-
spondents worked more than 50 hours a week, compared with
19 percent of adults in Atlanta who worked such long hours.15

Current and aspiring millionaires find the boundaries be-
tween job and home fuzzy. Because so many of the companies
are global, employees must be on call day and night, and com-
munication devices make that intrusion possible. Being avail-
able twenty-four hours, seven days a week knocks down any
walls that protect a private life from work. The Mercury News
survey mentioned above asked if “job related stress and tension”
affected the person’s life off the job. In 1984, 38 percent of the
respondents agreed; in 1999, 52 percent agreed. When asked to
agree or disagree with the statement “I think I work too much,”
65 percent of those polled who worked more than 50-plus hours
agreed. And of the same group, 56 percent agreed that “my
main satisfaction comes from my job.”16 “It’s not so much a life
lived,” one anthropologist who studies workers and families in
Silicon Valley said, “but a life managed.” He reports that one
mother approached raising her children as a crash project al-
ways in progress. She built up a computer database of child-de-
velopment strategies to use with her children and shared the in-
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formation with friends. Some parents interviewed expressed
frustration that they can’t work on their email and voicemail un-
til after their children go to sleep.17

What drives this frenzy? Surely, simple greed motivates
some people. For others, the motive is the fun of the chase, the
tingle that accompanies risk-taking. Thirty percent of the high-
tech employees polled by the Mercury News agreed with the
statement: “I enjoy living in a place that’s changing the world.”
One out of four information-technology workers agreed that
“there’s a thrill to working in this fast-paced place.”18

Still another motive for the hurried pace is the strong belief
that the project will make millions of people’s lives better than
they are now. An abiding faith in their contribution to techno-
logical progress, small as it may be, drives many. If any syllogism
summarizes the deeply held beliefs that drive Silicon Valley
venture capitalists, software engineers, and computer program-
mers, this may be it:

• Change makes a better society.
• Technology brings about change.
• Therefore, technology makes a better society.19

The ethos of wealth, workaholism, and faith in technological
progress as an unalloyed good is not unique to the electronics
industry in the Valley. These values are held as well by teachers
such as Sofi Frankowski and construction workers such as Ed
Bruno, who, like Chris Strahorn, share the highways and streets
with yellow school buses and thousands of parents driving their
preschoolers and teenagers to class. And it is in the Silicon Val-
ley schools—part of California’s state system of public educa-
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tion—that the historic values of the state and the contemporary
ones of the Valley converge.

THE SCHOOLS

If one compares California’s rank among the nation’s public
schools on various measures, both the prospects and problems
quickly become evident. Despite over $40 billion in funding for
6,000,000 students, 270,000 teachers, 8,000 schools in just un-
der 1,000 districts, California struggles to educate its students.
Based on 1999–2000 statistics, this is how California ranks na-
tionally:20

Number of students: 1st

Teacher salaries: 9th

Per capita personal income: 13th

High school graduation rate: 37th

Per pupil expenditures: 41st

Students per computer: 47th

Students per teacher: 50th

Most accounts of the successes and failures of California pub-
lic schools pinpoint 1978 as the pivotal year when state vot-
ers approved Proposition 13. This law radically reduced taxes
on property and therefore the monies for public schools, and
moved funding authority from local school boards to the gover-
nor and legislature.21

In the 1950s and 1960s, California’s schools were the envy of
the nation. They offered staffing, services, and a progressive
program that few places in the rest of the country could match:
counselors, arts programs, school libraries, access to medical
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services, after-school programs, and other benefits. The Master
Plan introduced in 1960 established a three-tiered system of
higher education—two-year community colleges, four-year col-
leges, and state universities—that was virtually cost-free. Yet
even during these flush times, most Mexican immigrants and
blacks in California received inferior schooling.22

After 1978, according to most accounts, decline set in. In
the early 1980s, the reduction in property tax revenues for
schools coincided with an economic recession and a slow-down
of federal spending in the defense industry, located largely
in southern California. Meanwhile, immigration from Mexico,
Southeast Asia, and elsewhere climbed sharply, increasing the
numbers of children drawing on the limited resources of the
public schools. Even as they frantically sought other streams of
revenue, governors and legislatures cut spending on schools.
Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, administrators down-
sized staffs, upsized classes, allowed buildings to decay, and
watched academic achievement slip away. Unrelenting blasts of
criticism from corporate leaders, parents, and officials about the
declining quality of education further reduced the public’s con-
fidence in its school system.23

One educational industry that did flourish during these de-
cades was school reform. California schools have had a leg-
acy of innovation stretching back to the late nineteenth cen-
tury. When the Civil Rights movement in the 1960s uncovered
major inequities in minority schooling, the state, still among the
top ten in the nation in per pupil expenditures, went on a re-
form binge. There was scarcely a reform that California gover-
nors, legislators, and educators encountered that they didn’t
adopt. Eventually, however, the escalating value of property
(and therefore the property tax hit on homeowners), combined
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with resistance to busing as a means of desegregating schools
and rising concerns over the poor return residents were getting
for each education dollar they paid, led to the first taxpayer re-
volt in the nation. Despite the fact that Proposition 13 passed
overwhelmingly, forcing a commensurate cut in services and
staff in California schools, school reforms just kept on coming.24

In 1982 Bill Honig campaigned for the post of state superin-
tendent of education on a platform of returning to traditional
schooling. Anticipating the Nation at Risk report, he pressed
for rigorous academic courses, a coherent state curriculum, and
more demands on students and teachers. His message reso-
nated with corporate leaders, parents, and ultimately voters
not once but three times. Elected in 1982 and re-elected in
1986 and 1990, Honig, with the heavy endorsement of the
state’s business community, launched a subject-centered reform
movement, including more graduation requirements, new cur-
ricula, and state tests tied to the requirements and curricula. He
was also instrumental in getting a fiscal floor for school funding
into the state constitution (Proposition 98).25

Between Proposition 13 and Honig’s reforms, California be-
came a more tightly aligned system of state-funded schools that
hewed closely to what any governor and legislature could agree
on. That pattern has persisted into the twenty-first century even
as the state’s school population has become increasingly minor-
ity and as academic performance in the eight large urban areas
has deteriorated even further.

In the midst of an economic revival in the mid-1990s that
produced surplus funds for schools, Governors Pete Wilson and
Gray Davis, although from different political parties, continued
to innovate. They offered a disparate batch of reforms such
as class-size reduction, standards-based curriculum, mandated
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state tests, probation for schools that perform poorly on these
tests, and new technologies in schools.26

The dream of putting technologies into California class-
rooms that would revolutionize teaching and learning appealed
to corporate leaders and public officials across the political
spectrum. Here was a reform that both parties and the Cali-
fornia Business Roundtable endorsed sufficiently to pry open
the public purse. As State Superintendent of Schools Delaine
Eastin put it in 1996: “Technology is an essential part of edu-
cation as we approach the twenty-first century. Ninety percent
of the jobs created from this moment on will require advanced
technological training. To compete for these jobs, our children
will have to be skilled in the use of information technology . . . If
we allow our educational system to fall behind the tide of
change in the larger world, we prepare kids for bit parts at best.
As the marketplace changes, so do the skills that all students re-
quire. Today, the want ads for coal miners in Pennsylvania call
for laptop computer skills.”27

As economic prosperity has produced budget surpluses,
California governors and legislatures have authorized ever-
larger appropriations for schools to get wired, equip classrooms
and labs with computers, install software, and train teachers to
use the equipment. In 1997 Governor Wilson and the legisla-
ture appropriated over $100 million for the first year of Digital
High School grants, equal to $300 per student, to install com-
puter networks in each of the state’s 840 high schools over the
next four years. In addition, they authorized annual funding of
$45 per student (to be matched by the district) for maintenance
and upgrade of networks.28

Few California reforms have ever forged such a powerful if
loosely connected coalition of public officials, corporate execu-
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tives, parents, and educators who agreed on the task of getting
teachers and students to use computers in schools. And no-
where is the voice of that coalition more nearly unanimous than
in Silicon Valley.29 The area’s enormous wealth, demand for
skilled workers, and passion for technological progress has cre-
ated an abundance of computers and software for teachers and
students. The ratio of numbers of students per computer in Sili-
con Valley schools—the standard by which access to new tech-
nology is commonly judged—far exceeds state and national fig-
ures. Yet that affluence occurs in a state where class size is still
larger than in other states and where school systems are just be-
ginning to overcome the losses in funding they sustained after
Proposition 13.

My explicit assumption is that, to borrow Michael Lewis’s
phrase, the “new new thing” in school reform—computers—
can be seen most clearly in Santa Clara County in the heart of
Silicon Valley. Although high housing costs and concentrated
wealth may be more evident in the Valley than elsewhere, these
California schools and their encounters with technology reso-
nate with thousands of school districts in the country seeking to
emulate and exceed what is occurring in the Valley. Thus, where
there is an abundance in technological wealth, one can examine
closely the interlocking chain of reformers’ assumptions: in-
creasing access to computers in schools will lead to more class-
room use which, in turn, will transform teaching and learning to
produce the desired outcomes in graduates and the economy.

In the next three chapters, I examine Silicon Valley pre-
schools and kindergartens, high schools, and universities where
major efforts have been made to get students and teachers
to use new technologies in their daily work. In concentrating
on three different levels of formal schooling catering to tod-
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dlers, teenagers, and young adults, I detected definite patterns
of classroom use in Silicon Valley schools. These patterns have
prompted me to offer conclusions about expenditures for tech-
nology in schools and their overall worth not only in this small
part of the state but throughout the entire country. My conclu-
sions should give pause to policymakers, practitioners, and par-
ents committed to investing more money in expanding access
and use of new technologies.
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2

CYBERTEACHING IN PRESCHOOLS AND KINDERGARTENS

The first-time visitor to the Benjamin co-op preschool, located
in a less affluent part of a Bay Area city in the outer reaches of
Silicon Valley, is struck by the spaciousness, color, and energy
on display in the classrooms. Esperanza Rodrigues, a fourteen-
year veteran of preschool teaching, the last eight at Benjamin,
takes the visitor on a quick tour of her domain on a May morn-
ing. She presides over 30 mostly Latino 3- and 4-year-olds split
between two classrooms, four aides, and a half-dozen parent-
volunteers.1

Each room is large and filled with light, and the walls are
decorated with students’ artwork. There are learning centers for
blocks, reading, play, and art. Cubbies for children’s clothes, a
bathroom and sink for washing hands, a small kitchen for pre-
paring food, and piles of toys and books fill the ample space. La-
bels in Spanish identify objects in the room. Two Power Macs
(5400/180) and a printer on an easily accessible table sit in one
room and two older machines sit in the other room. The four
computers look well-used.2

Rodrigues’s gusto for her work and children spills into the
classroom. She leans over to ask one 4-year-old what she is do-
ing with the clay, touches a boy in the finger-painting corner to
reassure him about his work-in-progress, and quietly communi-



cates with aides and parent-volunteers. She asks one aide to
take Angela to a table to work on letters of the alphabet; she
points a parent to a tug-of-war between two boys over a toy. The
parent intervenes. A 3-year-old girl comes over to Rodrigues,
crying for comfort. She listens to what the child says between
sobs and then whispers something in her ear that brings a smile;
the child skips off to tell her friend what happened. Rodrigues
frequently switches between English and Spanish as she swirls
through the rooms, watching, listening, and encouraging each
individual.3

Except during circle-time. Sitting in a half-circle on a
brightly colored rug, 15 rapt preschoolers face Rodrigues, who
sits on a low chair next to a computer. She leads them in a song
“How Are You?” sung to the tune of “Frère Jacques.” After-
wards, she holds up for the class, one at a time, large cut-outs of
a triangle, square, circle, and rectangle.

For each shape, Rodrigues asks the whole group what it is.
Individual children yell out in Spanish and English whether it is
a triangle or circle. She offers a “Muy bien!” followed by a warm
“Good, Miguel.” She then gives the cutout to each child to
touch and pass on to a neighbor.

Now Rodrigues turns to the computer monitor, where the
same four shapes are displayed. She moves the cursor to each
shape and then asks the class what each shape is. Again, a cho-
rus of vigorous shouts in two languages fills the room, followed
by bilingual compliments on the correct answers. Rodrigues
then passes out to each child envelopes filled with smaller ver-
sions of the four shapes. Calling the children’s attention to the
cursor on the screen, she clicks on a rectangle on the screen and
asks the class to pull that shape out of the envelope. She does
the same with a triangle and the other shapes until all of the fig-
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ures in the envelope are arrayed in front of each child. She then
reviews with the class what each shape is, asking the children to
repeat it in both Spanish and English. She ends the lesson with
a reminder that the computers have “Millie’s Math House” and
other programs they can use to learn more about these shapes.
This circle-time lesson on shapes lasts 15 minutes.

Later in the morning, when children choose which centers
they want to work in, visitors watch them clustered around two
machines looking at “Millie’s Math House.” Two 4-year-olds,
Lucinda and Maria, are whispering to each other. Maria points
and Lucinda hits the keys when the computer voice asks aloud
what size shoes are pictured: big, medium, small? The comput-
ers are left on all day, and they are in constant use by one or two
preschoolers. “Stickybear’s Early Learning Activities” and other
multimedia software delight the children with animation and
clever graphics. One piece of interactive software runs English,
Spanish, and Japanese language programs that ask students to
repeat aloud words on the screen which have just been said.
The children bring up these programs to the screen again and
again, relishing the repetition. The children know how to access
programs and use the mouse to click on icons. With an occa-
sional interruption by an aide or Rodrigues, they largely work
by themselves, teaching and learning from one another about
what is happening on the screen.

Visitors coming away from Esperanza Rodrigues’s class-
rooms would be impressed with the spell that this talented
teacher and her aides weave over 30 very active preschoolers for
an entire morning. Of course, Rodrigues would be the first to
point out “loner” children who have yet to acquire important so-
cial skills and the emotional control necessary for making a sat-
isfactory adjustment to kindergarten. She could also easily point
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to the lack of certain materials, the need for more computers
and accessories, and numerous logistical problems that crop up
daily.

Having heard about all of these issues, the visitors would
still marvel at the self-direction and confidence that so many of
the children display as they choose various learning centers and
participate in circle-time lessons. They would admire how the
children treat one another with both respect and affection—
civic virtues that these 4-year-olds have mastered. And if the
visitors are very observant, they might well note the singular
way that this preschool teacher has integrated the use of the
computer and software effortlessly into a lesson on a math con-
cept.

For many parents and educators unfamiliar with Rodrigues’s
talents, computers for tykes is both exciting and distressing.
Since the early 1980s, photos of diaper-clad babies facing com-
puter screens and using a mouse have appeared in popular me-
dia and delighted (or alarmed) many Americans. The rapt en-
gagement of the very young with software—one company even
puts out CD-ROMs for 9-month-old infants—reminds adults
not only that the electronic millennium is upon us but that
very young children are virtual learning machines. It also raises
a serious question that is seldom asked by parents, educators,
and public officials who encourage such investments: Just be-
cause children can do something when they are young, should
they do it?4

THE HURRIED CHILD

Parents are eager to get their children into Esperanza
Rodrigues’s classroom. But enthusiasm for early childhood edu-
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cation has waxed and waned over the last two centuries. At
the beginning of the nineteenth century, parents were not
so eager to send very young children to school. By the 1820s,
however, “infant schools”—an innovation initially imported by
American school reformers from Britain for pauper and orphan
children—had become fashionable places for working-class and
middle-class parents to send their 3- and 4-year-olds. Facing the
demands of rapid industrialization, many parents had come to
believe that little children could be taught and that early experi-
ences in infant schools would help them become better pre-
pared for the 3Rs in regular school. By 1840 almost 40 percent
of all 3-year-olds in Massachusetts attended these early nursery
schools.

Within a decade, however, the experts on child-rearing as-
serted that such early exposure to written language and num-
bers would fail to accelerate children’s intellectual develop-
ment: even worse, infant schools would stunt their growth, they
claimed. The proper place for a young child was at home with
Mother. By the late 1840s, infant schools had disappeared and
been largely forgotten, save by historians who have documented
this deep-seated ambivalence toward schooling young children.5

The kindergarten, an innovation imported to the United
States from Prussia in the 1850s by followers of Friedrich
Froebel (the designer of the original “children’s garden”), began
as private schools for middle- and upper-class families. They
slowly spread across an industrializing nation and in the 1870s
appeared in public schools. But it was not until the 1940s that
substantial numbers of middle-class families begin to send their
children voluntarily to public kindergartens.6

During the Great Depression the federal government subsi-
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dized childcare and nursery schools as a way to put unemployed
teachers to work. As World War II got under way, public of-
ficials urged mothers employed in wartime jobs to send their
children to these federally funded schools. But by the 1950s,
the issue arose again whether a mother’s proper role was rearing
children rather than working outside the home, and questions
were raised about whether nursery schools and kindergartens
undermined the family and were worthwhile for young chil-
dren.7

By the early 1960s, however, scientific evidence and the ex-
periences of earlier generations of parents had accumulated
sufficiently to convince more middle- and upper-class families
that their sons and daughters would benefit sufficiently from
early schooling to offset any possible damage to the family unit.
J. McVicker Hunt, for example, drew from the work of ethnolo-
gists and social scientists to emphasize the critical importance
of early experiences for the development of the young. An-
other psychologist, Benjamin Bloom, argued that IQ was virtu-
ally fixed by the age of 5—implying that any meaningful inter-
vention in the development of intelligence must occur before
that age. Still, as recently as 1970, only 20 percent of 3- and 4-
year-olds attended public and private nursery schools.8

The late 1960s turned out to be watershed years for early
childhood education. The work of the Swiss psychologist Jean
Piaget earlier in the century on the stages of a child’s growth be-
came more broadly accepted among educators and parents. The
phrase “developmentally appropriate” entered educators’ vo-
cabulary.9 Piaget, who has had much influence in America on
popular thinking about the stages of intellectual development
in children, complained that Americans often asked him the
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same question: “How can children be accelerated through your
stages of cognitive development?” He called it the “American
question.”10 Speeding up academic work for small children,
stemming from parental concerns over an uncertain economic
future, helped make preschools more like kindergartens and
kindergartens increasingly similar to first grade.

Around this same time, as scores of scientists and educa-
tors became involved in the Civil Rights movement and feder-
ally funded efforts to help largely low-income families in urban
and rural settings, a smorgasbord of interventionist programs
emerged. New findings on brain development underscored the
importance of having a stimulating environment in the home
during the early years and of identifying medical and social
problems as early as possible. Among the school-based pro-
grams, the most famous became known as Head Start, a federal
program for preschoolers from poor families. Under its banner,
policymakers teamed with academics to try a medley of school-
based interventions. Some innovative programs had scripts for
teachers to follow in telling students what to do, when, and
under what circumstances. These emphasized whole-group in-
struction in reading and math, limited choices for children,
and clear boundaries of what were acceptable and unacceptable
behaviors. Other programs pursued the nursery school model
of educating the whole child and avoiding undue emphasis
on academics. Sensitive to the different stages of intellectual,
emotional, and social development, teachers in these programs
would listen to children, engage in discussions with them, and
ask them to choose art corners, a sand table, a storybook center,
or blocks during the day. Other programs were hybrids of the
two approaches.11
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Head Start had become the poster child program for Presi-
dent Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty. Although compre-
hensive evaluations of Head Start in its first decade had shown
limited academic gains for former Head Start students in ele-
mentary school, strong social gains were eventually detectable
in the form of fewer teenage pregnancies, fewer dropouts, and
less delinquency during and after secondary school. Preschools
for poor children became a rallying cry in both political par-
ties.12

By the 1980s, as an expanding labor market and the rising
cost of living brought more women—including single moth-
ers—into the workplace, issues of child care, nursery schools,
and early education came to the fore with an intensity that sur-
prised even public officials. Increased pressure from parents
and policymakers on preschool and kindergarten teachers to
prepare their children academically for the first grade created
much conflict among educators. Administrators purchased tests
that would determine whether 6-year-olds completing kinder-
garten were ready for the first grade. The numbers of chil-
dren who essentially “flunked” kindergarten because they were
either academically or socially unready for first grade (and per-
haps had failed one of these readiness tests) increased. Even
with these concerns about hurried academic development
among early childhood educators, preschools flourished.13

By 1999, 46 percent of 3-year-olds and 70 percent of 4-year-
olds were in preschool. In 1970, by contrast, just over 20 per-
cent of children in these age groups had attended private and
public preschools. In 1999, 80 out of 100 families with children
in preschool earned over $75,000 a year; 11 out of 100 earned
between $10,000 and $75,000; and 9 families earned less than
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$10,000. Head Start, which was established for the latter group,
spent $4.7 billion in 1998 on children enrolled from families at
or below the federal poverty line, but even that amount reached
only 27 percent of eligible 3-year-olds and 48 percent of eligible
4-year-olds. By 2000, more than 40 states offered free or subsi-
dized preschool.14

Back in 1989, when President George Bush convened all of
the state governors to establish national goals, few officials were
surprised that the very first goal was to have all children “ready”
for school. Another goal was to have U.S. students first in sci-
ence and math in the world—national recognition that global
economic competition required rigorous academic schooling
even if it began at age 3.15 One parent who became annoyed
with this pressure has described how her 5-year-old rushed to
finish her week’s packet of kindergarten homework at 7:45 a.m.
“Eight pages plus three drawings to illustrate three books that
we had read since Monday,” Sharon Noguchi writes. “Welcome
to Y2 Kindergarten. Jumpstart that math and reading. Sit down,
be quiet and do phonics, counting, addition, patterns, and prob-
ability.”16

Notwithstanding the mixed results of $21 billion spent on 12
million preschoolers over 30 years, Bush’s affirmation of Head
Start and preschooling largely meant that a national consensus
had formed which overwhelmed those few critics who opposed
sending 3- and 4-year-olds to preschool. Regardless of social
class, most American parents now believe that the first year of
life—between birth and baby talk—is critical to a child’s later
success as an adult. By the 1990s, child development experts
were certain that the earlier children could be stretched intel-
lectually, the better for their academic success later in life. “The
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allure of infant determinism,” in Jerome Kagan’s aptly skeptical
phrase, had become firmly entrenched in American culture. As-
tute entrepreneurs were building for-profit preschool empires
to gain financially from parents’ faith that the first few years de-
termine the trajectory of a child’s life as assuredly as gravity de-
termines that a apple will hit the ground when it drops from the
tree. By the year 2000, the question of whether toddlers should
be in school had largely been answered with a resounding yes.17

WHAT MAKES A PRESCHOOL “GOOD”?

For those early childhood programs anchored in the belief that
growth of the whole child proceeds through a series of develop-
mental stages, a “good” preschool or kindergarten would in-
clude the following:18

• a certified teacher who endorses a view of carefully nurturing
each developing child;

• a daily program with a few structures organizing the available
space and time to provide many choices for children growing at
different paces (blocks, art, language, sand table, water table,
dress-up, reading corner, and so on);

• materials that encourage imaginative play.

Examples of such programs would be the traditional American
nursery school of the 1950s, British infant schools of the 1960s,
and the Bank Street College (New York City) approach to early
childhood education.19

Another version of a “good” preschool and kindergarten fa-
vors the intellectual development of the child and academic
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preparation for first grade. Such a “good” preschool or kinder-
garten would include the following:

• a certified teacher committed to preparing the child academically
for the next level;

• a daily program in which the teacher structures the available
space and time to provide a mix of direct instruction, small group
tasks, and individual work focused upon the skills of reading,
math, writing, and thinking;

• ample materials to carefully guide children in becoming skilled in
each of the areas above;

• play activities during a small portion of the day, but no play at
other times; work and play are separate activities.

Examples of such programs over the last quarter century would
be the Abecedarian project in North Carolina, the Englemann-
Bereiter preschool in Illinois the early 1960s, and other schools
with tightly scripted procedures and materials for teacher and
children to follow.20

Buried within each version of a “good” preschool and kin-
dergarten is an implicit goal. From a developmental perspec-
tive, the goal is to see that the personal well-being of each child
flourishes. From an intellectual perspective, the goal is to pre-
pare the child for a successful school career that will lead to a
high-paying job where skilled graduates contribute the human
capital essential for a prosperous economy. Hybrid schools seek
to reconcile or blend these two competing versions of “good-
ness.”

Of course, computers can be justified and used in any
of these variations of a “good” preschool or kindergarten.
Esperanza Rodrigues’s preschool is a hybrid which leans slightly
toward the developmental view, although her classroom also
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contains tasks and materials that will equip her charges academ-
ically for kindergarten. She lets her preschoolers go to the com-
puter centers in the two rooms at any time of the day and inte-
grates the technology into a math lesson during circle-time.

At George Elementary School in northern California, kin-
dergarten teacher Mark Hunter also embraces an academic
perspective that contains elements of the developmental point
of view. One April morning in Hunter’s classroom went like this:

After the twenty children completed their period at the five
centers, Hunter, sitting on a tiny chair in front of the computer,
calls them to sit on the rug in a half-circle around him. At the
remote control, he clicks the keys to bring up on the 35-inch
screen an alphabet game that the 5-year-olds know well. For the
letters N, O, and P as they appear on the screen with animated
figures and catchy tunes, the children stand, bend, and reach in
well-rehearsed moves as they sing along with the animated fig-
ures. The children clap enthusiastically after they act out Z and
then prepare to leave the room for recess.

Hunter is convinced that the children’s daily use of the
room’s five computers to play games, use reading software
(“Reader Rabbit,” “Curious George”), and write a daily message
that he prints out has accelerated 18 of his 20 students to be-
come beginning readers. He knows that the other two will make
their breakthrough soon.

Each morning, the children choose which center they will
spend the next 45 minutes in. The choices include drill and
practice on letters and numbers, using math manipulatives,
writing a daily message, listening to stories, and working with
computers. The rules for use of each center are printed in block
letters. At the teacher’s direction, the children dutifully move
from activity to activity. After a period of whole-group instruc-
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tion and recess, they again choose a center they wish to go to for
the period. Every child, however, has to complete a daily mes-
sage on the computer and show it to Hunter.

After he arrives in the morning, Hunter sets up the pro-
grams that he wants the children to use during the day. He does
not allow the children to fiddle with booting up, finding the
right program on the desktop screen, or shutting the computer
down.

A seven-year veteran of elementary school teaching in two
districts, Hunter is a former physical education teacher. Be-
cause he has two older brothers who are deaf, he first learned
computers through the technologies that were available for the
deaf. He also knows sign language. From this unique back-
ground Hunter came to believe that much can be learned
kinesthetically, and he encourages children to move about, act
out stories, and connect physical games to academics. He has
worked with computers for many years and has received in-
struction through the federally funded technology project in his
district, the one that also supplied two of the five computers in
his classroom, as well as the 35-inch monitor.

During center time, four boys work diligently at two com-
puters (“We are not allowed to have three at a computer. Mr.
Hunter says so,” Adam tells us). They are working on their daily
message. David speaks the words aloud as he slowly hits the
keys: “I” then “like” then “my” and finally “dog,” (he ends his
sentence with a comma). Adam comes over, as does Brian, to
see what David has typed. The three boys have an exchange
about whether you can end a sentence with a comma. They
agree that it should be a period. Saying aloud “comma” repeat-
edly, Adam returns to his station, where Steven has been typing
his message: “I am crase” [sic].
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Teachers like Rodrigues and Hunter, who use computers
frequently, manage to integrate the technology seamlessly into
their daily routines. In our study of 11 preschool and kindergar-
ten teachers in sites scattered throughout Silicon Valley and the
San Francisco Bay area, however, teachers with this level of
pedagogical skill with computers were exceptions. Although all
teachers in the study had access to computers in school and
most had them in their homes, they used computers in class-
rooms in far more limited and much less integrated ways than
the two teachers just described, as we will see.

SILICON VALLEY PRESCHOOLS

AND KINDERGARTENS

We chose six preschool and five kindergarten classrooms in
seven Bay Area sites on the basis of whether they had comput-
ers in their rooms, included families from a range of socioeco-
nomic backgrounds, and were willing to let us interview teach-
ers and students and observe the technologies being used (see
Table 1).

Two questions guided our inquiry:

• How often and in what ways were teachers and children using
computers in preschools and kindergartens?

• Given the availability of computers, in what ways have ap-
proaches to teaching and learning remained stable and in what
ways have they changed?

The first question examines the common assumption that
computer availability leads to increased teacher’s and children’s
use of machines. Our second question examines whether in-
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creases in classroom use would then lead to the transformation
of teaching and learning.21

Student Use of Technologies at Sites

How frequently and in what ways did students use computers in
these preschools and kindergartens? The most frequent use of
computers occurred during “choice time.” At ten of the eleven
sites children were given the opportunity for 30 to 60 minutes a
day to choose among centers structured for painting, playing
with blocks, reading, and other activities, including computers.22

Children were neither obliged to go to the computer center nor
expected to produce a product, except for the “daily message”
in Hunter’s room.
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Table 1. Study Sites

School Level Social class
Teacher/
aides

No. of
students

No. of
computers

Head Start/A Preschool Low-income Guerroa/2 18 1
Head Start/B Preschool Low-income Ibana/3 18 1
Jefferson Preschool Low-income Franklin/2 26 2
Benjamin Preschool Low-income Rodrigues/4–6 301 4
Baldwin/A Preschool Middle-to-upper Allen/2–3 30 1
Baldwin/B Preschool Middle-to-upper Michael/3 30 1
George Kindergarten Low-to-middle Hunter 20 5
Martes Kindergarten Upper-income Fisher 18 02

Robles/A Kindergarten Middle-income Roberts 20 4
Robles/B Kindergarten Middle-income Russell 20 4
Bell Kindergarten Low-income Ramirez 20 3

1 The Jefferson and Benjamin classrooms were at one site with two large rooms. The teacher,
parents, and aides moved between the two rooms during the day; the Baldwin site had 30
children—15 in the morning and 15 in the afternoon.
2 School policy provided in-class computers from grade 1 upwards. Kindergarten students went to
the school’s computer lab once a week for 30 minutes.



Access to the computer center was typically first-come-first-
served, with children regulating turns in various ways: asking
the teacher, having a timer at the center, or negotiating turns
among themselves. When many children wanted to use the ma-
chines, some teachers had a sign-up sheet. Because of the lim-
ited time in centers, not every child was guaranteed a turn
at a computer, except at two sites (Benjamin and Baldwin A
preschools), where the computer centers were available all
day or when teachers rotated students through the computer
center.

In three sites where center time was used (Jefferson,
George, and Bell), teachers assigned children to use the com-
puters for 30 to 60 minutes at least once a week. In this way, all
children at these sites had access to computers. For the 70 chil-
dren in these sites, this amounted to 10 to 15 percent of the
time that they were in school. At two sites (Martes and Bell),
where there were school computer labs and the entire class
went for another 30 to 60 minutes once a week, each child had a
personal computer available.

Overall, of the 250 preschoolers and kindergartners in these
eleven classrooms, computers were available to at least 180 chil-
dren curious or eager to work on computers for very brief peri-
ods of time (from 1 to 6 percent of the weekly time they were
in school). If there were boys and girls among the 180 who
skipped the computer center because they were fearful of the
machines or were more interested in other centers, we classi-
fied them as “nonusers” of the technology.

For the most part, teachers loaded software that was appro-
priate to the children’s ages, and the students’ choices were lim-
ited to the software that the adults had selected. Two of the
eleven teachers permitted children to insert CD-ROMS of their
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choice. The rest did not. Only two teachers permitted the stu-
dents to print out what they had done on the computer.

Robles kindergarten teacher Paula Rosen typifies the major-
ity of early childhood teachers who used computers regularly.
There were four Macs in her room, two of which did not work.
She had two others stored in a closet. Paula lets the students use
the two that are working every day during choice time right af-
ter lunch. She calls the software such as “Jump Start,” “Math
Rabbit,” “Franklin Learns Math” that she has loaded on the ma-
chines “games.”

Paula promotes computer use 30 minutes a day because she
believes that the software motivates 5-year-olds and is already
ubiquitous in their homes. Although Paula believes the applica-
tions—some of which are drills—extend concepts the children
already have learned in class, she does not require every student
to go to the computers. Paula uses computers solely for enrich-
ment and reinforcement, rather than direct instruction. Dis-
trict-provided training has equipped her with sufficient skills to
manage these software applications and to do minimal trouble-
shooting of hardware problems.

During choice time, five students cluster around one com-
puter running “Franklin Learns Math,” a popular game with the
kindergartners. Two sit on chairs while the others stand behind
them. There is a timer that the 5-year-olds use only when one of
their classmates stays too long. On occasion, a fidgety kinder-
gartner will turn the dial to speed up the timer.

Much collaboration occurs among the children clustered
around the computer. They provide answers to “Franklin”
prompts. When the timer goes off (without any prior fiddling),
each child calmly moves over and lets the next one take a turn.
All of the children we observed had a quiet, confident expertise
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with the programs and computer. All of those we interviewed
had computers at home.

Of the eleven teachers, five (including Esperanza Rodrigues
at the Benjamin and Mark Hunter at the George) found ex-
plicit ways to blend the technology in their rooms into their in-
structional repertoire and to fit computers to what children
were expected to learn. Two teachers (Rodrigues and Sherry
Franklin at Jefferson) also created instructional materials for
the computer and used them with the children, usually when
they convened the entire group for particular lessons. Hunter
used commercial software with the lyrics of a song and eye-
catching animation to explain points on a 35-inch monitor and
to bring the class to order to sing together. In her all-day kinder-
garten class, Felicia Ramirez (at the Bell school) tied together
the day’s lesson on firefighters to instructions at the computer
center to use the art program to draw a firefighter, print it out,
and give it to the firefighter visiting that afternoon. Marvin Mi-
chael (at Baldwin B) taught students who came to the computer
center how to match letters with the keys on the keyboard and
to type a title for an art project.

Table 2 summarizes the frequency and uses of computers
and the level of integration of technology into classroom cur-
riculum and instruction for the eleven teachers. The initial
level is entry (first months of using computers). Then adop-
tion (teachers generally use text, lecture, and conventional ap-
proaches but introduce lessons to teach students how to use
keyboard, mouse, and elementary applications). After adoption,
the next level of integration is adaptation, when most of class-
room time is still spent in conventional ways of teaching but stu-
dents spend about one fourth or more of their time using com-
puters for homework and daily work in class. The next level is
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appropriation, where the teacher is fully confident in the use of
computers and integrates technology regularly into daily rou-
tines. The highest level is invention, where teachers experiment
with new ways of networking students and colleagues and use
project-based instruction and interdisciplinary approaches.23

Students’ Experiences with Technology at Home and School

From observations and interviews, it was clear to us that having
a computer at home added considerably to the child’s compe-
tence and confidence in booting up the computer and navigat-
ing software with a mouse. Of the 26 students (14 girls, 12 boys)
across the seven sites that we observed and interviewed, 20 (10
girls, 10 boys) had computers at home and five did not (because
of language difficulties, one child did not answer). Of the six
children in Head Start, three had computers at home. All of the
Martes children, according to the kindergarten teacher, had
computers at home.

To the question of who taught them to use the computer,
children’s answers varied widely. Four children proudly told
us that they taught themselves. The rest cited their father,
mother, older sister, brother, or a mix of these. At home, the
children reported using computers to play games such as “Nu-
clear Strike” and “Blue’s Clues” and to use educational soft-
ware ranging from “Reader Rabbit” to “Grandma and Me” to
“Jumpstart Math.” When we asked about other home technolo-
gies that the children used regularly, we found that 13 of the 26
could use a radio, 12 could manage the VCR, and 12 said that
they knew how to use a CD player. Eight told us that they could
use a microwave. Most of the children from families spanning
the socioeconomic spectrum had broad exposure to electronic
appliances in their homes, including computers; we noted no
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Table 2. Frequency, Deployment, and Integration of Computers

School Level
Frequency
of use

How computers
are deployed

Level of
integration1

Head Start/A Preschool 60 minutes
a day

Centers/
free choice

Adoption

Head Start/B Preschool 60 minutes
a day

Centers/
free choice

Adoption

Jefferson Preschool 90 minutes;
each child
assigned to
center once
a week

Centers/
free choice;
required once
a week

Adaptation

Benjamin Preschool Available
all day

Centers/
free choice

Adaptation

Baldwin/A Preschool Available
all day

Centers/
free choice

Adoption

Baldwin/B Preschool At teacher’s
discretion

Centers/
free choice and
teacher’s
discretion

Adoption

George Kindergarten 120 minutes
a day

Centers/
free choice;
also assigned
by teacher

Appropriation

Martes Kindergarten 30 minutes
a week

Lab scheduled
by teacher

Adoption

Robles/A Kindergarten 30 minutes
a day

Centers/
free choice

Adoption

Robles/B Kindergarten 30 minutes
a day

Centers/
free choice

Adoption

Bell Kindergarten 20 minutes a
day and 30–
60 minutes a
week in
computer lab

Centers/
scheduled by
teacher to
computer
center once
a week

Adaptation

1These levels of integration with curriculum and institution are drawn from Judith
Sandholtz, Cathy Ringstaff, and David Dwyer, Teaching with Technology (New York:
Teachers College Press, 1997), pp. 37–42. The levels are defined on pp. 122–123.



differences based on gender in access, use, or enthusiasm for
the technologies.

In the preschools and kindergartens, many of the children
working in the computer centers had brought to their tasks con-
siderable fluency with home-based technologies. For example,
at Jefferson preschool, the technologically enthusiastic Sherry
Franklin (she had created a multimedia project of great artists’
work for the class) was stumped by a question. One of us had
noted that the Macintosh desktop screen was blue for boys and
pink for girls and asked Franklin who had customized the colors
on the desktop. She didn’t know, and wanted to change the col-
ors but didn’t know how. She asked 4-year-old Gussie to change
the colors; the child knew where the desktop settings were and
told one of us what had to be done.

Students who were unfamiliar with booting up the com-
puter, keyboarding, entering a password, and using a mouse
stood aside as their neighbors with more expertise signed up of-
ten to play with the computer during center time. At the same
time, home-users’ fluency sometimes led to lack of interest.
Four students told us that the software they used at school was
the same they had at home; they would rather play with blocks
or paint.

Teachers’ Attitudes toward Technology

Of the ten teachers for whom we had data, eight had computers
at home and used them extensively. The homeusers told us they
spent at least an hour each week on the computer for personal
business, preparing lessons, writing notes to parents, document-
ing children’s work, emailing, and doing Internet searches. The
majority had picked up their expertise with computers on their
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own, from a friend, or from a spouse. Only a handful had taken
formal courses. Although a few expressed doubts about their
competence with computers, their commitment to using tech-
nology in their classrooms often grew from their deep-seated
belief in the importance of technology in their children’s fu-
tures. These teachers, then, were hardly technophobes or aller-
gic to using computers with young children.

All of the teachers believed that using computers was a
worthwhile developmental activity for children, but mostly as
an enrichment activity or as a learning tool rather than as a cen-
tral task for their children to perform. Except for the five who
worked at integrating the technology directly into the existing
curriculum and teaching tasks, the teachers did not blend com-
puters into the rest of the children’s day. Only a few could trou-
bleshoot computer problems. When a mouse was broken or
software crashed, two of the teachers said that they could fix it
themselves. The lack of technical support, except for the feder-
ally funded program described above, meant that the teachers
depended on their own limited knowledge or the knowledge of
parents to repair machines. In one Head Start center, the com-
puter had gone unused for three months because the mouse
was defective.

When we asked the teachers whether using computers had
changed their teaching, five said that it had made no difference
at all and four said that it made “some” to “major” differences in
how they taught. We asked the four teachers, Rodrigues and
Hunter among them, what kind of changes it had made in their
classrooms. Their answers included adding a center, creating a
multimedia project, and using their home computer to commu-
nicate with peers and parents and to prepare for the next day.
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Both Rodrigues and Hunter said that using computers had be-
come essential to their daily teaching.

THE FREQUENCY AND USE OF COMPUTERS

The seven sites we studied are well within the guidelines of “de-
velopmentally appropriate” preschools and kindergartens estab-
lished by the National Association for the Education of Young
Children (NAEYC) and the tradition of nursery schools in this
country. The preschools and kindergartens we observed tilted
toward the developmental version of a “good” school, though
some, such as Head Start centers, leaned more to academic
preparedness for first grade. They largely provided structured
choices with a rich array of instructional materials that allowed
freedom for individual children, yet offered limited areas within
which choices were made. Blends of whole-group instruction,
small-group work, and individual exploration marked each of
these preschools.24

In these seven sites, it is clear that computers have be-
come part of the daily or weekly routine of teaching and learn-
ing. To fervent advocates of using technology in schools, no rev-
olution had occurred in how the teachers organize or teach in
these classrooms. Nor have there been dramatic or substantial
changes in how teachers teach or children learn. If anything,
the addition of a computer center to the array of centers already
in common use in these classrooms means that teachers have
adapted an innovation to existing ways of teaching and learning
that have dominated early childhood education for decades.
Studies of computer use in other preschools and kindergartens
across the country support this observation.25

It is equally clear that (except for Rodrigues and Hunter,
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who consciously integrated computers fully into the daily cur-
riculum and instruction), the uses of technologies in these sites
were infrequent and limited. All of the teachers we interviewed
and observed, except for those two, saw using computers as no
more important a learning activity than playing with blocks and
Lego, sitting and listening through headphones to stories, and
working in the art corner. Except for Hunter and Rodrigues,
none was an avid enthusiast for expanding children’s use of
computers or was convinced that the technology would revolu-
tionize their teaching. If anything, the teachers’ limited use
of computers signaled ambivalence, even uncertainty over the
proper uses of technology for children.

Teachers occasionally expressed this uncertainty to us, and
we believe it was warranted. In light of the ambiguity of the
limited research that has been done on children and comput-
ers and the ambivalence that professional associations of early
childhood educators have expressed over the last two decades,
few educators and parents can say unequivocally that preschool-
ers and kindergartners should use computers more or less, on
what tasks, and under what conditions.

Should Computers Be Used with Young Children?

In 1984 the Head Start Bureau banned the use of federal funds
to purchase computers “as early childhood learning tools.” In
1990 Commissioner Wade Horn rescinded the order and per-
mitted individual Head Start centers to buy hardware and soft-
ware. The reversal grew out of an IBM–Head Start Partnership
project that piloted the use of computers in Head Start agencies
in seven states. The 1990 order recommended that program di-
rectors purchase no more than two computers after classrooms
have been “appropriately equipped with furniture and equip-
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ment which is attractive and in good repair and includes such
basic learning materials as hardwood . . . blocks and wooden
floor toys.”26

Since 1990, books and pamphlets have been published de-
scribing the use of computers in Head Start for both children
and their parents. The Bureau issues bulletins advising staff of
appropriate software and experts’ opinions on how to use the
new technologies. In 1988, for example, four early childhood
experts offered their advice. Two said computers were fine to
use in preschools as long as “developmentally appropriate goals
and methods” are used; one said that the technology was fine
for 5-year-olds but less appropriate for “3’s or 4’s.” One expert
emphatically said that the software programs available then for
young children were “limited and unimaginative” and unequal
to the “rich and complex experience of children’s play.”27

Since then, early childhood experts have remained divided.
Contrary to technology vendors’ claims and parental hopes that
the earlier children are exposed to computers, the better it is,
the veteran educational psychologist Jane Healy has stated flatly
that before age 7, time spent with computers “not only subtracts
from important developmental tasks but may also entrench bad
learning habits, leading to poor motivation and even symptoms
of learning disability.”28

To support her claim—note the “may” in the sentence—
Healy cites the brain development literature and what intellec-
tual tasks children under age 7 need to accomplish: learning to
use all the senses, paying attention, visualizing, memorizing,
thinking logically, and understanding new symbol systems such
as written words and numbers. For children younger than 7,
navigating software with little understanding of what they are
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doing, she argues, deprives children of the exploration and play
they need to grow intellectually. This is, of course, a caution for
any activity done with any learning tool. Young children often
misinterpret what happens with computers: “Can a computer
cheat at tic-tac-toe?” a researcher asks a child. “Yes, it’s alive, it
cheats, but it doesn’t know it’s cheating.”29

David Elkind, professor of Child Study at Tufts Univer-
sity, points out that parents and educators easily confuse a tod-
dler’s facility with language with the child’s intellectual under-
standing of the large words they use or the complex sentences
they construct. Parents and educators also jump to the conclu-
sion that manipulating icons on the screen means that a child
understands the actions and the symbols.30 Coming from a dif-
ferent angle but making a similar point, the Harvard psycholo-
gist Jerome Kagan argues against the “infant determinists.” The
concept of a critical period of learning, a crucial window opened
for a short time that slams shut after a certain age, he says, is
“seductive” but inaccurate. He points to findings from studies
on orphans who were adopted at a young age or children who
had suffered deprivation for two to four years and then were
put under the care of patient, nurturing foster parents or other
adults; these children developed the typical emotional and in-
tellectual vitality of others their age. He stresses the malleability
of children and the importance of later developmental periods
in the lives of children and adults.31 For those educators and
parents who fear that exposure to computers is rushing children
through Piagetian stages of development, researcher Douglas
Clements approvingly cites another researcher: “Children do
not universally wake up on their seventh birthdays . . . to find
that they have arrived at the period of concrete operations.”32 In
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short, waiting until later in childhood to introduce computers
will not stunt children’s intellectual, emotional, and social devel-
opment.

Most researchers, however, believe in early childhood as a
critical period for becoming literate, and they have few doubts
about either the appropriateness or effectiveness of young chil-
dren in preschools or kindergartens working on computers with
software matched to their age. Some draw heavily from neuro-
scientists’ work on the rapid increase in synapse formation—
brain connectivity—in the womb and postnatal development
to support policies that import hardware and software into pre-
schools and kindergartens. Others, committed to the crucial in-
fluence of an enriched, complex environment on a child’s devel-
opment, conduct studies of technology uses in early childhood
settings.33

Clements, for example, in two separate syntheses of re-
search findings (1987 and 1993), concluded that computers are
“developmentally appropriate for young children.” In his 1987
conclusions, Clements expressed hesitation about the effects of
computers on preschoolers and kindergartners: “Young children
do not need computers any more than they ‘need’ any of many
potentially valuable learning centers. There is, however, nothing
to lose and potentially rich benefits to acquire through informed
use of computers. Informed, because inappropriate or insipid
uses will have little or no benefit. Effectiveness depends criti-
cally on the quality of the software, the amount of time it is
used, and the way in which it is used.”34

Five years later, however, the conditional language had
disappeared. Faster computers, greater storage capacity, and
better software may account for the change. Clements’s review
of new research in the late 1980s and early 1990s had convinced
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him of the effectiveness of computers for young children. “Ap-
propriate computer programs can contribute to early childhood
education. Young children use computers successfully and con-
fidently, in balance with other activities. They prefer to control
programs that are animated, problem solving-oriented, and in-
teractive . . . Girls and boys, when young, do not differ in com-
puter use, leading to recommendations that preschool is a good
time to introduce moderate, safe use of this technology.”35

Few researchers, however, examine closely what individual
young children do when facing a screen and what sense they
make of the written words, animation, and clever graphics that
interactive software makers have brought elegantly to the cur-
rent generation of computers. Popular stories that in a pre-com-
puter age early childhood teachers would read to their children
during circle-time, for example, have been made into “talking”
CD-ROMs that are bought by districts and sent to classrooms.

Linda Labbo studied a kindergarten boy of average ability
who interacted with two talking CD-ROMS to see to what de-
gree the child understood the story after interacting with
the software. She found that there were so many distracting
multimedia features to “Arthur’s Teacher Trouble” that Roberto
could not retell the story in a coherent, structured way. Yet
“Stellaluna,” another talking CD-ROM story about a baby bat,
was sufficiently structured for Roberto to tell the researchers a
coherent story about the adventures of a mother bat and her ba-
bies.36

Labbo’s point is that teachers who lack the time to preview
software for their classes—were they even to be asked to do
so—believed that popular stories on talking CD-ROMS would
help their children learn more about stories and characters. Yet
significant differences in the structure of the story and use of
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multimedia features had differential outcomes in one boy’s un-
derstanding of two stories. I offer this extended example of the
importance of on-site research with children and teachers to
get at the varied effects of software products on teaching and
learning.

For parents seeking a clear answer to the question of
how early, if at all, infants and toddlers should be exposed to
computers, experts and researchers offer little comfort. Profes-
sional educators offer little more. Not until 1996 did the Na-
tional Association of Education for Young Children (NAEYC)
publish guidelines for the use of computers in early childhood
programs. Knowing about Head Start’s moratorium on com-
puter purchases in 1984 and the subsequent cautious embrace
of a two-computer-per-center solution in 1990, NAEYC’s state-
ments acknowledged both their concerns and the positive ef-
fects of technology on children’s learning. Their position paper,
citing Douglas Clements’s research syntheses, also recognized
the potentially harmful effects of particular software products
and too much reliance on technology.

Far short of an enthusiastic endorsement of computers in
early childhood classrooms, the NAEYC position accepts the
ubiquity of computers in society and the futility of trying to
stem a technological tide with mere words. The organization’s
statement concluded: “In any given situation, a professional
judgment by the teacher is required to determine if a specific
use of technology is age appropriate, individually appropriate,
and culturally appropriate.”37 It is the teacher, using computers
or other information technologies as learning tools, who can, if
so inclined, integrate the machines into the classroom.

So the answer of practitioners, academics, and research-
ers to the question of whether computers should be used in
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preschools and kindergartens is a tentative, highly conditional
yes, surrounded by a thicket of qualifiers. No substantial body
of evidence is yet available to either confirm the high hopes or
ease the troubling concerns of parents and educators about
whether too much or too little academic preparation, too much
or too little technology, is good for young children.

Aside from the general lack of evidence concerning young
children’s experience using computers, there remains the perva-
sive belief among educators and parents about the inevitability
of a future in which today’s children will require technological
competencies to succeed in the workplace. It is that belief, and
not any research findings, that propels parents and educators to
invest in preschools and computers.38

The actual use of the machines and programs that we found
in preschools and kindergartens in the heart of Silicon Valley
mirrors that belief, along with a core faith in the power of
schooling to shape a child’s destiny. When computers were de-
ployed as just another activity center in ten of the eleven sites,
the machines were used infrequently. Such marginal use re-
flects a combination of factors, ranging from lack of sustained
technical support to uncertainty about what sorts of activities
advance or impede development among preschoolers. Since
none of the eleven teachers we studied were technophobes,
their use of computers as no more or less than just another
learning center suggests that the traditional purposes of pre-
school and kindergarten will continue as before, even with the
presence of computer stations in the classroom. Despite the
claims of technology promotors that computers can transform
teaching and learning, the teachers we studied adapted com-
puters to sustain, rather than transform, their philosophy that
the whole child develops best when both work and play are cul-
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tivated and “developmentally appropriate” tasks and activities
are offered. The seven sites that we studied taught us a straight-
forward lesson: even with their limited use of technology, these
preschools and kindergartens seek primarily to conserve tradi-
tional civic, academic, and social values rather than turn chil-
dren into future Net-workers.

Many parents in Silicon Valley, especially single ones, feel
overwhelmed by the economic and emotional stresses of work-
ing one or more jobs and parenting one or more children in a
fast-paced world where a parent’s job is seldom secure and civic
responsibilities seem remote. Preschools and kindergartens at
our sites, even ones with a clear academic tilt, seem to offer the
continuity, care, attention, character building, and stimulation
that traditional families once offered children at home. The
bonds that grow between 4-year-olds and their teacher are like
the ones that grow in close families, but because of contempo-
rary pressures these bonds are too often partial or even missing
at home. Such bonds seldom evolve from child-machine inter-
actions.

Listening to teachers and parents talk about children and
computers taught us anew how crucial the preschool and kin-
dergarten are to fortifying the civic, social, and emotional lives
of both children and parents, many of whom are leading helter-
skelter lives regardless of socioeconomic background. These
eleven classrooms were a safe haven, a friendly place that sup-
plied the stability and caregiving often truncated in contem-
porary family life. These teachers and their activities pro-
moted continuity in children’s and parents’ lives rather than
deep changes.

Putting computers into classroom centers conveyed to par-
ents the powerful symbolism of the electronic revolution; their
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limited use in reality mattered little in these preschool and
kindergarten programs. Regardless of which version of good-
ness a program pursued, the teachers opted for building emo-
tional, social, and intellectual ties that reached well beyond
proficiency with machines. If anything, the “computer center”
unintentionally sustained the traditional early childhood school
model—despite the insistent efforts of some to push academics
for 3-year-olds. And that is the ultimate irony. In pressing early
childhood teachers to use computers with eye-catching software
for tykes, zealous parents and educators have not transformed
preschools and kindergartens into new and different versions of
“good schools. Rather, they have watched a technological inno-
vation get reinvented into a benign addition to traditional early
childhood programs.39
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3

HIGH-TECH SCHOOLS, LOW-TECH LEARNING

Shelley, an eleventh grader in Alison Piro’s humanities class, is
standing on a raised platform in the middle of the classroom,
surrounded by students seated at their group tables. The class-
room lights are turned off and the shades are drawn. The only
light in the room comes from the overhead projector, which
Alison Piro positions to spotlight Shelley. With these words,
“The freedom we should demand,” Shelley begins her speech as
ex-slave Frederick Douglass.1

These few moments in Piro’s classroom capture the essence
of her teaching—dramatic, diligently planned, and even innova-
tive in its use of technology (albeit in this case a low-tech ma-
chine). The environment is warm and safe and conducive to stu-
dents’ performances. Whether it is a literary reading, a film
produced by students, a piece of sculpture, or a slide show, per-
formance is a central part of Piro’s pedagogy, a strategy she be-
lieves allows students to demonstrate their comprehension of
concepts and themes they have read and discussed. In Shelley’s
case it is the reworking of ideas from Frederick Douglass’s auto-
biography into a powerful speech on freedmen’s rights. Piro’s
use of the overhead projector to spotlight Shelley’s performance
illustrates her innovative approach to technology in the class-
room.



A teacher with five years’ experience, Alison Piro teaches
two periods of an eleventh-grade interdisciplinary humanities
class each day and works the rest of the day to help create
a standards-based curriculum for ninth graders. She co-plans
and coordinates the block schedule humanities class with Alan
Bloom. He takes the lead on social studies curriculum, and she
takes the lead on English curriculum, though both agree that it
is entirely a team effort. Each class has 32 students.

Piro is a leader in the school in integrating curriculum
across disciplines, as well as a leader in integrating computers
into that interdisciplinary curriculum. She believes in the power
of technology as a teaching and learning tool and wants to tap its
potential. “It’s how you use the tool,” Piro says. “If we are only
using it to word-process then we may as well have typewriters.”

Piro has integrated computers into the humanities curri-
culum in numerous ways. Students access the Internet to do
research, and they use word-processing programs to write
passages that accompany visual presentations. These include
slide shows done on Claris Works and films made with AVID
software. She expects students to “conceptualize and actualize”
ideas using technology as the medium. For example, after read-
ing several works in utopian literature, groups of students had
to create their own utopias and make a film (using AVID soft-
ware) that would “sell” their utopias to their audience, their
classmates.2

Piro sees three ways that information technology can be
beneficial to her students: by granting them direct access to
facts, ideas, and primary sources; by linking images and con-
cepts to sound and film, allowing students to produce cre-
ative and professional presentations rather than collages on
posterboard; and by motivating students, especially those who
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would not otherwise be engaged. For instance, almost all of her
students came in on an optional Saturday to work on their uto-
pia projects. “I could teach what I want without computers, but
not with the outcomes I want. The visual presentation wouldn’t
be possible without the use of technology now. We do a lot of
performing. All it takes to perform is people. But it is so beauti-
ful to cast an image behind the people performing. Or to have
music, or a piece of text coming through.”

Piro’s students use computers in school up to eight times a
month. Typically students work in pairs or groups on projects
that take up to two weeks. This method puts Piro in the role of
facilitator, moving from group to group to support and chal-
lenge them as they proceed. “Our technology use tends to span
several days. For instance, when we were doing our utopian so-
ciety project, we were in the media center, using butcher paper,
pencils, and pens for about three days before we ever got to the
technology. Then we spent a whole day researching images on
laser disk, video, and the Internet. Then we spent a whole other
three days and a Saturday working with AVID. So there are lev-
els of technology use that get us to the point where we are ac-
tually manipulating the hardware and software.”

Piro contends that through the use of computers stu-
dents can demonstrate their knowledge and show whether they
reach the school standards that teachers have set. Computers,
however, are not appropriate for all projects. It depends, Piro
emphasizes, on what the teaching and learning goals are. She
admits that at times she has chosen incorrectly. An essay, for ex-
ample, may have been a more appropriate assignment than a
computer project.

Alison Piro is a thoughtful, determined teacher who care-
fully considers what tool—an essay, a computerized slide show,
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a short answer exam, a piece of art, a digitized movie, a research
project using the Internet—is most appropriate to engage stu-
dents. Technology, like an essay in English class, is integral to
helping her achieve her teaching goals.

Piro and a handful of other teachers in two Silicon Valley
high schools represent teachers who have fully integrated tech-
nology into their daily instruction. According to national surveys
and reports, technology leaders like Piro make up a tiny fraction
of school faculties; they are the early adopters of technological
innovations. In national data they differ greatly from their col-
leagues both in the frequency with which they use computers in
their classrooms and in the ways they teach. Across the country,
most teachers and their students are nonusers or occasional-to-
rare users of these machines in classrooms.3 Furthermore, when
teachers do use computers for instruction, another unexpected
outcome emerges, again derived from national data but appar-
ent in the schools we studied. When teachers adopt technologi-
cal innovations, these changes typically maintain rather than al-
ter existing classroom practices.4

FREQUENCY AND TYPE OF TECHNOLOGY USE

IN SCHOOLS AND CLASSROOMS

Fifteen years ago, I found that the vast majority of U.S. teachers
were nonusers of computers in their classrooms, about 1 in 4
was an occasional user (at least once a month), and 1 in 10 was a
serious user (at least one or more times a week). At a time when
access to hardware and software was quite limited we would ex-
pect such minimal use. National data then and since largely
confirmed that claim.5

Since the early 1990s, however, wiring schools, buying vast
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amounts of hardware and software, and campaigning to con-
vince teachers to use new technologies in their classrooms have
produced a modest shift from nonusers to occasional users and
from occasional users to serious ones. Yet even with this modest
shift in reported classroom use, over half of elementary and
middle school teachers continue to be nonusers of computers
for classroom instruction, about 1 in 3 are occasional users, and
about 1 in 10 uses the technologies daily. According to a sur-
vey of computer coordinators, elementary school students spent
about 1 3/4 hours per week in labs and classrooms using com-
puters. But when students themselves were surveyed, they re-
ported much less computer time: fifth graders said about 24
minutes a week and eighth graders reported 38 minutes a week.
In the high school, 2 of 10 teachers report being serious users,
and 4 of 10 report using machines at least once a month. The
rest never use technologies in classrooms. So over the last de-
cade there has been some movement among elementary teach-
ers from nonusers to occasional ones and a modest shift toward
occasional and serious use in high schools.6

Although we need to know how often students turn on com-
puters in school, we also need to know what they do when
the screen lights up. Teachers and senior high school students
across the country report they use machines mostly for word
processing. Among eighth-grade math teachers, less than half
reported in 1996 that they used computers at all. Of those
teachers who did, 18 percent said their students use drill-and-
practice software, 13 percent said students play math games,
another 13 percent of teachers said their students do simula-
tions, and 5 percent used software to demonstrate new concepts
in math.7 In the end, both supporters and critics of school tech-
nology (including researchers) have claimed that powerful soft-
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ware and hardware often get used in limited ways to simply
maintain rather than transform prevailing instructional prac-
tices.

What I find in the national data is far too much reliance
on self-reports and far less investigation of actual use in local
schools. Thus, Heather Kirkpatrick, Craig Peck, and I studied
two Silicon Valley high schools to see if the national patterns
were evident in settings where technologies were abundant and
strongly advocated by public officials, educators, and parents.
Two questions guided our inquiry:

• Given abundant access to information technologies, to what de-
gree did the national patterns of infrequent and limited teacher
use of computers emerge at the two high schools? If so, why?

• To what degree did teachers in the two high schools who used
computers in their classrooms typically maintain existing prac-
tices? If so, why?8

LAS MONTAÑAS HIGH SCHOOL

Surrounded by hills that turn rich green in the winter and
golden in the spring and summer (although cynical East Coast
visitors call it brown), Las Montañas is located on 47 acres of
prime property in the heart of Silicon Valley. In 1976, when Las
Montañas opened its doors for the first time to 1,300 students,
58 teachers, and five administrators, there was little doubt that
the high school was innovative. In an open-space building, its
160,000 square feet of carpeted, air-conditioned space housed a
large media center and office suite in its core, as well as a Fo-
rum—a large open gathering place for students—two gyms, a
cafeteria, snack bar, and faculty room. In addition to an array of
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regular classrooms, there were specialized rooms for music,
drama, science, art, and vocational training. As enrollment grew
over the years, portable classrooms were added and have since
become fixtures outside the main building.

Las Montañas also had a distinctive curriculum with an indi-
vidualized program for its mostly college-bound clientele. Short
courses, semester courses, and flexible weekly schedules gave
students and teachers many options.9 If curriculum and sched-
uling were unusual, so was school governance. The entire
school was divided into three units, each with an administrator,
one-third of the students from all grades, teachers from all aca-
demic subjects, and one secretary. Each unit was further subdi-
vided into two “learning communities” led by a coordinator who
was a teacher selected by both students and colleagues. In addi-
tion, every certified staff member, including the principal, ad-
vised a small group of students for 15 minutes a day. Every
Wednesday morning the entire faculty would meet for updates
on the week’s issues and divide into their learning communities;
school began one hour later and periods were shortened so that
advisers could meet with their students toward the end of the
school day.10

Beginning in the late 1970s, however, a series of events al-
tered considerably the staffing and program at Las Montañas.
California voters approved Proposition 13, which significantly
reduced funding for schools in the early 1980s. The legislature
mandated school reform in 1983, modifying further what could
and could not be done in the state’s high schools. Then in 1986 a
federal court ordered busing throughout the district to reduce
school segregation of Latinos and other minorities.

At about the same time, Silicon Valley was emerging as
a national center of high-tech innovation, development, and
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production. Venture capitalists funded start-up companies that
made multimillionaires out of 20-something engineers and pro-
grammers, and parents and business leaders pressured schools
to adopt more technology. The state legislature and depart-
ment of education responded with grants and technical support.
Staff in most school districts, including the one in which Las
Montañas was located, drew up technology plans for wiring
schools, purchasing hardware and software, and deploying in-
formation technologies for instruction.

By the early 1990s, Las Montañas had changed consider-
ably. Counselors had been let go, class sizes had ballooned, staff
had turned over, flexible scheduling had dissolved. The gover-
nance arrangements were still in place but exerted little influ-
ence on what occurred in the school. More minority students
now attended even as overall enrollment had declined. More-
over, standardized achievement test scores had slipped below
the national average.

In 1992 a new principal arrived. Adrian Jones envisioned
making Las Montañas a high-tech magnet school that would
draw teachers and students from the entire district and stem
the hemorrhaging enrollment and loss of effective teachers.
Attracting technology-oriented teachers from other district
schools as well as young, energetic first-year teachers, he suc-
ceeded at recruiting a cadre of young, reform-minded faculty
intent on creating interdisciplinary programs that integrated in-
formation technologies into their daily work. Jones’s success
convinced district and state officials, foundations, and Silicon
Valley entrepreneurs to invest in Las Montañas.

By the mid-1990s, about one-third of the faculty had cre-
ated interdisciplinary programs within a school that the district
called a technology magnet. Staff, business leaders, parents, and
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students had hammered out a mission statement, schoolwide
goals, and specific curricular standards. Faultlines appeared
among the faculty, however, as teachers argued over academic
and disciplinary standards. Nonetheless, within five years, en-
rollments in interdisciplinary programs had gone from less than
10 percent in two grades to about 40 percent of students across
all grades and academic subjects. New teachers sought out the
school.11

By 1998–99, when my colleagues and I arrived to conduct
our study, the reform-minded principal had left for a different
post, his successor, committed to the same vision, had been on
the job for two years, and the five-year magnet grant was end-
ing. Under the new principal’s administration, Las Montañas
had received a major grant from a Bay Area reform group to be
a “leadership” school in the region. In addition, a state Digital
High School grant provided more hardware and wiring for the
entire school.

Although the school’s media center, technology, interdisci-
plinary programs, and jointly produced standards continued to
be central to the new principal’s plans for Las Montañas, she
knew that many features of the program from a quarter-century
ago had disappeared. Only two teachers, for example, remained
from the original faculty. Furthermore, she and faculty leaders
realized that although individual programs may shine, “teachers
are generally not aware of standards that exist outside of their
departments . . . [and] the efforts of individual programs have
not been converted into systemic, schoolwide reform”—espe-
cially, she might have added, reforms that targeted improve-
ments in students’ academic performance.12

The state’s Standardized Testing and Reporting (STAR) pro-
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gram, a mandated test (Stanford-9), had been used to measure
ninth, tenth, and eleventh graders’ academic performance in
reading, math, language, science, and social science in the
last two years. These results showed some improvements but
overall scores were substantially below national averages. Fur-
thermore, none of the statistics on student performance were
broken out by ethnicity or race, therefore masking serious aca-
demic issues facing the faculty and administration. Chief among
them are literacy and the numbers of minority students failing
in each grade.

Faculty and administration, long aware of the academic
deficiencies, have mobilized resources to attack the problem.
Much attention had been given to implementing schoolwide
standards established in 1994, further expanding interdisciplin-
ary programs, restructuring the ninth grade to help students
perform better academically, and intensifying efforts to apply
technology to teaching and learning. The state Digital High
School grant, for example, focuses on the ninth grade interdis-
ciplinary core program, which includes a required course in
“computer productivity.”13
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Table 3. Las Montañas Star Results for 1998 and 19991

Grade Reading Math Language Science Social science

1998 1999 1998 1999 1998 1999 1998 1999 1998 1999

9 28 37 48 55 45 48 37 39 44 33
10 25 32 39 49 37 38 37 41 35 37
11 31 34 44 53 41 48 39 41 53 48

1Figures are stated in national percentiles.
Source: Bay Area News, July 7, 1999, p. 6A.



FLATLAND HIGH SCHOOL

Exiting a freeway somewhere between San Francisco and San
Jose, we approach Flatland High School—a familiar scene to
most people who have attended high schools elsewhere in the
United States. Rounding a corner, one sees the athletic fields
with their light stanchions, the highest landmark on the 33-acre
site. The new science wing, under construction (which will con-
tain a computer lab), blends in well with the buff-colored two-
story main building constructed in 1961. On the main cam-
pus, classrooms, auditorium, gyms, and faculty rooms surround
a large, paved square with tables and benches where students
congregate during breaks throughout the day. North of the
main campus, along a creek, are buildings housing mostly vo-
cational classrooms with antiquated equipment—relics of the
school’s original purpose. Built forty years earlier, the high
school’s primary mission had been to train students for the
workplace. Flatland was the district’s vocational high school. By
contrast, the first high school built in the district—locals called
it the “mother” school—had served students journeying toward
both college and the workplace. After Flatland was built, the
mother high school specialized even more in preparing stu-
dents for higher education. As has happened in school dis-
tricts across the nation, students felt the social class differences
within the two schools’ populations, and this sensitivity often ex-
pressed itself in rivalries between athletic teams and disagree-
ments among students and teachers over which school—the
blue-collar or white-collar one—was better.

For the last two decades, however, state and national school
reforms affecting Flatland have shifted its vocational orienta-
tion considerably. Now it seeks to prepare most students for
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two- and four-year colleges and universities, although the school
retained some vocational offerings under the title of school-
to-career programs. Entrepreneurial district administrators se-
cured state grants for innovations, including technology, and
have planned extensively for district-wide technology use by
wiring schools, providing technical support, and purchasing
new computers and software.14

The current principal, Randy Astor, taught at Flatland in the
early 1980s and went on to become an administrator at the
mother high school for four years before returning to Flatland
as principal in 1991. Astor has sought out partnerships with lo-
cal firms to bring equipment, software, and help into the school.
He sees as his role expanding the horizons of the mostly minor-
ity students to include education beyond high school and build-
ing a technological infrastructure that will support greater use
of computers and other information technologies by teachers
and students inside and outside of classrooms.15

Flatland serves almost 1,900 students. Over the last decade,
the school population had grown larger and more culturally di-
verse. Most Flatland students are now minority and range from
low- to middle-income families. Just under one-fourth of the
students are eligible for free and reduced-cost lunch. In 1998
and 1999 the STAR test results for Flatland, compared with na-
tional averages, were disappointing to the school staff (see Table
4). Furthermore, the absence of a breakdown of test scores
by ethnicity or race obscures serious academic issues facing
the faculty and administration, such as overall student liter-
acy. Teacher comments reveal that large numbers of students,
particularly minority students who speak and read English as
their second language, had fallen behind in literacy skills. These
numbers, troubling to the administration and faculty, have led
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to schoolwide initiatives aimed at restructuring the ninth grade
into faculty teams that plan for cross-subject teaching, special
classes in academic subjects for Limited English Proficiency
(LEP) students, and harnessing new technologies to help stu-
dents become more literate.16

Three accreditation reports (1991, 1994, and 1997) con-
cur that Flatland faculty and administration have worked hard
to offer a blend of programs for students seeking various
career paths following graduation. For students primarily in-
terested in entry-level jobs in local industries—but not only
such students—there are the Electronics Academy, Culinary
Arts Hospitality and Management Program, Computer-Assisted
Drafting, Information Systems (computer repair and construc-
tion), Automotive Technology, and a partnership program with
a major local computer firm that provides professionals, equip-
ment, and software for students to prepare for entry-level jobs.
For those who intend to enroll in colleges and universities,
there are honors and advanced placement offerings in most aca-
demic subjects. So Flatland High School, once the vocational
school in the district, has moved aggressively toward becoming
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Table 4. Flatland Star Results for 1998 and 19991

Grade Reading Math Language Science Social science

1998 1999 1998 1999 1998 1999 1998 1999 1998 1999

9 37 41 55 61 58 58 45 50 46 47
10 32 37 50 54 46 49 46 50 42 43
11 37 39 53 57 50 52 44 47 59 61

1The figures are stated in national percentiles.
Source: Bay Area News, July 7, 1999, p. 6A.



a full-fledged comprehensive high school offering a wide range
of courses to students seeking higher education or a direct route
into entry-level posts in technology firms a mile or two away.

Still, beginnings matter. The tug of Flatland’s vocational
school legacy can still be felt in the facilities, the partnerships,
and the array of work-related school programs, just as Las
Montañas’ legacy of innovation remains (see Table 5).17 These
two four-year high schools in the middle of Silicon Valley have
similar per-pupil expenditures, culturally and socioeconomically
diverse student populations, and students who aspire to higher
education. In academic performance, as measured by standard-
ized tests, the results are roughly the same, although Flatland’s
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Table 5. Comparison of Two Silicon Valley High Schools, 1999

Item Flatland Las Montañas

Total number of students 1854 1262
Total teaching staff 81 60
Diversity of students/teachers (%)

Latinos 24/18 39/11
Whites 40/76 26/83
Asian/Pacific Islanders 32/4 20/2
African American 3/1 10/2

Percentage of students re-
ceiving free/reduced lunch 27 44

Percentage of limited
English proficient students 14 16
Combined average SAT scores 999 1013
Percentage of graduates plan-

ning to attend community
college/university

55/301 40/321

Per-pupil expenditure $5178 $5263

1Data are for 1997.



scores on the state test are closer to national norms than those
of Las Montañas. The two schools are also similar in making
available to students and teachers the latest information tech-
nologies, as we will see.

Access to Computers and Other Technologies

The common metric to judge public schools’ response to the
massive technological changes of the last quarter-century is the
ratio of students to computers. The calculation is done by divid-
ing a school’s total number of students by its total number of
computers. Since the early 1980s, acquiring more machines to
reduce the ratio has been the primary measure of a school’s
technological progress. Nationally, the figures show sharp re-
ductions, from 92 students per computer in public schools in
1983–84, to 27 per computer five years later, to just under 6 stu-
dents for each computer in 1999. The numbers represent a
staggering financial investment in just over fifteen years.18

The number of schools and classrooms wired for Internet
access has become another measure of technological innova-
tion. In 1994, 35 percent of U.S. schools were connected to the
Internet. Wiring of at least one site in each building increased
to 90 percent in 1999. In 1994, 3 percent of all classrooms were
connected to the Internet; a mere three years later, 27 percent
had been wired.19

A third measure of access to computers is the variety in
placement of computers among media centers, computer labs,
and individual classrooms. As Tables 6 and 7 make clear, in
the two districts and high schools we studied, district and high
school administrators made determined efforts to wire class-
rooms, purchase high-end computers, and distribute them to
various locations within the school.20
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Missing from the tables is information on the number of dis-
trict courses offered, the number of days set aside for teacher
training, and the amount of release time for teachers and ad-
ministrators. Also absent are descriptions of the on-site techni-
cal support by designated teachers and their cadre of highly
skilled student assistants. Nonetheless, by most available mea-
sures, both of these high schools would easily be described as
technology-rich, except for placement of computers in class-
rooms.

In our study we also asked teachers and students whether
they had computers at home, how often they used them, and
what uses they made of them. We found that home use by stu-
dents and teachers was frequent and spanned many applica-
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Table 6. Students per Computer, by Location, 1998–1999

Location Nation California Flatland Las Montañas

Schoolwide 6 6 5 4
Classrooms 17 22 22 17
Labs 21 318 12 NA
Library 114 185 109 16

Table 7. Internet Connectivity, 1997–1998

Percent connected Nation California Flatland Las Montañas

Classrooms 44 44 64 80
Labs 54 55 80 100
Libraries 70 50 100 100
Schools where teachers

have email1
39 35 100 100

1Percentage is calculated for those schools that have at least 50 percent of their
teachers with email addresses.



tions, exceeding both students’ and teachers’ uses during class-
room instruction (see Tables 8, 9, and 10).

Teacher Use

We turn now to our first question: Given the abundant access to
information technologies afforded teachers and students at the
schools, to what degree did teachers actually use the available
computers for instruction and in what way were they used?
Teachers used computers in similar ways in the two schools (see
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Table 8. Percentage of Students and Teachers with Computers at Home,
1999

Group Flatland Las Montañas National

Students 85 90
(1997)1

56

Teachers 76 85
(1998)2

80

1U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey,
October 1997, unpublished data, table 425, p. 482.
2Henry Becker, Jason Ravitz, YanTien Wong, “Teacher and Teacher-Directed Student
Use of Computers and Software,” Report #3, Center for Research on Information
Technology and Organizations, University of California, Irvine, and The University of
Minnesota, November 1999, p. 35.

Table 9. Frequency of Home Use in Two High Schools, 1999

Flatland Las Montañas

Frequency Students Teachers Students Teachers

At least once a week 82% 86% 84% 67%
At least once a month 13% 7% 13% 10%
No use 5% 7% 2% NA



Table 11). At both schools, each classroom had one computer
for the teacher’s use. There were five labs in Flatland and ten
labs in Las Montañas, and well-stocked media centers at each
school. In the schools we studied, teachers reported that they
largely used school computers to prepare for classes rather than
for direct instructional use.

Consider the experience of Hector Diaz, a ninth grader at
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Table 10. Types of Home Use of Computers Reported by Teachers, 1999

Use Flatland Las Montañas

Personal use 76% 85%
Prepare school materials 72% 73%
Use email 71% NA
Search Internet 64% NA
Prepare tests 63% 65%
Prepare lesson plans 57% 58%

Sources: All figures for Flatland teachers come from a survey administered at an
in-service meeting in April 1999. The response rate was 77 percent. Las Montañas
results from a survey in October 1998. Response rate was 83 percent.

Table 11. Types of Computer Use at School Reported by Teachers, 1999

Use Flatland Las Montañas National1

Word processing 71% 76% NA
Recording grades 56% 59% 58%
Email 51% 85% NA
Searching Internet 47% 68% 24%

1National figures are for 1998 and are taken from Henry Becker, Jason Ravitz,
YanTien Wong, Teaching, Learning, and Computing: 1998 National Survey, Center
for Research on Information Technology and Organizations, University of California,
Irvine, and The University of Minnesota, November 1999, p. 32. I averaged
percentages for four academic subjects that were reported in the study.



Las Montañas. I went with Hector to four of his classes one
early December day. After introducing myself to the teacher, I
sat in the back of each classroom to observe, and on our way to
the next class, Hector and I would discuss what had just oc-
curred. Over lunch, we talked further about his courses, the
computer at home that he used every night, and other aspects
of school. Because he was on the soccer team and there was a
game that day, I did not see his English and science classes.

French I had 29 students in the class. Between 7:50 a.m.
and 8:45 a.m., the teacher taught the whole group using a lesson
in the text (Discovering French) and one-page handouts of a di-
alogue between two people. She asked seven pairs of students
to come to the front of the room to read aloud the two parts of
the dialogue. About half of the class was engaged, and the oth-
ers were doing homework for other classes, quietly talking, or
staring into space. The teacher occasionally said “shhhhh” to get
silence for those students reading the dialogue at the front of
the room.

On our way to Hector’s second-period class, I asked him if
the French class was typical. He nodded yes. “I block out the
noise,” he said. I asked about the one computer in the class-
room, and Hector explained that it was the teacher’s and she
used it to record grades. They had used computers, he added, in
the media center for a class project on France. He had used
Photoshop software at school because he had it at home.

The math class was using an experimental curriculum that
required each student to use a graphing calculator. Today was a
test. Because the teacher was at a math conference, a substitute
administered the scheduled test. Students could use their calcu-
lators and note cards. The sub gave directions for the test and
the next assignment. She expected students who finished the
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test before the bell rang to begin the homework. Hector had
prepared for the test. The one computer in the classroom was
used solely by the teacher for recording grades, according to
Hector. The class had not been to any of the computer labs or to
the media center during the semester.

In art class, each student was working on a project that grew
out of a video portraying a graffiti artist using vivid colors to pro-
test social injustices. Each student had to create a personal
statement about an issue using techniques that the graffiti artist
had used. For 45 minutes, the teacher moved among the tables
asking and answering questions about each project. Some stu-
dents pinned up their work on a wall, stepped back to look at it,
asking a classmate for a critique, took it down, and returned to
their tables to do more work. Hector was absorbed completely
in his painting until the teacher announced in the last five min-
utes that it was time to clean up and put the materials away. I
asked the teacher about the one computer in the room. She said
that she used it for administrative tasks. She had not used any of
the computer labs or the media center thus far in the semester.

In the core course that combined English and History, the
social studies teacher carried on a whole-group discussion for a
half-hour to introduce inductive and deductive reasoning. She
used many concrete examples drawn from students’ lives and
current events in the nation and world. Virtually all of the stu-
dents paid attention, listened to one another, and engaged in
the discussion. Hector contributed to the discussion once. Next,
the teacher asked the class to take out a sheet of paper and
write down two examples of inductive reasoning not used in the
class, and two of deductive reasoning. After waiting for students
to jot down their examples, the teacher assigned each student a
partner. Each pair were to review their examples and give feed-
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back to one another on the accuracy and clarity of the examples.
The teacher went over to two students who had been talk-
ing quietly most of the period and asked them to leave. She
spoke with them in the hallway and they returned chastened
and plunged into the task. Ten minutes before the end of the
period, the teacher asked the class to stop and sought volun-
teers among the pairs to give their examples. A whole-group
discussion ensued that assessed the strengths and weaknesses of
the examples until the bell rang ending the period. As students
were packing to leave, the teacher assigned students to observe
and write down five examples of each form of reasoning. Hector
told me that today’s class was typical of the rest of the week.

I had noticed a cart in the room holding a VCR, monitor,
and four computers. I asked Hector about the machines and he
told me that the class had seen a video this week. From time to
time, he said, some students would use the computers in class
to do Internet searches on topics being discussed. He said that
for this class he would use his computer at home to complete
the homework.

Two of Hector’s teachers used computers occasionally, one
of whom used the media center. Many teachers in both schools
also took their students to the media centers, where there were
enough machines to accommodate an entire classroom for one
or more periods. The data we collected from each center show
that half to three-quarters of the teachers used the media cen-
ter (see Table 12).

The numbers above, however, cannot bear close scrutiny. A
minority of teachers (25 percent in one school, 32 percent in
the other) in three departments (English, science, and social
studies) accounted for 60–70 percent of all machine use in both
schools’ media centers. Furthermore, when the teacher-users
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whose primary duty was actually to teach students how to use
computers—in classes on keyboarding, multimedia, and busi-
ness applications—are subtracted from the total, a tiny band of
academic subject teachers account for most machine use in
these settings. In other words, two-thirds to three-quarters of
the teachers who taught academic subjects in both schools were
largely nonusers of the media centers’ resources. Furthermore,
data from students’ and teachers’ interviews and from surveys of
staffs in both schools reinforced the basic point that there was a
general lack of teacher technology use for instruction in class-
rooms and labs elsewhere in the schools, not just in the media
centers.

Student Use

We shadowed 12 students one day each at Flatland and
Las Montañas, covering each grade level and all of the schools’
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Table 12. Teacher Use of High School Media Centers

Flatland Las Montañas

Item 1997–1998 1998–1999 1998–1999

Percentage of faculty who brought
classes to the center

55 48 74

Median number of days teachers who
brought classes to the center used
computers

4 5 12

Median percentage of yearly
instructional time

3 3 8

Median number of periods teachers
used computers in the center

9 8.5 34

Median percentage of yearly
instructional time

1 1 5



academic subjects. In these classes we observed 35 different
teachers (one-quarter of both faculties). On randomly chosen
days, we observed that nine of the 35 teachers (in computer
courses, social studies, and humanities—integrated English and
social studies—classes) had students keyboarding, searching the
Internet, and working on projects at the computer. The other
26 teachers in social studies, science, English, math, and foreign
language used a familiar teaching repertoire: lecture, review of
homework, recitation, and whole-group discussion. Four of the
26 used slides, videos, or overhead projectors for part of the pe-
riods we observed.

We interviewed 33 students, including the 12 we shadowed.
They reported serious to occasional use of computers and other
technologies (including videos, television, laser disc players, and
overhead projectors) in particular courses (some in English and
social studies, but mostly in tech-heavy classes such as busi-
ness, drafting, multimedia, and computer networking at various
grade levels). For the majority of their academic classes, how-
ever, students reported little to no use of computers for instruc-
tion, but did mention occasional videos, television programs,
and overhead projectors.

Based on what we saw and what teachers and students re-
ported, we concluded that the integration of computers into
classroom curricula and instruction techniques was minimal. It
ranged from entry level to adoption, with fewer than five at
the adaptation level. We noted only four academic teachers in
both schools (excluding those teachers designated to teach com-
puter classes) who effortlessly and continually used technology
in their classes, that is, appropriated it as part of their weekly
work.21

Finally, in a survey of about one-quarter of each school’s en-
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rollment, representing every academic subject and covering all
grades in the high school, students reported some computer use
in English and social studies and little to no use in math, sci-
ence, and foreign language. Moreover, the kinds of use students
reported were typing up assignments, working on reports, and
searching the Internet. These results converge with the other
data we have analyzed from national reports.

There was as much variation within a department as there
was between departments. In the English Department, one or
two teachers were especially heavy users of computers, a few
were occasional to rare users, and the rest were largely nonus-
ers. This pattern was similar across departments.

There were a handful of students, however, whose in-school
lives changed with increased access to technology. We called
them “open-door” students (their computer competence en-
hanced their desire to do well in school and hence opened
doors to learning) and “tech gods” (students recognized by
adults and fellow students for their substantial expertise).22

Open-door students were predominately, though not exclu-
sively, male and from varied ethnic backgrounds. Whether
aided by family and friends or self-taught, all had gained their
expertise outside of school, usually on home computers. As one
student explained, “I started with my Dad’s Atari, then moved
to his 486 in sixth grade . . . Learning on your own is better.” An-
other added that he had gained little experience at school, but
“a lot at home.” Each also reported that they were heavy home
users, whether engaging in complex tasks such as trouble-shoot-
ing and programming or simply completing their homework. All
were aware that their use of computers, both in and out of
school, exceeded by a large measure that of most of their class-
mates.
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Individual open-door students were quite candid about the
importance of having access to computers in schools. “It’s an
outlet,” one student said, “where I am good at something,
where I can produce good work and get good feedback.” An-
other student simply said: “I am good at computers so I am
good at school.” Though small in numbers (teachers at each
school were able to identify at most ten such students), open-
door students seemed to find not only satisfaction in using
school technology but had gained much confidence in them-
selves.

Many of the open-door students went on to use their tech-
nological expertise to help their schools innovate. As one of
these self-anointed “tech gods” explained: “I like seeing how
people look stupid when they don’t know what they are doing
on the computer. I say, ‘This is how you do it,’ and they go
‘Thank you, you are my god.’ It makes me feel good.”

Having student computer experts on hand was clearly vi-
tal to both high schools. First, students with particular expertise
fortified the schools’ small number of technologically proficient
teachers. A few Flatland students in a technology-using social
studies teacher’s class created a web club that helped the
teacher keep the school’s site filled with compelling, up-to-date
content. One tech god reported that he had helped a science
teacher create a program to monitor what sites his students
were surfing.

Moreover, tech gods helped ease the demand placed upon a
school’s technology support team which, as in most schools na-
tionwide, was understaffed and overburdened. At Flatland, the
official support staff consisted of one teacher who also taught
three classes; at Las Montañas, it consisted of one full-time tech
coordinator. After considering their heavy job demands (estab-
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lish the school’s network, maintain its 300 or so computers,
write grants for new equipment, determine the school’s tech-
nology policies), the coordinators cultivated cadres of techno-
logically proficient students to help them keep the machines
running. Though numbering only about five students in each
school, these techies-in-arms helped the coordinators with vari-
ous tasks from the mundane (finding a cable) to the essential
(routing a network).23

Clearly then, there were segments of the school’s popula-
tion greatly affected by increased access to technology, espe-
cially the open-door students and tech gods who joined other
students attracted to advanced technology-based electives. Fur-
ther, students in classes taught by teachers who have become
serious users received a technology-enhanced academic experi-
ence. Taken together, however, we estimate that these students
represented at most 5 percent of the total student population,
making them a small exception rather than a rule.24

What was true at both schools was also true nationally. Af-
ter two decades during which U.S. presidents, corporate exe-
cutives, and educational policymakers extravagantly promoted
new and powerful technologies, most teachers and students
now have far more access than previously, but classroom use
continues to be uneven and infrequent.

MAXIMAL ACCESS, MINIMAL CHANGE

We have presented data from two high schools to elaborate the
high access and limited use. Next we turn to another outcome
and the question that it presented: Did teachers in the high
schools who used computers in their classrooms typically main-
tain or alter their core teaching practices?
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In interviews with the 21 teachers, 13 (just over 60 percent)
said that their teaching had indeed changed because of their
use of information technologies. Most of those who said they
had changed mentioned: planning more efficiently, communi-
cating with colleagues and parents far more often via email,
and securing education materials from the Internet. Second,
they highlighted the importance of having an additional tool in
their customary set of teaching practices. Finally, they saw stu-
dents’ access to information—via the worldwide library repre-
sented by the Internet—as a phenomenal enhancement to their
teaching.

A young social studies teacher who said that using technol-
ogy has changed his teaching explained:

The technology has just given me more tools to use . . . One
thing I think it has allowed me to do is to access certain stu-
dents who need something kinetic . . . Like the students who
made the video aren’t the kind of students who are going to
write and debate the question: Does democracy really exist?
Because there are other students who can debate with so
much more power that they are intimidated . . . Here is a way
for them to convey their message about the question and to
feature it at the beginning of the [video]. Something they are
proud of that the rest of the class clapped after they saw it. It
really brings them into the class and allows their ideas to be
viewed and valued.

An enthusiastic Special Education teacher told us how
much using computers had changed her teaching. “From the
first year of using the computer maybe to retype rough drafts or
essays to . . . working on the Internet to actually having students
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in there for one, two, three days . . . and just letting them go to
town.”

Of the 13 teachers who said that their teaching had
changed, most referred to how they changed their preparation
for teaching and how they used computers as another tool to
teach. Only four said that they had modified their daily prac-
tices in major ways. These four said that they now organized
their classes differently, lectured less, relied more on securing
information from sources other than the textbook, gave stu-
dents more independence, and acted more like a coach than a
performer on stage. In short, they said that in using technology
they had become more student-centered in their teaching; they
had made fundamental changes in their pedagogy.

When we shadowed teachers and students, however, we saw
what classroom researchers have seen for decades. All but a few
of the 35 different teachers (in both schools) used a famil-
iar repertoire of instructional approaches. These routinely lec-
tured, orchestrated a group discussion, reviewed homework,
worked on assignments, and occasionally used overhead proj-
ectors and videos. From surveying teachers and shadowing stu-
dents we found that in some classes students gave reports,
worked in small groups, or, in the media center, completed proj-
ects. For the most part, teacher-centered instruction was the
norm, even in computer-based classes.

What we saw among the teachers in these classrooms is
consistent with the literature on how most high school teach-
ers teach academic subjects. Seymour Sarason, John Goodlad,
Susan Rosenholtz, David Cohen, and many others have docu-
mented “the behavioral regularities” (Sarason’s phrase) of “fron-
tal teaching” (Goodlad’s phrase). Moreover, high school stu-
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dents’ observations of their teachers’ classroom methods in
math, science, U.S. history, and writing support researchers’
conclusions regarding widespread practices: teachers lecture,
and students listen, read textbooks, and complete individual ex-
ercises presented in workbooks or photocopies.25

Some champions of computers for classroom instruction
have argued that these technologies would eventually be inte-
grated into teachers’ repertoires and transform these familiar
textbound practices into more intellectually demanding, ambi-
tious instructional practices. Except for the four teachers whom
we identified above, we saw little evidence of more student-
centered instruction.26

These four teachers said that using technologies in their
classroom not only had helped them prepare for classes but
also had helped make their classrooms more student-centered.
What we don’t know is whether these changes occurred as a re-
sult of the technologies they used or emerged as part of a grad-
ual shift in their beliefs about teaching, in which computers
supplied a vehicle for making changes they had already decided
upon.

Although the evidence of teaching practices that we have is
partial and located at only one point in time, we can draw upon
other reports of high school teaching to help answer this ques-
tion. From our research in the two schools, these incremen-
tal changes in how teachers prepare for their classroom lessons
have occurred as a consequence of greatly enhanced accessi-
bility to new technologies (especially computers). We can also
say that few fundamental changes in the dominant mode of
teacher-centered instruction have occurred, except for the four
teachers we have mentioned. If anything, what we observed and
were told by students suggested strongly that occasional to seri-
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ous use of computers in their classes had marginal or no impact
on routine teaching practices. In other words, most teachers
had adapted an innovation to fit their customary practices, not
to revolutionize them. Most teachers who adopt technologies
such as overhead projectors, VCRs, instructional television, la-
ser disk players, and computers tailor the use of these machines
to fit the familiar practices of teacher-centered instruction.27

To our first question—to what degree did the national pat-
terns of infrequent and limited teacher use of computers
emerge at the two high schools—the answer is: pretty much the
same pattern. Despite abundant access to information technol-
ogies in both high schools, and contrary to the expectations of
promoters, teachers made infrequent and limited teacher use of
computers in classrooms. The answer to the second question—
to what degree did teachers who used computers in their class-
rooms typically maintain existing teaching practices—the an-
swer is that teachers who did use computers in their classrooms
largely continued their customary practice, again contrary to
promoters’ expectations. Why, then, does a school’s high access
yield limited use? Why do teachers adapt new technologies to
merely sustain old practices?28

The data we gathered from both schools confirm at least two
of the reasons commonly offered. One reason often given by
teachers and administrators in national data is the lack of time
available for teachers to find relevant software, judge its worth,
and try out the products in classrooms. This explanation also
came up repeatedly in our interviews with teachers and admin-
istrators. Nationally and in our case studies, teachers also fre-
quently mentioned that training in relevant software and appli-
cations was seldom offered at the times that they needed them.
Although many opportunities to learn general computer skills
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were available in the school district and on-site, teachers felt
that the generic training available was often irrelevant to their
specific and immediate needs.

The reasons teachers gave us concerning their lack of time
and customized training explain only a small part of the unex-
pected outcomes. There are other explanations, which I will ex-
plore in Chapter 5. Three reasons frequently given for the low
use of technology and the durability of teacher-centered in-
struction was not supported by the evidence we compiled, how-
ever. Neither the age, experience, nor gender of teachers was
a significant factor in our data. We found little difference in
computer use between veteran and novice teachers, between
those with and those without previous technological experience,
or between men and women. Furthermore, we did not find
technophobia to be a roadblock. Teachers at both schools called
for more and better technology, were avid home users, and be-
lieved in the future ubiquity of computers in society.29

Next I turn to computer use in higher education, where a
super-abundance of information technologies exist. The next
chapter is a case study of the intellectual capital of Silicon Val-
ley—Stanford University.
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4

NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN OLD UNIVERSITIES

In the late 1960s aggressive administrators at Stanford Uni-
versity secured federal funds to build a multimillion dollar fa-
cility called the Stanford Center for Research, Development,
and Teaching (SCRDT). A fully furnished television studio with
“state-of-the-art” (as the favorite phrase of admirers described it
then) cameras, videotape recorders, and monitors occupied the
main floor, but the star in the crown of the new building was
the Large-Group Instruction room (LGI). This amphitheater-
shaped room could hold 160 people. Ten continuous half-circle
rows, each row a tad higher than the one below it, could seat
from 9 to 28 students, depending on whether the row was at
floor level or toward the higher end of the room. At most of
the individual seats—or stations, as they were called—was a
small punch-button pad called the “student responder.” The re-
sponder contained the numbers 1–10 and letters Y, N, and O.
All of the stations looked down on a small stage with a lectern,
a massive pull-down screen, and two large TV monitors sus-
pended from the ceiling above the stage. At the very top of the
amphitheater was a glass-enclosed technician’s station where an
aide could assist the professor with amplification of sound, si-
multaneous interpretation of various languages, slide or film
presentation, and overhead projection of data.



The student responder came into play during lectures. In
answer to the professor’s questions such as “How many follow
the main idea I just described?” “Am I going too quickly over
these points?” students pressed “yes,” “no,” or particular num-
bers. The data went directly to a mainframe computer, where
the students’ responses were immediately compiled and dis-
played at a console on the professor’s lectern. The lecturer was
then able to adjust the pace and content of the presentation,
based on feedback from this advanced interactive technology.

By 1972 when I came to SCRDT as a graduate student,
the LGI was being used as a large lecture hall for classes from
departments throughout the university. The now-disconnected
punch-button pads were toys that students fiddled with during
boring lectures. The pull-down screen was used for overheads
and occasional films. No technician occupied the dark booth at
the rear of the amphitheater. The television studio was still be-
ing used by some students and an occasional professor to tape
class activities, but the fixed-position cameras purchased in the
late 1960s were obsolete and beyond repair.

In 1981, when I returned to Stanford to teach, the SCRDT
had been renamed the Center for Educational Research at
Stanford (CERAS). None of the original equipment or technol-
ogy (except the sound system and simultaneous translation) was
used by either students or professors. The student responders
were still there but had become a harmless anachronism that an
occasional professor could cite as an example of a passing tech-
nological fad. In 2001 this fully inoperational archeological
slice of a technological past is still there—in use as a regular lec-
ture hall not all that different from lecture halls of previous cen-
turies.
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When I inquired about the center’s swift decay in conversa-
tions with staff and veteran faculty who had been around at the
time, I was told that few professors had been involved in the de-
sign of the building or the LGI. As a result, only 2 of 35 profes-
sors in the School of Education had ever used the machinery
back when it was operational. Programmers and other techni-
cians were initially hired for faculty support, but in a short time,
as federal funds decreased, the support staff was let go. More-
over, the equipment often broke down, and newer machines
came on the market that were far better than the original ones
purchased by CERAS administrators.1

Of course, in the late 1960s many universities shared Stan-
ford’s enthusiasm for improving education through technology.
And in the decades since, that enthusiasm has not faltered.
In the early 1980s, announcements of another “revolution” in
teaching and learning swept across American college and uni-
versity campuses, and university presidents have made major
expenditures for new information technologies ever since.

Consider the following items.

• “How To Hold 250 Undergraduates in the Palm of Your Hand:
Whether you’re teaching a hall full of freshmen or a handful of
graduate students, nothing makes your lectures more compelling
or memorable than creating and delivering them with an Apple
Macintosh personal computer.” Ad for Macintosh, 1993.2

• “Studio Classrooms: Rensselaer Uses Computers to Replace Large
Lectures in Introductory Courses: A typical two-hour session in
studio physics . . . starts with a review of readings and exercises
that students have done on their own. The classes (of 50–60)
then progress to an experiment that might involve a motion de-
tector attached to a computer to measure the velocity of a falling
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golf ball. The session often ends with a ‘mini-lecture,’ in which
the professor summarizes what the students have learned and
assigns homework. ‘In the studio setting, there’s so much more
going on in their heads. Instead of four hours of listening and
watching, there’s four hours of thinking and doing,’ says Professor
of Mathematics Joseph Ecker who has taught studio calculus.”3

• “CEO of Cisco Systems, manufacturer of routers that run the
Internet, John Chambers predicted that if universities moved too
slowly in integrating the Web into their curricula and pedagogy,
many students, especially those in telecommunication and com-
puter science fields, ‘will go to schools online.’”4

• Professor Jerry Porras at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business:
“I think the day of standing up and being a brilliant lecturer is
gone . . . Faculty members will need to combine their brilliant
lecturing with the ability to access an interactive database that
can speak directly to students’ questions. We had better face this,
because as an industry [sic] we will no longer be viable over the
next 10 to 20 years, if that long.”5

None of these items would have surprised James Stukel,
president of the University of Illinois. He called the Inter-
net and the technology supporting it “the third modern revolu-
tion in higher education,” after the land-grant movement in
the late nineteenth century and the community college up-
surge in the early twentieth century. Two veteran observers
of higher education had made a similar prediction, reflecting
the sturdy optimism about new technologies but also warn-
ing higher education leaders what would happen were univer-
sities too slow to change. “Information technology (IT) will
change teaching and learning profoundly, no matter what the
response of traditional higher education institutions . . . If tradi-
tional colleges and universities do not exploit the new technolo-
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gies, other nontraditional providers of education will be quick to
do so.”6

The success of “digital universities” and distance education
in capturing an ever-growing chunk of the adult student market
has confirmed the academics’ predictions. Also confirming their
observations has been the occasional accrediting of “virtual uni-
versities,” places where the only buildings in sight house admin-
istrators and machines. But their optimism may have been mis-
placed. Had our veteran academics, the CEO of Cisco, the
Stanford professor, and the president of the University of Illi-
nois examined what has been occurring in professors’ class-
rooms at selective universities across the country in the 1990s—
a boom decade for wiring classrooms and technical support—
they would have seen a very different picture.7

The outcomes that emerged in preschool and K–12 public
schools were matched in higher education: the availability of in-
formation technologies in classrooms increased dramatically, yet
teachers used them infrequently and altered their conventional
forms of teaching very little. In this chapter, I will describe the
remarkable access that professors have had to information tech-
nologies both at home and on campus; their abundant use of
these technologies for their own research, communication with
peers and administrators, and preparation for teaching but not
for instruction; and the outcomes of these uses, both antici-
pated and unanticipated.

ACCESS TO NEW TECHNOLOGY

Major bargains struck between corporate vendors and univer-
sity officials in the early 1980s brought to American campuses
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an enormous array of state-of-the-art hardware and software.
Through deals negotiated with IBM and Apple, thousands of
machines and software flowed into administrative suites, stu-
dent labs, and faculty offices. In the 1990s, heavy capital invest-
ments in wiring, hardware upgrades, and technical support gave
individual professors an office computer, communication links
to labs across campus, wired classrooms, email, Internet ac-
cess, and technical support staff. In 1994 alone, American col-
leges and universities spent more than $6 billion for machines,
wiring, software, and technical support. Almost $2 billion was
spent to support instruction. With more than 15,000,000 stu-
dents enrolled for 1994, this translates to about $400 per stu-
dent in overall expenditures for technology and about $115 per
student for instructional uses. Five years later, the spending has
continued but at a less torrid pace. For the school year 1999–
2000, total projected spending for academic computer hard-
ware and software will top $2.7 billion. As in K–12 expendi-
tures, these amounts are small compared to overall funding, but
they nonetheless represent sharp increases targeted for particu-
lar goals. Moreover, virtually all professors privately invested in
a computer at home.8

As a result of these substantial increases in access to in-
formation technologies, remarkable changes have occurred in
how students use computers in dorms, labs, libraries, and else-
where on wired campuses. Furthermore, most professors con-
duct their research, produce publications, communicate in their
scholarly disciplines, and prepare for teaching through elec-
tronic means. Yet when it comes to teaching, few close observ-
ers would deny that most professors in colleges and universities
are either nonusers or occasional users of computer technology
in the classroom.9
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CLASSROOM USE OF COMPUTERS

Academics tend not to be technophobes. At home and in the
office they use computers to write, analyze data, communi-
cate with colleagues, and draft syllabi and other materials for
courses. Nor are professors resistant to learning new machines
and software applications. Personal accounts and surveys re-
port again and again that most academics are enthusiastic about
the usefulness of computers and other technologies for routine
tasks in laboratories and lecture halls.

Furthermore, adventurous faculty on campus after campus
have designed software for particular topics in their discipline;
they have adapted existing applications to classes that they
teach; they have experimented with email, Web-based classes,
and other forms of distance learning; they have been the first to
sign up for “studio” classrooms at Rensselaer, teaching/learning
theaters at the University of Maryland (College Park), and the
Flexible Class-Lab at Stanford. But these pioneers are a tiny
minority. One estimate put this small band of early adopters at
less than 5 percent of the faculty on any given campus. Getting
mainstream faculty on board, or, more to the point, persuading
“laggards” to become serious users is much more difficult.10

Computers and other new technologies have had little tan-
gible effect on either classroom teaching or learning—certainly
nothing comparable to the major pedagogical changes that oc-
curred in the decades bridging the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury, when labs, seminars, and discussion sections were intro-
duced to supplement lecturing. Still, the lecture has remained
central to undergraduate instruction and the seminar to gradu-
ate programs. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, national fac-
ulty surveys recorded time and again that lecturing was the pre-
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vailing mode of teaching, followed by group discussion. In one
national survey, 80 percent of 829 randomly selected profes-
sors (representing a 79 percent return of questionnaires) in the
physical sciences, life sciences, mathematics, social sciences,
and humanities lectured for the entire period, and an addi-
tional 9 percent said that they lectured from 15 to 25 minutes.11

In 1995 and 1998, surveys of teaching methods were sent to
71,000 professors of undergraduate instruction in private and
public colleges and universities; there was a 42 percent re-
sponse. The results are shown in Table 13.

Experiences at Carnegie-Mellon and Brown University dur-
ing the 1980s and early 1990s underscore the vast and swift
changes that occurred in the ease with which professors
adopted personal computers for their research, communication,
and preparation for teaching. Yet most of these very same pro-
fessors found computers difficult to apply to their classroom
instruction.12 In these institutions a striking but now-familiar
puzzle had emerged. Faculty have unparalleled access to infor-
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Table 13. Instructional Methods Used in Most or All Undergraduate
Courses

Method 1995–1996 1998–1999

Extensive lecturing 55% 53%
Class discussions 65% 65%
Computer/machine-aided instruction 14% 17%

Sources: Linda Sax, Alexander Astin, William Korn, Shannon Gilmartin, The
American College Teacher: National Norms for the 1998–1999 HERI Faculty Survey
(Los Angeles: Higher Education Research Institute, UCLA, 1999), p. 36; Linda Sax,
Alexander Astin, Marisol Avedondo, William Korn, The American College Teacher:
National Norms for the 1995–1996 HERI Faculty Survey (Los Angeles: Higher
Education Research Institute, UCLA, 1996), p. 39.



mation technologies at home and office; they use these ma-
chines and software frequently for their research and course
preparation. Yet for instruction in their classrooms they use
computers infrequently and in limited ways, producing few
changes in how they teach and how their students learn. What
has become increasingly apparent across the nation is nowhere
more so than at Stanford University, an elite private research-
driven institution.13

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Although the 125 public and private research universities in-
cluded in the early 1990s Carnegie classification of Research I
and II universities amounted to less than 4 percent of the na-
tion’s 3,600 higher education institutions, they enrolled almost
20 percent of all college students. Equally important, since the
early twentieth century these few institutions have set the stan-
dards for judging other universities, 4- and 2-year colleges, and
even secondary schools.14 They have had a disproportionate in-
fluence on curricular and instructional practices in higher edu-
cation both in the United States and abroad. The establishment
of Johns Hopkins University, Clark, and the University of Chi-
cago in the last decade of the nineteenth century, for example,
spurred reforms in existing colleges. Curricular reforms at Co-
lumbia during World War I or at the University of Chicago in
the 1930s or at Harvard in the 1950s attracted the attention of
administrators and faculties at hundreds of other less presti-
gious institutions. Since then, U.S. research-centered universi-
ties have been imitated by many nations.15

Over a century ago, university presidents set as the gold
standard for their institutions the advancement of knowledge
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through research, especially in the physical and natural sci-
ences. As professors published their scholarship, the upward
path to national (and international) prestige for other institu-
tions of higher learning narrowed to this one route: the re-
search-driven university. And copy it they did. In an effort to
reproduce an academic culture attractive to research-minded
faculty, less-prestigious, status-seeking institutions reduced
teaching loads, introduced sabbaticals, and established large
graduate schools. The trickle-down influence of the major uni-
versities can also be seen in the careers of each new generation
of the professoriate, which receives its graduate training in top
research universities and then goes on to serve on faculties
lower down in the hierarchy. These professors take with them
expectations about reduced teaching loads and research support
that were fostered in the elite universities.16

Stanford university has been considered a research-oriented
institution since it joined the Association of American Univer-
sities in 1900. In that decade it was ranked as one of the “best”
universities in the nation, though in fact it was little more than a
strong regional institution on the West Coast. In the 1950s,
however, Stanford’s Board of Trustees charged its president
with establishing the university as a strong national presence
rather than merely a regional one.

By the late 1960s Stanford had moved into the first tier of
universities as measured by qualifications of faculty and stu-
dents, size of endowment, and available research funds. By the
1990s, reputational rankings of departments and undergraduate
and graduate programs by both popular news magazines and
scholarly studies continually placed Stanford in the top five in-
stitutions in the country. As a selective Research I university,
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Stanford is representative of similar elite institutions, both pub-
lic and private, in the United States.17

At Stanford, as at most other high-status universities, gover-
nance is split between administration and faculty, departmental
organization is decentralized, and faculty members are granted
autonomy to inquire, freedom to teach with available tools, and
entrepreneurial discretion in securing research grants. But like
its sister institutions, Stanford has faced tensions over how fac-
ulty time should be distributed between undergraduate teach-
ing and working on individual research projects, especially
given that tenure decisions are so clearly linked to the volume
and quality of scholarly publication, not to teaching effective-
ness. This conflict of interest—being hired to teach but re-
warded for doing research—emerged early in the twentieth
century among professors in all of the elite institutions. Discord
arose frequently within departments over how much time and
which courses faculty should build into the curriculum to en-
sure that undergraduates were exposed to essential knowledge
in the humanities and sciences and still leave sufficient time for
professors to specialize in their disciplines.

Stanford and other private and public universities have
sought to strike a balance between maintaining stability and en-
couraging innovation as they negotiated their path through tur-
bulent, unpredictable times. Such a balance has become in-
creasingly difficult to reach in an information-based society in
which students expect quality teaching, corporate leaders call
for more applied research, public officials seek advice from uni-
versity experts, and parents want prestigious diplomas to open
doors to high-paying jobs for their sons and daughters. Further-
more, all of these constituencies want the newest, fastest, and
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best technology that money can buy so that professors can teach
and students can learn productively. And where better to find
the newest of the new technology than in Silicon Valley? The
history of Stanford University is deeply entwined with the story
of how the once-bucolic Santa Clara valley became a technolog-
ical Mecca.18

ACCESS TO COMPUTING AT STANFORD

Starting in the 1950s, Presidents Wallace Sterling, Richard
Lyman, Donald Kennedy, and Gerhard Casper worked hard
through periods of growth, recession, and turbulence to en-
hance the faculty, build modern facilities, and expand the pres-
tige of their institution. They succeeded. With more than
14,000 students taught by almost 1,600 tenure-line faculty de-
ployed in 70 departments and schools across an 8,000-acre cam-
pus, Stanford’s reputation as a world-class university is firmly
grounded. In the move to world-class status, possessing the
newest and best technologies in the arts, sciences, and humani-
ties became essential. President Gerhard Casper summed up
the reasons, past and present, for harnessing information tech-
nologies to the university’s mission: “Appropriate use of infor-
mation resources can increase faculty productivity; help to at-
tract, retain, and engage the brightest students; enrich students’
learning experiences and faculty teaching methods. Technology
may enhance income opportunities for the University and po-
tentially reduce costs of delivering education.” University lead-
ership, from Wallace Sterling to the newly-installed president
John Hennessy has forged ahead full speed into the information
revolution.19

But in doing so, Stanford has incurred steep costs. “Look-
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ing ahead,” a staff member reported, “we can expect to need a
new computer every three years. These computers will assume
an increasingly large role in Stanford’s research and education.
They will cost increasingly large amounts of money.” These pre-
dictions, made in the first annual report of Stanford’s Computa-
tion Center, proved prophetic. The year was 1961.20

During the 1960s and 1970s, top administrators centralized
computing at Stanford. Working with mainframe machines,
they confined computing largely to the automation of adminis-
trative tasks in offices and libraries, with some data analysis and
model building in scientific and engineering research. One ex-
ception was the federally funded SCRDT described at the be-
ginning of this chapter. With the introduction of the personal
computer in the late 1970s, however, a decade of partnerships
with vendors who supplied machines to faculty and depart-
ments yielded thousands of computers in short-lived ventures.

Administrators prodded department chairs and faculty to
use the new technologies for streamlining tasks and doing re-
search and teaching in their offices and classrooms. But because
administrators often negotiated the terms of the partnerships
with vendors, aggressive departments well endowed with funds
got more information technology than timid, less affluent de-
partments. The administrative and academic cultures at Stan-
ford competed for influence over the deployment of the ma-
chines and software and how they were to be used. “The most
important single lesson administratively about Stanford’s use of
computers,” said a professor who participated enthusiastically
in applying technologies to instruction, “is that use is not in any
sense organized centrally. It is a blooming chaos of pluralism
and I think most faculty very much want it to be that way.” This
characteristic decentralization played a large role in the rapid
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adoption of computers by individual professors for use in their
research, communication with colleagues, and teaching.21

By the mid-1980s, the personal computer had trumped the
mainframe for daily academic and administrative uses. Swift
changes in the speed and memory of the machines and in soft-
ware development kept outpacing the ability of university task
forces to set policy. Still, Stanford administrators and faculty
who had enlisted in the information revolution continued to
conceive programs aimed at encouraging professors to use com-
puters in their courses.

One such program launched in 1984 was the jointly funded
University/IBM/Apple Faculty Author Development program
(with the unfortunate but wholly prescient acronym FAD). Ac-
cording to one administrator, the purpose was to “build a critical
mass of faculty who would use computers for teaching, who
were knowledgeable enough to decide how useful computers
could be instead of having [administrative units] push comput-
ers on the faculty.”22

The 18 professors from Humanities and Sciences (H&S)
who volunteered (out of about 450 faculty in H&S at the time)
received hardware and expert help from technical support staff
to develop courseware for their classes. But few other profes-
sors used the courseware developed by these pioneers. Toward
the end of the decade it was clear to most faculty and adminis-
trators that FAD and other incentive-based programs geared to
enlist faculty in using computers for classroom instruction had
failed to entice most professors. As one administrator said in
1987, “The crime of it is computers aren’t used more [by the
faculty], in spite of all the money spent on [technology].”23

Not to be discouraged, administrators took the basic infra-
structure for technology that had been built in the 1980s and
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spent more to enhance that foundation. Throughout the 1990s,
administrators invested university funds in laying down miles of
fiberoptic cables to offices, networking the campus, providing
computer clusters in libraries and in residence halls, building
elaborate computer labs for professors and their classes, and en-
suring that faculty had on-site specialists in departments and
schools to assist them in using information technology for both
their research and teaching.

By 2000 the Leland system of computers and networks
was serving Stanford students, faculty, and staff with email,
Web resources, and other services, while the Forsythe system
served instructional, research, and interactive computing. Scat-
tered across campus are clusters of machines (with more than
350 high-powered personal computers and workstations) avail-
able to students in libraries, the student union, and engineering
buildings. All undergraduate residence halls and certain gradu-
ate halls have computer clusters with, again, more than 350
computers staffed by coordinators and technicians. Servers pro-
vide file sharing, printing, Internet access, and database and
groupware services for computer labs and clusters in individual
schools such as the Graduate School of Business, School of
Medicine, Humanities and Sciences, School of Earth Sciences,
Education, Law, and School of Engineering.

Moreover, the administration has wired more than 60 class-
rooms across campus with video and computer display and net-
work connections. Each classroom contains a color LCD video/
data projector, VCR, and amplified sound system with a “smart
panel” that controls power and volume controls. Of the 60 plus
classrooms, three in the main undergraduate library are widely
used by faculty who bring their classes of up to 40 students
there.24
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In response to faculty requests for help throughout the de-
cade, a constant stream of faculty workshops on topics from de-
signing Web pages to developing courseware have been adver-
tised each year. University-funded computer specialists have
been assigned to particular schools to be on-site sources of indi-
vidual help to faculty beyond the specific technical support staff
that departments and schools have funded out of their regular
budgets.25

By the late 1990s, then, Stanford students and faculty had
abundant and easy access to information technologies in resi-
dences, schools, departments, offices, labs, and libraries. From
registering for courses on-line to doing research on the Web to
entering chat rooms to renewing library books, Stanford stu-
dents’ lives are perfused with electronic technology. Undergrad-
uates reported in a 1994 survey that they used computers 11
hours a week, and graduate students averaged more than 18
hours of computer use a week. Furthermore, both students and
faculty had their own machines. In 1996, for example, 3 out of 4
students owned a personal computer. By 2000, 95 percent had
their own machines, which allowed them to connect to Stanford
networks in their rooms. The Law School now requires entering
students to own laptops.

As early as 1989, nine out of ten faculty in the School of Hu-
manities and Sciences used some form of computing in their
work. A similar number had at least one computer at home. In
1999 virtually all professors had computers at their offices and
homes, and most had more than two machines available to
them. According to a 1997 survey, 61 percent of the faculty
owned a laptop in addition to a networked desktop computer or
workstation. Computers have become as pervasive on and off
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the Stanford campus as telephones, televisions, and microwave
ovens. In light of this massive investment in new technologies,
how have Stanford faculty used computers inside classrooms?26

How Stanford Professors Teach

Since the 1960s, the normal professorial teaching load has been
4 to 6 hours a week (or 4 courses taught over 3 quarters of a 4-
quarter academic year), down from a class load of 8 to 12 hours
a week and 6 to 8 courses that faculty taught in the early 1900s.
Evidence of how Stanford professors taught for those 4 to 6
hours a week is difficult to come by, because few campus-wide
faculty surveys of teaching practices were administered before
the 1990s. There were, however, partial surveys of professorial
teaching, reports, and even questionnaires that seniors com-
pleted before leaving the university. Although such fragments
are hardly compelling evidence of how professors taught, they
do offer a glimpse of the dominant teaching practices.27

In 1968 graduating seniors reported in a questionnaire that
two-thirds to four-fifths of all their classes in engineering, sci-
ence, social science, and humanities were either large lectures
or medium-sized lectures with discussion. Their experiences
with seminars ranged from a low of 9 percent in the sciences to
a high of 33 percent in the humanities. Seniors also reported
that some courses included independent work, ranging from 11
percent in engineering to 24 percent in sciences.28

In 1994, as part of a presidential-appointed panel, the Com-
mission on Undergraduate Education (CUE) authorized a sur-
vey that went out to 750 professors who taught undergraduates.
One question asked whether professors used “non-traditional
modes of teaching.” Professors marked either yes or no. The
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highest number of yes votes went for student presentations (57
percent), followed by small group work (39 percent) and case
studies (26 percent). Highest percentages of no votes went to
in-class writing (92), brainstorming (90), role playing (86), de-
bates (84), simulations (84), and case studies (74). The results
imply strongly that traditional teaching approaches such as
lecturing were staples in most professors’ instructional reper-
toires.29

In 1995, in a survey of 116 professors across the campus,
Nira Hativa found that 78 percent “almost always” lectured and
answered student questions during or after the lecture. Two-
thirds “almost always” lectured and then held separate discus-
sion groups under the guidance of teaching assistants or the
professor himself or herself. Just under 30 percent taught “al-
most always” by “developing topics through questioning the stu-
dents (Socratic method).”30

In 1996 President Casper announced a $15 million initiative
to strengthen undergraduate teaching by adding faculty posi-
tions. Recognizing that large lecture courses for undergraduates
are the norm, Casper underscored the importance of first- and
second-year students having direct contact in seminars with
professors rather than graduate students. Subsequently, fresh-
man and sophomore seminars have been established where fac-
ulty teach small groups of undergraduates (who must apply for
the limited slots).31

In 1997 a student newspaper ran an editorial that said “Pro-
fessors’ reliance on TAs [teaching assistants] has grown to scan-
dalous proportions.” Calling the widespread use of TAs for in-
troductory courses a “stealth scandal,” the Stanford Daily said
that the “use and abuse of graduate students has gone too far.
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The discussion section—which started out as a venue for stu-
dents to ask questions to their more knowledgeable peers—has
metamorphosed into the core of far too many lecture courses.”32

Although the evidence is admittedly circumstantial, the im-
pression that lecturing is the dominant form of undergradu-
ate teaching persists. But “dominant” in this instance does not
mean it is the only form of teaching, nor that the lecture ap-
proach will continue to prevail.

Some professors, for example, reported using different
forms of teaching (case studies, project-based teaching, prob-
lem-based learning) within various departments and schools
across campus. In the Business and Law schools, many faculty
use the case method. In the School of Education, Professor Ed
Bridges created an entire program for master’s students who
seek to become school principals that is anchored in problem-
based, collaborative learning in small groups. The School of En-
gineering has paid explicit attention to the quality of teaching
since the 1950s.33

The History Department and the preclinical program in
the School of Medicine (SUSM), both dating back to Stan-
ford’s founding, offer brief snapshots of teaching practices in
two very different parts of the university.34 By 1990, lectur-
ing absorbed at least one-half to two-thirds of teaching duties
in SUSM’s preclinical courses and in the Department of His-
tory, with the remainder of formal instructional time spent in
seminars, laboratory work, discussion sections, and directed re-
search with individuals and small groups of students. With some
slight variation by departments, this pattern in teaching perme-
ates the rest of the campus and is similar to other American uni-
versities.
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Over the century in SUSM and in the Department of His-
tory, small-group teaching and students’ independent work
slowly spread from its original home in graduate school (for
early twentieth-century doctoral students and medical students
in the clinical phase of their work) to the final two years of an
undergraduate’s career and initial preclinical courses for enter-
ing medical students. Such changes have lessened the imper-
sonality of lecturing to hundreds of students in cavernous audi-
toriums. Yet even with the mild decrease in lecturing over the
century and the increase in small-group teaching, the lecture
still dominates preclinical instruction in SUSM and undergrad-
uate history courses.35

For the rest of the university in the 1990s, this teaching rep-
ertoire remained steadfast. Two surveys revealed sharply that
few faculty members use nontraditional methods (information
technologies, case studies, simulations), and those who do are a
tiny fraction of the Stanford professoriate, a pattern generally
applicable to American universities.36

With so much instructional time still devoted to the lec-
ture, it is not surprising that lecturing has become equated with
teaching. What forged the link even tighter were the faculty’s
core beliefs about the role of subject matter in teaching. Many
History and SUSM faculty continue to believe that the central
purpose of teaching is to transmit their discipline’s accumulated
knowledge to students. According to faculty, undergraduates
must gain an elementary grasp of the field before advancing to
higher levels of disciplinary inquiry. Hence the dominant teach-
ing role is that of content-disseminator. Because it is more ef-
ficient to convey subject matter and the essentials of a discipline
to large groups than to small ones, the lecture prevails and the
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role of professor as platform performer links to the role of
disseminator of content. Pedagogy is no more than a delivering
system for clear and coherent knowledge. Those who know can
teach.37

Yet some faculty have held (and continue to hold) counter-
beliefs. Teaching for student understanding rather than factual
coverage has motivated many professors to practice their craft
differently from their colleagues. Such beliefs drive some pro-
fessors to find out how students learn, figure out the issues that
confound novices in a field, and teach content in ways that un-
ravel what students find difficult.

In teaching calculus to undergraduates, for example, some
math professors have restructured their courses to teach the
subject through problems that are connected to the students’
lives. To teach approximations, a professor might ask students to
graph the rising temperature of a yam put into a hot oven and
estimate the time at which the temperature of the yam would
be 150 degrees. Such professors probe and guide students in
learning conceptual structures of a discipline; they seek to help
students learn how to think as mathematicians, historians, or
medical clinicians.38 In SUSM, a new faculty-designed preclini-
cal course, “Preparation for Clinical Medicine,” begins with be-
liefs that students could learn essential clinical knowledge and
skills in small groups with preceptors, rather than lecturers, by
concentrating on common problems faced by practitioners.39

Some faculty hold prevailing and counter-beliefs about ped-
agogy simultaneously, enacting each in particular settings. Con-
sider the historians David Potter, who taught in the 1960s and
early 1970s, and David Kennedy, who has taught since the late
1960s. Both have taught lecture courses and seminars. Their
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students have described the professors as engaging platform
performers who, in advanced seminars, use analogies and meta-
phors to represent complex ideas while prodding individual stu-
dents to think like historians.40

USE OF COMPUTERS FOR INSTRUCTION

Here, then, is a partial picture of how most Stanford professors
have taught. Against such a background, faculty use of new
technologies to improve teaching and learning can be assessed.

One way of finding out about classroom use of computers is
to tap the periodic surveys that have been done by doctoral stu-
dents, faculty, and administrators over the years. Of course, sur-
veys are essentially self-reports and so are prone to inflation and
selective memory. Moreover, response rates from faculty sur-
veys tend to be low. Unfortunately, despite these weaknesses,
there is little else to cite beyond scattered anecdotes by techno-
enthusiasts and techno-skeptics. The surveys do cover the im-
portant decades at Stanford after major investments were made
in wiring and in purchasing personal computers, after task force
reports on the direction of computing had been published, and
after faculty incentive projects had been initiated.

In the mid-1980s, one study of 125 Stanford professors
found the following:

• 80 percent of professors used computers to prepare lectures,
handouts, and exams.

• About 25 percent of professors required students to write their
papers on a computer or analyze a database.

• Only 13 professors (10 percent) had actually integrated the com-
puter into their routine classroom practices.41
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In 1989 a survey sent to more than 660 faculty in Human-
ities and Sciences found that:

• 94 percent of professors used computers for their research, class
preparation, and writing.

• 80 percent of faculty used computers to prepare handouts.
• 72 percent used them to design exams.
• 62 percent used them to prepare lectures.
• 13 percent of professors used computers for demonstrations in

the classroom.
• 20 percent used them for computer exercises.
• 10 percent actually used subject-related software.42

Another faculty survey in 1994 found even less classroom
use of technologies. This survey, which went out to 750 profes-
sors who taught undergraduates, showed that:

• 59 percent of the professors never used computers in their class-
rooms.

• 19 percent used computers occasionally.
• 8 percent used computers often (the remaining responses were

not usable).
• 2 out of 3 professors responding to this survey said that the lack

of time to develop relevant software for their courses was a
strong factor in their nonuse.

• 45 percent said that they had no time to learn about classroom
uses of computers.

• 70–90 percent of the faculty responded that they had not used
any of the consultants available in five university centers.43

In 1997 another faculty survey was sent to 750 professors
across campus. The results for this unpublished survey mirror
earlier ones. To the question “What technologies do you use in
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the classroom, and how frequently do you use them?” the per-
centage of faculty that responded “Never” was:

• “computer at instructor station”: 62%
• “computers at student stations”: 85%
• “LCD Panel”: 83%
• “Internet/Web Connection”: 80%

The 1989 and 1997 questionnaires show that the two machines
faculty used most often (from occasionally to frequently) were
the overhead projector and the VCR.44

Several themes ran through these surveys. Repeatedly, fac-
ulty indicated a strong interest, even enthusiasm, for using new
technologies but cited as reasons for not making any headway
their lack of time to learn how to use computers well and to de-
velop software. Faculty were reluctant to take valuable time
away from research, teaching, writing, securing grants, commit-
tee work, and other important tasks. A consistent concern ex-
pressed was not having reliable, accessible, and continuing sup-
port from technical staff when problems arose.45

For technologically assertive administrators and faculty,
these figures may offer a skewed picture of what they see hap-
pening in departments and schools across campus. They might
well point to the three specially equipped classrooms located
in the main undergraduate library, to which faculty bring
full classes periodically or for the entire quarter to teach their
courses. I have secured lists of the professors who have used
two of the three classrooms. Fragmentary as such data are, the
lists offer a broader picture of faculty use, albeit one that is par-
tial, but that at least goes beyond anecdotes and survey re-
sponses.46
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The Flexible Class-Lab seats 25 students and contains 20
PowerBook laptop computers, network connections, computer
and video projection, scanning equipment, and—most impor-
tant for many faculty who want movable furniture for small
group work and seminar discussion—lightweight tables, office
chairs, and beanbags. For the Flexible Class-Lab I have
data from 1996, when the classroom became available, through
1999.

Room 143 can accommodate 45 students. It has the latest
data and video projection equipment that lets faculty direct im-
ages from different computers onto a large screen. The room
also contains a VCR and laser disk player. Faculty bring their
classes here to demonstrate software, to lecture, and to lead dis-
cussions. For Room 143, I have data from January 1998 through
October 1999.

Room 260 is a computer classroom that has 20 student sta-
tions equipped with iMacs connected to a file server in the
room and to the Internet. A color LCD projector allows profes-
sors to project computer or video images onto a large screen. A
laser printer and color scanner are also in the room. No data on
past use are available for this classroom.

For room 143 and the Flexible Class-Lab, 47 faculty (13
tenured professors, 2 tenure-line, and 27 lecturers) used the
two classrooms over three academic years.47 These faculty, who
taught 87 courses, were drawn from the departments of English
(12, mostly Writing and Critical Thinking courses), Education
(7), Foreign Languages (7), Culture, Ideas, and Values (4), Hu-
man Biology (4), Engineering (4), Computer Science (2), Law
(2), Anthropology (1), History (1), Classics (1), Economics (1),
and Sociology (1). Of the 47 professors, 11 (23 percent) ac-
counted for 46 of the 87 courses (53 percent) that were taught.
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Among the pioneering faculty, then, about one-quarter taught
over half of the courses that met in the two classrooms over a
three-year period.48 These adventurous professors and lecturers
were drawn from the ranks of both senior and junior, male and
female, faculty. The familiar claims that older, experienced fac-
ulty and men rather than women tend to be the pioneers and
serious users of computer technology find no basis in these data.

These data show that over the last two decades a small por-
tion of the 1,600 tenure-line faculty members have been very
serious about using new technologies in their daily teaching
practice in the classroom. These few professors are the subjects
of the many positive stories that have appeared over the years in
campus publications and in general newspapers and magazines
extolling the magic of computers in classrooms. Media portray-
als of these early adopters leave the impression that mainstream
faculty members engage the technology in the same spirit, if not
with quite the same proficiency, that their noted colleagues do.
The surveys and classroom data, however, suggest that most ac-
ademics have yet to seriously pursue the use of computers for
instruction.49

Since the late 1970s, these early adopters have pioneered
software for their courses and have embraced technological im-
provements to personal computers as they were developed. For
example, members of the President’s Commission on Technol-
ogy in Teaching and Learning (CTTL), appointed by Gerhard
Casper in 1994, have been ardent supporters of frequent and
imaginative uses of these powerful technologies for improving
teaching and learning. Some entrepreneurial academics were
part of the FAD initiative in the early 1980s and have emerged
as technological leaders in the Stanford community in the
1990s. These professors have created multimedia Web pages,
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have made their courses available on the Internet, and have
proven to be quite at home in electronically enhanced class-
rooms. Other faculty, tired of teaching in traditional ways, have
yearned for opportunities to try out some of these new media
for classroom instruction.

Consider Lecturer Marjorie Ford’s course “Writing and
Critical Thinking.” The class met in the Flex-Class Lab to ex-
plore methods of using technology to support writing. Students
developed Web pages, critiqued one another’s work, integrated
pictures into the writing process, and in general collaborated
more than one customarily does in writing classes. “I always
thought,” Ford said, “that in a writing class the students ought
to be writing more. That is what’s happening in the Flex Lab.
The room invites you to work with students, not just lecture at
them.”50

Associate Professor Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano of the Spanish
and Portuguese Department worked with the Academic Soft-
ware Development group to create Chicana Art, a multimedia
database of works by various Mexican-American artists. The
slides were electronically scanned and linked to what the artists
have said, their biographies, and lists of references. “I used to
be very centered in print, and I would teach writing and litera-
ture,” she said, but “now I can’t consider just looking at text any-
more. I feel that we’ve barely scratched the surface.”51

Professor of Electrical Engineering Stephen Boyd often
uses computer simulations to predict outcomes in circuits, dis-
playing the results in his class for students to discuss. In labs
where there are signal generators, oscilloscopes, and other in-
strumentation, he has his students actually build circuits to
check out their predictions. The soft-lab (computer simula-
tions) and hard-lab (building circuits) approaches that Boyd
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uses employ different technologies. In addition, Boyd makes his
course notes available on the Web the day before class. He has
learned that instructors in other universities are using his notes
in their own classrooms.52

English Professor Larry Friedlander entered the world of
instructional computing in 1984 when he developed a com-
puter software program through FAD that would help students
interpret Shakespeare’s plays. TheaterGame permits students
to stage via the computer their own interpretations of a play.
He also authored Paris/Theater, a program that contains maps
of Paris and other sources between the twelfth century and
the present. Friedlander wanted to find “ways in which literary
classes could get some notion of the theatrical and the real-life
experiences of literature that are hard to conceptualize in large
lecture classes.”53

These four faculty members are at the level of appropria-
tion and invention in integrating computers into their teaching.
Such a high level of integration makes student learning differ-
ent from the familiar fare offered in most academic classes.
How many other professors who use computers in their courses
can match these levels of integration I do not know conclusively.
However, I would estimate no more than 1 to 2 percent of the
entire faculty.

When considering these various examples and data, one
should keep a few distinctions in mind as a way of making sense
of both numbers and anecdotes. First, a clear separation has to
be made between faculty using computers to prepare for in-
struction and faculty actually using computers for instruction.
There is no question that the former use is pervasive: professors
throughout the university use computers to prepare handouts,
they use the Internet for information that can be accessed be-
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fore or after class, and they use email listservers so that students
can respond to one another before and after class. However, the
percentage of faculty using computers during instruction itself
is very low.54

Second, survey data may mislead because results mask
the variation in departmental and school use across the univer-
sity.55 At the Law School, students use laptops for email,
research, Internet searches, word processing, note-taking, and
even exam-taking. Moreover, two professors teach courses on
cyberspace and the law, biotechnology, technology as a business
asset, and intellectual property rights vis-à-vis electronic publi-
cation. One of the two used a specially equipped classroom for
one of these courses. Whether most law school professors were
serious, occasional, or nonusers of technology for instruction I
cannot determine.56

In the School of Medicine, a wide array of technological re-
sources is available to faculty and students in the main medical
school building, which houses six lecture classrooms equipped
with multimedia technology. The Fleischmann Laboratories are
located on the second floor of the Alway Building. Each of
the six laboratories is equipped with a computer that is used to
access software programs supporting laboratory-based courses.
The laboratories are also used for elective courses, conferences,
and seminars. The Fleischmann Learning and Resource Center
(FLRC) is adjacent to the laboratories, providing students and
faculty with a wide variety of video and electronic resources,
including videotapes of all lectures. Portable classrooms con-
tain three examination rooms and six small classrooms used for
small-group discussions.57

In the late 1970s, when the Department of Anatomy within
the medical school came under extensive attack from both stu-
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dents and faculty for the low quality of teaching, the administra-
tion and faculty of the School of Medicine acted. Within five
years, the department had been downsized to a division, new
faculty had been hired who had reputations for teaching rather
than research, and interactive software to teach basic anatomy
courses became a standard part of the curriculum.58

By the early 1990s, the School of Medicine administration
and faculty had developed an in-house capability for produc-
ing software to be used by professors in both the preclinical
and clinical curricula. Stanford University Medical Media and
Information Technologies (SUMMIT) has created, in collabora-
tion with enthusiastic faculty, “Anatomy Lesson,” “BrainStorm,”
“Microbe,” “ShortRounds,” and other interactive software that
students use in actual courses taught in the School of Medicine.
SUMMIT also helped a group of faculty develop materials for
a new preclinical course called “Preparation for Clinical Med-
icine” which blends problem-based learning, multiple-station
exercises, faculty-student collaboration, and small group work.59

Administrators and faculty in other schools and departments
such as the Graduate School of Business and the School of En-
gineering have moved aggressively into capturing technologi-
cal resources and applying them to curriculum, teaching, and
learning. But many other departments and schools, in the eyes
of techno-enthusiasts on campus, have lagged behind and done
little to alter prevailing ways of teaching and learning through
greater instructional use of computers in classrooms. Stanford
Online is an exception. As a distance-learning operation in vari-
ous incarnations since the late 1960s, Stanford Online offers
courses and one degree to corporations in the Bay area, the na-
tion, and internationally. It is a major venture that has faculty
teaching students through courses that they would ordinarily
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give in university buildings. Centered in the sciences, tech-
nology, and engineering, this distance-learning program raises
much revenue for the university.60

The stories, sign-up lists, and survey results from Stanford
still leave the strong, clear impression that most faculty are seri-
ous users of new technologies for their research, writing, and
classroom preparation but infrequent and limited users of the
same technologies in their daily teaching. What is also very ob-
vious is that the substantial investment in computers, wired res-
idence halls, and computer labs scattered across the campus
have expanded student opportunities to learn outside of formal
classroom instruction.

I have concluded, then, that dominant teaching practices re-
mained largely constant in the years of greatest penetration of
new technologies. Lecturing still absorbs more than half to two
thirds of various departments’ teaching practices, especially for
undergraduates. Seminars, an innovation that was introduced at
the turn of the last century, have become integral to graduate
instruction and have penetrated the last two years of undergrad-
uate coursework. These traditional forms of teaching seem to
have been relatively untouched by the enormous investment in
technologies that the university has made since the 1960s. That
individual professors in various departments and schools turned
to the case-study method, project-based teaching, problem-
based learning, and other innovative approaches, using com-
puter simulations and applications, goes without saying. That
such faculty constituted a tiny minority of the entire faculty is
just as clear.

So outcomes similar to those that appeared in the early
childhood sites and the two high schools also emerge at Stan-
ford University. Both at home and at school, Stanford students
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and faculty have stunning access to technological riches. Both
professors and students use the machines and software exten-
sively to research, write, communicate, and prepare for courses.
Yet for direct classroom instruction there is little use of these
new technologies.

A second finding is that the primary reason given by univer-
sity boards of trustees and presidents for investing money and
time in an expensive technological infrastructure over the de-
cades is to “revolutionize” teaching and learning. As the evi-
dence suggests, however, there has been, at best, modest to lit-
tle impact on the teaching strategies commonly used. As to
whether student learning has been altered, there is more evi-
dence of frequent use of computers in dorms, labs, libraries,
and elsewhere on campus for both class work, research, and
personal communication than in K–12.

Like Silicon Valley teachers in preschools, kindergartens,
and high schools, Stanford professors are hardly technophobes
or skeptics resistant to using technology outside of their class-
rooms. Why, then, in the heartland of high-tech innovation,
where beliefs in technological progress run strong and equip-
ment is abundant, has there been so little use of the new ma-
chines and software inside classrooms and so little change in ex-
isting teaching practices? I attempt to answer this question in
the next chapter.
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5

MAKING SENSE OF UNEXPECTED OUTCOMES

In mid-nineteenth century California, entrepreneurs imported
the blue gum eucalyptus from Australia, a fast-growing tree
needing little water that could in a few years’ time reforest tree-
less areas. The wood would be used for railroad ties, houses,
and furniture.

However, as it turned out, the wood would often split or
curve while being cut for logs. And it contained so many cracks
that nails or spikes would not hold, making it unusable for
homebuilding or rail ties. So the tall, fast-growing trees ended
up as wind breaks in rural areas, but the fragrant leaves, nut-like
seeds, and peeling bark created mounds of litter; even worse,
during dry months the canopy often ignited, causing fires to
sweep through elegant residential areas and threaten hillside
homes.1

Such unintended outcomes—sometimes called “revenge ef-
fects”—happen all the time. A miracle vaccine to prevent polio
in children turned out to have been contaminated with a mon-
key virus that caused a lethal cancer. The vacuum cleaner and
washing machine were intended to improve the standard of liv-
ing of middle-class housewives. But as it turned out, these con-
veniences saved little time, because now women who previously



had hired housemaids and sent their dirty clothes to a commer-
cial laundry felt obliged to clean their houses by themselves and
do their wash at home.2

As long as there have been political and business elites, aca-
demics, planners, and ordinary reformers determined to solve
societal problems, there have been, in Robert Merton’s phrase,
“unanticipated consequences.” Whether the unintended out-
comes were the result of ignorance, error, vested interest, or
some mix of these mattered little. Few of the problemsolvers
who design the solutions are still around by the time their unan-
ticipated consequences must be addressed.3

Even though Merton reminded his readers that unfore-
seen consequences are not necessarily undesirable, the exam-
ples usually cited to illustrate the phrase are mostly negative.
But the things we don’t foresee are just as likely to be positive as
negative. For example, when compulsory attendance laws re-
quired parents to enroll their children in public schools in the
nineteenth century, coed schooling opened job opportunities
for young women that previously had been closed.4

In answering the questions that guided this study, I found
some outcomes that promoters intended, and some that were
clearly unintended.

In the area of access to computers:

• Expected finding: Students and teachers had access to computers
and related technologies available in both their homes and their
schools.5

• Unexpected finding: Students and teachers showed little evidence
of technophobia or resistance to using information technologies.

As for the way computers were used in schools:
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• Expected finding: Those teachers who used computers at home,
office, and school said that they communicated much more with
colleagues, parents, and students than they had previously; they
completed administrative tasks connected to teaching more ef-
ficiently (calculating student grades, writing notes to parents,
compiling attendance reports, and so on); and they prepared for
teaching with more depth and breadth in creating materials for
student handouts and Internet searches.

• Unexpected finding: Less than 10 percent of teachers who used
computers in their classrooms were serious users (defined as us-
ing computers in class at least once week); between 20 and 30
percent were occasional to rare users (once a month); well over
half of the teachers were nonusers.6

• Unexpected finding: In classrooms of serious and occasional us-
ers, most students’ use of computers was peripheral to their pri-
mary instructional tasks. Students used computers in schools to
complete assignments, play games, explore CD-ROMS to find in-
formation, and conduct Internet searches. Only on rare occasions
did student computer use become of primary importance, as in
participating in on-line curriculum and creating multimedia proj-
ects.

• Unexpected finding: Less than 5 percent of high school students
had intense “tech-heavy” experiences. These occurred mostly in
nonacademic subjects or when students served as part of the
school’s technical support system.

• Unexpected finding: Less than 5 percent of teachers integrated
computer technology into their regular curricular and instruc-
tional routines.

These findings about access and use led to unexpected out-
comes for teaching and learning:

• Unexpected outcome: In the schools we studied, we found no
clear and substantial evidence of students increasing their aca-
demic achievement as a result of using information technologies.
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• Unexpected outcome: The overwhelming majority of teachers em-
ployed the technology to sustain existing patterns of teaching,
rather than to innovate.

• Unexpected outcome: Only a tiny percentage of high school and
university teachers used the new technologies to accelerate stu-
dent-centered and project-based teaching practices. (Most pre-
school and kindergarten teachers already used such practices.)

I am not arguing that teachers seldom change what they do
in their classrooms. Teachers continually change their class-
room practices. For example, some teachers quickly adopted
computers for their classes, though most did not. Yet the teach-
ers who decided to wait or chose to ignore the new technologies
still engaged in changing other aspects of their teaching. Some
may have decided to use a new textbook; others may have dis-
covered a new way to do small-group work; and even others
may have borrowed a technique from a colleague down the hall
to press students to write more than a paragraph. These small
changes are incremental and occur frequently among teachers.
But these small adjustments are not what the promoters of
computers had in mind. They wanted to transform teaching
from the familiar teacher-centered approach to one that re-
quired the teacher to play a considerably different role. Using
technology, the teacher would organize the classroom differ-
ently, giving students far more control over their learning (for
example, working in teams on projects). Such changes would
entail fundamental shifts in the teacher’s and students’ roles, the
social organization of the classroom, and power relationships
between teacher and students.

The point, then, is that teachers change all the time. It is the
kind of change that needs to be specified. Champions of tech-
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nology wanted fundamental change in classroom practice. The
teachers that we interviewed and observed, however, engaged
mostly in incremental changes. Only a tiny band of teach-
ers moved toward deeper, major reform.7 These findings and
outcomes will disappoint champions of better and faster tech-
nology in schools, especially those in Silicon Valley who
have heavily promoted major investments in reforming schools
through high technology.

THREE QUESTIONS

In the past when innovations aimed at changing classrooms
have yielded disappointing results, reformers have often turned
first to lapses in teachers’ knowledge and skills in explaining
why the outcomes were unsatisfactory. Hence, I begin my ex-
planation of these unexpected outcomes by asking three ques-
tions about teachers’ responses to technological innovations.

1. Are these Silicon Valley teachers’ responses to computers
similar to or different from other teachers’ responses to earlier
technological innovations? If these Silicon Valley teachers are
similar to those from earlier generations of teachers across the
country who faced technological innovations, then explanations
for the unintended consequences would need to go beyond
these particular teachers’ beliefs about technology to account
for the similar patterns. If, however, teachers’ responses in the
past to new technologies differ from these Silicon Valley teach-
ers, then I would need to concentrate on Valley teachers’ indi-
vidual characteristics, school conditions, and other features of
the Valley itself to account for the differences.

2. Are these Silicon Valley teachers’ responses to computers
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similar to or different from the responses of other profession-
als facing technological innovations? If teachers are similar to
other professionals confronting new technologies, then, again,
explanations for use and nonuse would have to go beyond Valley
teachers’ responses to computers and examine other factors. If,
however, teachers reacted differently to new technologies, then
a close examination of teaching as work would have to be un-
dertaken.

3. In light of the answers to the previous questions, how do
I explain these unanticipated consequences of new technologies
in schools and classrooms at the turn of the twenty-first cen-
tury? Faced with such evidence of apparent waste in resources,
concerned citizens, policymakers, researchers, and practitioners
naturally want to know why teachers aren’t using the machines
for instruction and why students aren’t learning more, faster,
and better.

As framed, these questions place the problem at the feet of
teachers. Answers to these questions become explanations for
teachers’ classroom behavior when they are faced with techno-
logical innovations. Those explanations quickly get converted
into solutions aimed at changing teachers’ actions in their class-
rooms. So what I call explanations are really solutions-in-waiting
to problems framed by those who invest in new technologies.

To sum up: these unexpected consequences arising from
access and use of new technologies in schools attract policy-
makers’ attention because the monies invested in technologies
have yet to produce the desired outcomes. Policymakers partial
to new technologies in schools view the unanticipated outcomes
as problems. Problems need solutions. An explanation of why
the problem occurs often contains the seeds of a solution. And
this is why explanations are important to policymakers, practi-
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tioners, researchers, and informed citizens. Answers to these
three questions frame the remainder of this chapter.

QUESTION 1

Are these teachers’ responses to computers similar to or differ-
ent from the ways that teachers responded to earlier technologi-
cal innovations? In a previous study, I investigated teachers’ re-
sponses to the introduction of the technological innovations of
film (1910s–1940s), radio (1920s–1940s), and instructional tele-
vision (1950s–1980s). Each of these highly touted electronic
marvels went through a cycle of high expectations for reforming
schools, rich promotional rhetoric, and new policies that en-
couraged broad availability of the machines, yet resulted in lim-
ited classroom use.8

The cycle of attempted change invariably began with extrav-
agant claims for the revolutionary power of films or instruc-
tional television to transform teaching and learning. Reformers,
including public officials, vendors, foundation executives, and
school administrators, fastened onto the new technology, pro-
moting it as a solution for school problems. For example, in
the 1950s promoters of instructional television hailed that new
technology as a solution to a teacher shortage at that time.9

As school boards and superintendents adopted policies and
allocated dollars to secure new technology, few teachers were
involved either in policy deliberations or in designing how new
machines were to be distributed and used. Even without di-
rect involvement, small bands of pioneering teachers begged
for funds to acquire the school’s first film projector, radio, or
television monitor. These champions of technology influenced
peers. Not too long after the projectors, radios, and monitors
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appeared in schools, academic studies established that teachers
using new technologies were just as effective, as measured by
students’ achievement test scores, as teachers using conven-
tional practices.

But logistics gave teachers a headache. Securing a film from
the district’s audio-visual center at just the right time for a par-
ticular lesson or having the radio or television broadcast avail-
able at only one time and not other times caused problems. In-
compatibility between the existing curriculum and the offerings
of films, radio, and television further reduced use. These grow-
ing complaints from teachers about inaccessibility and incom-
patibility stained the mantle of acceptance that had begun to
settle over the innovation.

Soon surveys documented teachers’ infrequent and limited
of film, radio, and instructional television in the classroom.
Based on these surveys, I estimated that since 1920 fewer than
5 percent of teachers used these technologies at least once a
week. A larger number, perhaps 25 percent, were occasional us-
ers (at least once a month); the rest were nonusers. More pre-
cisely, teachers’ and students’ exposure to these technologies
outside of school (which were already pervasive in this period)
did not influence their use in classrooms.10

In classrooms where the new equipment was used, some
teachers found that particular films or television programs moti-
vated students to read the textbook, complete worksheets dur-
ing the school day, and do assignments. Other teachers used the
audio-visual equipment to give themselves a tiny break from the
tough grind of constant interactions with students over a six-
hour school day. In most cases, teachers used the new technol-
ogy to maintain existing practices.11
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Both administrators and teachers were criticized for failing
to take advantage of powerful technologies that would, promot-
ers claimed, greatly enhance both teaching and learning. Thus
the cycle of high expectations, acquisition of new machines, and
actual use of the technologies ended with disappointment and
recriminations among reformers.

Much evidence over the last decade documents a similar cy-
cle in the Silicon Valley schools’ responses to information tech-
nologies. As before, public officials and school administrators
rarely involved teachers in either the decisions to purchase and
deploy computers or the designs for the technology’s use in the
school. Computers just suddenly appeared on teachers’ desks
and in special rooms set aside to house the machines, and then
reformers watched in dismay as the machines sat idle.

One difference from earlier cycles of change, however, is
that teacher are seldom directly blamed for this unexpected
outcome. Instead, in the 1990s, public officials, corporate exec-
utives, vendors, and administrators call for better college prepa-
ration of teachers, improved technical support, and increased
professional development to help teachers integrate software
into daily instruction. Though the language is nonaccusatory,
these calls for helping teachers are still, in Donald Norman’s
words, a “blame and train” strategy. By asking teachers to re-
double their efforts, we take the spotlight off poorly designed
hardware and software and inhospitable organizational struc-
tures that constrain teacher use.12

The answer, then, to the question of how earlier genera-
tions of teachers responded to film, radio, and instructional
television is that they reacted much like Silicon Valley teachers
did when faced with computers. A few “innovators” persuaded
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“early adopters” to champion the new technology among their
colleagues, followed by a very slow penetration into the majority
of the teaching corps. Finally, even “laggards” joined the major-
ity of teachers in using films and television; but uses in class-
rooms were infrequent, limited to maintaining customary prac-
tices, and peripheral to the daily routines of teaching and
learning (save for a tiny fraction of teachers).13

From this glance backward at earlier generations of teach-
ers, I can understand that their limited use of film, radio, and
television equipment and programming had much to do with
limited access. But Silicon Valley teachers in the 1990s have far
more training and far greater access to information technolo-
gies, both at home and at work, than earlier generations of
teachers were afforded. Today, the state of California requires
new teachers to be computer literate, and the culture of Silicon
Valley promotes and rewards technological changes that are in-
tended to make teaching and learning faster and better. In such
a place, I would expect a more intense use of computers in
classrooms. The unexpected similarity in responses of past and
present generations of teachers to the new technologies of their
day presents a puzzle that I will return to later in the chapter.

QUESTION 2

Looking not backward, now, but sideways, I next ask: Are these
teachers’ responses to computers similar to or different from
those of other professions facing technological innovations? En-
gineers, military leaders, corporate managers, physicians, jour-
nalists, publishers, architects, and other professionals have fol-
lowed the classic S curve in adopting new technologies: the
enthusiasm of a few innovators is followed by early adopters,
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leading to gradual acceptance among mainstream professionals,
and then a slow embrace by the last holdouts.14

Because there are few studies of how engineers, military of-
ficers, physicians, lawyers and other professionals conduct their
daily work lives, it is hard to determine similarities or differ-
ences between teachers’ responses to information technologies
and that of other professions. Moreover, it is difficult to general-
ize about an occupation. Engineers, for example, vary among
themselves—mechanical, aeronautical, electrical, civil, and soft-
ware engineers have different needs and adopt technologies in
different ways. Added to that are major differences in institu-
tional goals and structures: a small start-up software company’s
response to technology is in many ways irrelevant to that of a
large urban high school. Nonetheless, a brief inquiry into two
occupations noted for their marked embrace of technological
innovations and whose workplaces, routines, and incentives are
vastly different from school teaching may offer clues to teach-
ers’ responses to new technologies. The occupations are engi-
neers and physicians.

Engineers

The little that social scientists know about how engineers go
about their work comes from a few researchers who have stud-
ied product design, development, and manufacturing. A few
case studies (including ethnographies) reveal much about daily
routines in varied settings but seldom describe the technologies
that engineers use or the actual work they do, except for a hand-
ful that examine particular technologies.15

What emerges from these studies of different kinds of engi-
neering specialties is that the adoption of new technologies—
whether it is a fully integrated robotized assembly cell that puts
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together interior panels for commercial aircraft or a photovol-
taic cell that improves a solar energy system—is a social, politi-
cal, and organizational process.16 The social and organizational
differences among engineers refer to the status differences be-
tween those in design (high), development (middle), and pro-
duction (low) and the gap in status between professionals and
production workers. Moreover, administrators and supervisors
possess more authority than engineers—they often interrupt
engineers in their work—and often choose what new technolo-
gies or software should be purchased and used by the engi-
neers.

A manager at a large firm pointed out the traditional demar-
cations among engineering and construction in a southern Cali-
fornia industrial company with departments using Computer-
Aided Design (CAD). “Construction says ‘engineering doesn’t
know what the hell they’re doing,’ and Engineering would say,
‘Construction are those overweight, stogie-smoking, get-down-
to-the-brass-facts, don’t-follow-the-plans-if-I-don’t-have-to kind
of people.’ And engineers always felt—not always—but the typ-
ical attitude might be, ‘it doesn’t matter what I put on these
drawings because Construction’s going to build it the way they
wanna build it anyway.’17

One senior design engineer working in a midsize company
building industrial turbine engines described a portion of his
work. “When you’re doing the mechanical design work, you
have to be very aware of all the people that are interfacing and
need to work with your design problems. You’ve got to leave
room for the electrical people to put their stuff. You have to
know how to put a package together so it can be built in the
cheapest, most inexpensive way that you can possibly do. And to
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do that you are in contact a good portion of the time with other
departments.”18

Political negotiations continually color relations between
managers and engineers in and among divisions and depart-
ments in a large firm. For some multilevel companies whose
past successes have caused them to grow much larger and
whose ability to respond quickly to market changes is re-
duced, entrepreneurial managers have developed a “skunk-
works” strategy of innovation. The term comes from Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation, which in the 1950s put together an elite
group of the best talents in aviation, provided them with a mis-
sion and complete creative freedom, and equipped them with
every tool they needed to accomplish the job. In short order,
the Skunk Works, as this crack team was called, developed the
U-2 jet aircraft, and it has continued to be a world leader in avi-
onics innovation for over half a century. (The Skunk Works got
its name from the “Skonk Works” of Al Capp’s L’il Abner comic
strip, where a moonshine still was hidden in a secluded hol-
low.)19

Tracy Kidder, in The Soul of the New Machines, described
how the first 32-bit minicomputer at Data General was de-
signed and built in the late 1970s using a skunk-works strategy.
He portrayed engineers working on the secret project within
the company as cheerleaders for technology who worked long
hours in isolation while their project leader scrounged around
for the resources they needed and buffered them from political
battles within the company.20

Being able to fathom what top corporate executives want
and what will pay off for engineers and managers become es-
sential survival skills. In one large successful aircraft company,
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the divisional operations manager said: “Large or small expendi-
tures in the division . . . had to meet the three informal rules
that managers knew by heart guided corporate decision making:
‘curb costs, increase productivity, and lose heads (i.e., reduce
assembly workers).”21

Within these large, midsize, and small companies, engineers
used old and new technologies. Old technologies used by design
engineers such as pen and paper to draw sketches and bench-
built prototypes were as common as new technologies such
as CAD-CAM (Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided
Manufacturing) software. One researcher studied a large com-
pany whose top managers had purchased CAD-CAM. The new
software builds a picture of a machine and provides the de-
tailed pieces for design and manufacturing engineers to create,
develop, and produce turbine engines. To help the conceptual
design engineers learn the software, managers arranged two
weeks of classes on a half-day basis: 4 hours of regular work and
4 hours of instruction each day. Training time was insufficient;
experienced CAD operators outside the company had taken up
to 6 months to learn the system’s intricacies as applied to their
products. Moreover, when designers did play with the system to
learn it better, bugs in the software led to lost time and deep
frustration with the new technology.

For experienced engineers, hand drawing remained more
efficient, and they dropped the CAM part and used the CAD
portion of the software in ways unanticipated by the vendor
and company managers. As one engineer reported, “We design
things on paper, and then hand it over to the CAD system. We
use the CAD system as a record keeping, and rather expensive,
fast eraser . . . We go backwards. Instead of building a picture
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and then taking the detail pieces off, we often end up going the
other way around—which is wrong.”22 Company engineers fac-
ing a new technology that executives had chosen often ended
up reinventing the tool to fit the existing organizational struc-
tures; as they did so, the relations among engineers and be-
tween departments also changed. Mutual adaptations occurred.

From design to production, engineers engage in a process
that is social, political, and organizational. It is also fragmented,
seldom linear, and filled with uncertainty. Such a process frus-
trates and goads engineers to adapt new and old technologies
again and again in order to complete projects.

The conditions under which engineers work differ dramati-
cally from those of schoolteachers in space, control over avail-
able time, supervision, and evaluation. Moreover engineers,
unlike most teachers, use advanced and complex technologies
constantly. Yet what emerges from these few studies of engi-
neers are strong similarities to teachers. If design engineering
in a company, for example, is a social, political, and organiza-
tional process, so is teaching. In schools, teachers in their self-
contained classrooms are organized by grades or departments.
They negotiate daily with students, colleagues, administrators,
and occasionally parents. Like design engineering, which de-
pends heavily on relationships between engineers and their
managers and among engineers themselves in different parts
of a company, teaching requires satisfactory relationships be-
tween students and teachers, among teachers themselves, and
between teachers and administrators. If uncertainty is a hall-
mark of the journey in engineering from a drawing to a proto-
type to an actual product being shipped to customers, teaching
surely has its daily surprises and unpredictable occurrences.
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Finally, and perhaps most important for this analysis, like teach-
ers, engineers selectively adopt, reinvent, and ignore new tech-
nologies to fit the workplace and the character of the work
itself.

Primary Care Physicians

From what realms of knowledge do most primary care physi-
cians and family practitioners draw to help their patients? Most
draw on their clinical experience and knowledge of diseases to
determine the value of diagnostic tests or the effectiveness of
various treatments and to make predictions about patient’s fu-
ture health. The assumption is that prior training and common
sense married to clinical experience are sufficient to allow a cli-
nician to evaluate new diagnostic tests, treatments, and guide-
lines for practice. If physicians are stuck even after reflecting on
their experience and biological knowledge of disease, they often
turn to textbooks, recent journal articles, or local experts.23

Critics of medical practitioners point out that clinicians lean
too heavily upon their idiosyncratic experiences and fail to con-
sult in a systematic way the database of research studies avail-
able. First, without the benefit of a control group, it is impossi-
ble to tell whether a particular therapy was responsible for a
patient’s improvement or if the natural history of the disease
would have brought about the same result without any interven-
tion. Second, clinicians form impressions about what happened
to former patients that permit them to estimate success but that
hardly reflect actual rates of abated illnesses. Third, doctors,
like most other professionals, want to believe that their diagno-
ses, therapies, and interactions help rather than harm patients.
Thus unsystematic and anecdotal clinical knowledge is given
higher priority than research-produced knowledge.24
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Beginning in the early 1980s, Evidence-Based Medicine
(EBM) was designed to help practitioners tap the constantly ex-
panding database of scientific studies and treat patients in a
more systematic manner. As one of the innovation’s advocates
said: “Evidence-based medicine builds upon, rather than dis-
parages or neglects, the evidence gained from good clinical
skills and sound clinical experience.” When doctors engage in
systematic searches of the literature and incorporate findings
into their daily work with patients, such work “keeps . . . clini-
cians up to date and effective.”25

The innovation calls for family or general practitioners to ac-
cess (via computer) the massive electronic database of research
studies (MEDLINE, American College of Physicians Journal
Club on CD-ROM, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
on CD-ROM, and so on) when treating patients with earaches,
ingrown toenails, hypertension, and mysterious lumps in their
abdomens. Once relevant studies have been electronically re-
trieved, especially those that include randomized clinical trials,
the practitioner must critically appraise the studies to deter-
mine applicability to the particular patient. As the movement to
persuade primary care physicians of EBM’s value has spread,
guidelines to help practitioners assess the worth of studies have
been developed and disseminated through an increasing num-
ber of publications, professional development programs for
practitioners, hospital resident programs, and medical schools.26

David Slawson recounted a story about his patient, a 43-
year-old woman who had been admitted to an emergency room
suffering from pneumonia. The emergency room doctor wanted
to hospitalize her just to be safe. It occurred to Slawson to ask
about the benefits to the patient of staying in a hospital. He told
the doctor he would get right back to him. A family practitioner
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at the University of Virginia, he went to his desktop computer
and entered data on the woman. With a few clicks of the mouse
he found the “prognosis calculator.” Slawson determined that
her odds of dying in the hospital would be 2.2 times higher
(from exposure to germs and possible medical errors) than her
odds of dying at home (from complications of the disease). He
called the emergency room doctor and gave him the informa-
tion that he had found. The doctor wrote a prescription and
sent her home—saving her insurer, Slawson points out, thou-
sands of dollars and, perhaps, hastening her recovery.27

What is missing from this best-case example is the pressured
pace of daily encounters between family practitioners and their
patients, and the continuing uncertainties that still mark the
practice of medicine, either in solo or group practice or as
part of a health maintenance organization (HMO). Primary care
physicians who see 100 or more patients a week make upwards
of 20,000–25,000 clinical decisions a year. As one British family
practitioner put it: “I am already struggling with budget manag-
ers, contracts with secondary care [providers], and prescribing
costs. I hardly have enough time to see all of my patients, let
alone do the educational stuff I am supposed to do. And now
you want me to look up a reference in some electronic library
thing whenever someone comes in with an earache?” Another
physician made the same point: “Busy clinicians are now caught
in an information paradox: overwhelmed with information but
unable to find the knowledge they need when they need it.”28

The few studies of family practitioners and other physi-
cians using computers for access to relevant studies bear out the
time pressure and the tensions facing doctors in finding the
best treatment for their patient, reducing costs, and juggling
the many other tasks expected of general practitioners. David
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Sackett, using studies of self-reported time that hospital-based
physicians in the United States and Great Britain have to review
journals, concluded that they have about 30 minutes a week
for reading. Sackett believes that EBM can still occur, even
within that small window of available time. He and his col-
leagues found that among British general practitioners, a range
of 31 to 53 percent of the treatments they used fell into his
definition of EBM. This is much higher than among U.S. non-
hospital-based practitioners where, again, only a few studies
have been done.

For example, Covell and his colleagues concluded in a study
of doctors’ practices that of all the questions which arise when
physicians examine patients, they pursued only about 30 per-
cent of them. Curley and colleagues also found that the criteria
practitioners used to determine whether they took the time to
investigate other sources to answer questions arising from their
patients were practical: which source of information was least
costly to acquire, most accessible, and easiest to use?29

One study of U.S. rural and urban nonacademic practitio-
ners (unusual in that it depended upon observations, interviews,
and follow-up phone calls rather than self-reports) found that
clinicians pursued 56 percent of the questions they judged most
likely to have answers, compared with 13 percent of those least
likely to have answers. These doctors used medical textbooks
and clinical manuals (49.5 percent), consultants and colleagues
(40.5 percent), and computer searches (2 percent).30

Although such limited use of computers to find information
might have disappointed advocates of EBM, a 1998 study would
give champions of the innovation even more discomfort. A sur-
vey was sent to almost 500 family practice residency programs
in the United States to determine if they have electronic medi-
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cal record systems. Most of the systems include information
about patient demography, their files, assessments, and plans
for care. Many also include an array of database searches that
could be used for EBM. Because the Institute of Medicine of
the National Academy of Sciences had recommended adoption
of electronic records systems by the year 2000 and because resi-
dency programs are usually hospital and university based (with
access to the latest information technology), one would reason-
ably expect such systems to be fairly widespread.31

The researchers found that 80 percent of the residency pro-
grams had never used an electronic medical record system.
Only 17 percent of the programs currently use such a system,
and 3 percent reported using a system but discontinuing it be-
cause of cost and unreliable software. Writing as advocates, the
investigators still acknowledged that, in their own residency
program, family practitioners argued that “dictating a chart note
or writing prescriptions by hand is simpler, less time consuming,
and as complete as the electronically captured document.” Af-
ter analyzing the results, the authors concluded that computer-
ized systems are “beset by the dilemmas of up-front and on-go-
ing costs, technological realities . . . [and] user resistance.”32

Admittedly, these studies are few. Nevertheless, what lit-
tle evidence there is confirms that busy clinicians try hard to
help their patients while both facing demands for cost-effective
treatments and coping with the uncertainties of the progress
and regress of disease. Nevertheless, these studies reveal practi-
tioners choosing to adapt EBM, use it minimally, or ignore it.33

Summary of Answers to Two Questions

There is credible evidence, limited to be sure, that teachers’
use of computers in Silicon Valley, an area marked by strong
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support for innovation and technological progress, is similar to
earlier generations of teachers facing new machines that also
promised much improvement in teaching and learning. With
less evidence but enough to make a plausible claim, I have also
shown that engineers and physicians noted for their embrace of
technological change (and who labor in workplaces quite differ-
ent from that of teachers) have, like teachers, been very selec-
tive in their daily uses of technology, picking and choosing
among those new ones that they can adapt most easily to tradi-
tional practices. Silicon Valley teachers’ use of new technolo-
gies, then, duplicates the history of the occupation’s response to
earlier machines and shares patterns of use with practitioners in
very different professions.34

These answers to my questions weaken the blame-filled ex-
planations given for teachers’ limited and infrequent classroom
use of technologies that promised to transform instruction. Ex-
planations anchored in stereotypes of teachers as being more
interested in interpersonal relations than in machines, or being
by nature technophobic or reflexively opposed to change, fail to
account for the vast majority of teachers who have become seri-
ous users of computers at home—outside the workplace. Nor
do such explanations capture the enthusiasm for learning more
about technology that teachers regularly express on surveys and
interviews. Finally, these explanations ignore teachers who have
become serious technology users at school, to the point of mod-
ifying common teaching practices.

QUESTION 3

In light of the answers to the previous questions, how do I ex-
plain the unanticipated consequences of new technologies in
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schools and classrooms that have emerged so clearly in the early
years of the twenty-first century? Explaining collective and in-
dividual teacher behaviors in using or not using technological
innovations needs to go beyond popular explanations that tend
to blame teachers for who they are and what they do. Alterna-
tive explanations consider personal choices and professional sat-
isfactions interacting with the organizational, political, and so-
cial contexts in which people work.

Although the explanations that I offer below differ consider-
ably from one another, they are not mutually exclusive. They
overlap while retaining their distinct ways of accounting for the
puzzling consequences arising from this study. I begin with the
“slow revolution” explanation.

The Slow Revolution

This explanation says that small changes accumulating steadily
will create a gradual transformation in how teachers teach. The
1980s and 1990s were only the initial stages of a long revolution
that will eventually press teachers to increase the frequency,
breadth, and integration of advanced information technologies
into their classroom routines.35

James Beniger takes the long view in The Control Revolu-
tion. He points out that there have been four “control revolu-
tions”—that is, humans inventing new technologies to achieve
control over their environment. The agricultural revolution al-
most 10,000 years ago, the commercial revolution a millennium
ago, and the industrial revolution 200 years ago are three in-
stances. The commercial revolution followed technical innova-
tions in navigational equipment that permitted Europeans to
explore Asia, Africa, and the New World. Governments subsi-
dized colonization and commercial ventures and grew wealthy
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from the riches that flowed from their colonies. The control of
information shifted from handshakes to commercial paper, from
personal connections to large bureaucratic companies and gov-
ernment—all to achieve larger economic and social purposes.

The “computer revolution,” according to Beniger, is only the
most recent of a series of technological and economic changes
by which information is collected, stored, processed, and com-
municated to achieve control.36 The economist Paul David takes
a similar but foreshortened view in concentrating upon the past
two centuries. He points out that during the Industrial Revolu-
tion in the United States, all of the technical developments for
commercial applications of electricity occurred by the 1880s,
but it was not until the 1920s that companies used dynamos to
harness electric power to manufacturing, production, and distri-
bution of products. There is, he argues, an inevitable lag be-
tween an invention and its commercial application.37

Information technologies are in only the first half-century of
their evolution and, like the dynamo, will trigger slow-motion
changes in our institutions. Consider that the invention of air-
planes in the early twentieth century rendered trains obsolete,
but not immediately. Passenger railroads did not begin to de-
cline until after World War II. More than a half-century passed
before travelers came to prefer air travel over train travel.38

The slow-revolution explanation is easily applied to schools.
Technological changes take far longer to implement in for-
mal education than in businesses because schools are citizen-
controlled and nonprofit. As systems, they are multipurpose,
many-layered, labor-intensive, relationship-dependent, and pro-
foundly conservative. Their primary mission is to make the next
generation literate, prepare it for civic duties, and imbue it
with the core values of the community. Determining when and
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whether schools are successful in achieving these purposes is of-
ten contested; it depends on what graduates make of their lives
and how much of that can be attributed to schools, how much to
family upbringing, and how much to other factors that affect
both teaching and learning.

Even with these differences between schools and businesses
and the lag time between invention and widespread application,
over the decades teachers have indeed changed their classroom
practices. In the 1930s, for example, increasing numbers of ele-
mentary school teachers began using small-group instruction
to teach reading. In the 1960s many teachers experimented
with different ways of teaching math. Teachers have also slowly
adopted technological innovations such as overhead projectors
and videocassette recorders (VCRs). And as we have seen,
in the 1980s and 1990s pioneering technology-users such as
preschool teacher Esperanza Rodrigues, high school humani-
ties teacher Alison Piro, and Professor of English Lawrence
Friedlander have integrated information technologies into al-
most every aspect of their curriculum.

Over the years, then, many teachers have come to embrace
some version of an innovation even to the point of teaching very
differently from the ways they did before. The incremental pro-
cess of adopting innovations to the point of reaching a criti-
cal mass of teachers, however, had often taken decades rather
than a few months or years. Moreover, classroom implementa-
tion varied greatly from school to school and from teacher to
teacher, because teacher beliefs, community expectations, and
structures of age-graded schools, then and now, have been slow
to change.39

Under a slow-revolution explanation, teachers’ adoption of
personal computers for classroom preparation and communica-
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tion, along with the evolution of “hard” and “soft” infrastruc-
tures, are early signs of deep changes to come. The evidence of
limited use that I have offered, proponents of this explanation
claim, merely reflects limited classroom access to new technolo-
gies. Once teachers have 4–6 machines and an array of software
in their classrooms, a profound shift in teaching practices will
occur. Changes will accumulate in upcoming decades much like
other innovations—small-group teaching, reading and math in-
novations—in which teachers altered their core classroom prac-
tices. Within another half-century these changes in teachers’
beliefs, practices, and infrastructure will spread to most teach-
ers. By then, technologies will have been thoroughly integrated
into the daily classroom routine and, as promoters seek, teach-
ing will have shifted from the prevailing teacher-centered to a
student-centered practice.40

The slow-revolution explanation is plausible. Its incremental
view is clearly anchored in the belief that technological change
in the larger society inexorably reshapes all institutions, includ-
ing conservative ones such as schools. Today’s toddlers and chil-
dren, who are quick with games and home computers, will press
their parents and teachers unrelentingly toward greater home
and school use of electronic teaching materials. If readers sense
a technological determinism embedded in the explanation, they
would be correct.

Still, this explanation has shortcomings. Why did the avail-
ability of new technologies in the 1990s lead most teachers to
use computers at home far more than for instruction at school?
Why, when teachers did become users, did most continue their
customary teaching practices rather than adopt new ones? Nor
does this explanation help us make sense of the sudden explo-
sion in wiring, purchase of equipment, provision of technical
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support, and infusion of professional development in the 1990s.
Turning to an explanation that concentrates on contextual fac-
tors may help account for these shortcomings.

The Historical, Social, Organizational, and Political Contexts of Teaching

A second explanation for the unintended consequences empha-
sizes the societal role that schools perform in a democracy, the
structures and work roles educators perform, and both the sym-
bolic and actual nature of the technological innovation. These
external contexts dynamically interact with internal ones to
influence teaching practice. This explanation locates the gap
between home and school uses of technology in the social
and political organization of schooling, societal expectations for
schools, and historical legacies, all of which influence what oc-
curs in classrooms. Furthermore, this explanation tells us why
teacher users of information technologies have continued rather
than changed routine instructional practices. If the slow-revolu-
tion explanation emphasizes change over time, this explanation
stresses the overall stability in teaching practices.

I begin with the striking emergence of a large, diverse ad
hoc coalition seeking to replicate in public schools the techno-
logical transformation that had occurred in the corporate work-
place. In the background, but of primary importance, was the
state of the economy. The recession of 1991–1992, with an un-
employment rate of almost 8 percent and an astonishingly high
budget deficit, damaged the incumbency of George Bush and
helped elect Bill Clinton as President. The easing of the re-
cession ushered in the longest peacetime economic expansion
of the twentieth century. By 2001, almost eight years of high
employment, low inflation, and increased productivity—in part
spurred by the explosion of technological innovations and fur-
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ther automation of the workplace—had turned the huge fed-
eral deficit piled up in the 1980s and early 1990s into federal
and state surpluses. By the mid-1990s a growing economy was
pumping money into public schools, an institution utterly de-
pendent upon taxes from varied sources.41

But why schools? Beginning in the mid-1970s, critics, espe-
cially those from the private sector, connected America’s loss of
global markets to Japan and Germany with the poor academic
performance of American students and the unbusinesslike ap-
proach that educators took in schooling America’s children. The
argument that economists and corporate leaders used again and
again was that the United States would find it hard to outstrip
Japan or other countries in productivity unless its schools pro-
duced literate and skilled graduates for the workforce. And that,
they said, was exactly what schools were failing to do.42

Soon federal and state policymakers joined the chorus of
criticism by setting national goals for public schools, raising aca-
demic standards, mandating tests to determine that the stan-
dards were being met, and holding principals, teachers, and stu-
dents accountable by rewarding high test scores and punishing
low ones, just as any efficiently run business would do. Depend-
ent on sustaining the political legitimacy that public schools
have had in the past, educators could do little more than protest
details of the criticism and climb on board the popular move-
ment to improve schools’ productivity. By the end of the twenti-
eth century, standards-driven policies that called for states to
test every student repeatedly, publish the scores, and hold
teachers and administrators responsible for student’s academic
performance had swept the nation. One tool to achieve that
higher productivity, according to corporate and public officials,
was the introduction of new technologies into the classroom.43
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The American public has largely endorsed this business
model for school improvement. By most measures, parents have
expressed steady and increasingly strong support for computers
both as learning tools in their own right and as critical prepara-
tion for a future workplace. In one 1995 public opinion poll, 75
percent of respondents agreed that “computers have improved
the quality of education.” In another poll of voters two years
later, 92 percent said that a school that is “well-equipped with
computers” has a “very major advantage” over a poorly
equipped school. In that same poll, voters believed that well-
equipped schools had the advantage over less-endowed schools
in “preparing students to enter the workforce” (92 percent),
“making learning a more active experience” (86 percent), and
“providing more individualizing attention” (70 percent).44

Public officials and corporate leaders experiencing an ex-
panding economy increasingly driven by technological changes
used the popular critique of schooling to justify large invest-
ments aimed at making schools high-tech institutions. Although
it would be preferable to attribute expenditures for technolo-
gies to rational deliberations among public officials and corpo-
rate leaders, the broad support for new technologies in schools
across all sectors of society suggests that more was involved than
rational decision making. The reasons given for wiring schools
and investing in equipment reveal less concern over whether
the computer was effective in raising achievement or transform-
ing learning and teaching than over the perceived imperative of
simply getting machines into schools. Decisions to purchase
hardware and software or wire schools were as much symbolic
political gestures as they were attempts to actually acquire the
right tool to get a job done well.45

By the late 1990s, the computer—like past mechanical mar-
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vels such as the steam engine, the railroad locomotive, and the
airplane—had become, among other things, a high-status sym-
bol of power and modernity. Within mainstream American cul-
ture in the decades preceding the twenty-first century, being
“modern” meant being efficient, productive, businesslike, inno-
vative, and forward-looking. Even the term “high tech”—like
high fashion, high church, high class, high society—conveys an
aura of superiority relative to other “low tech” methods and ma-
terials.46

For public school officials who rely on the good will and
political support of voters, failure to redirect budgets toward
building a technological infrastructure for teachers and students
could be political suicide. Even with little evidence that invest-
ments in information technologies raise test scores or promote
better teaching, most school managers use the rhetoric of tech-
nological progress to establish legitimacy with their patrons and
the private sector. Similarly, university presidents, like public
school boards and superintendents, are dependent on elites and
various stakeholders for political and financial support. These
institutions’ very legitimacy depends, in part, on demonstrating
to donors, legislatures, alumni, parents, and voters that the uni-
versities are fulfilling their dual mission of creating and dissemi-
nating knowledge. Woe to the school leader unable to show pa-
trons and visitors rooms full of machines. A “good” school has
become, by definition, a technologically equipped one.47

HISTORICAL LEGACIES IN SCHOOL

STRUCTURES, ROLES, AND ACTIVITIES

The university, like the American kindergarten and the compre-
hensive high school, is about a century old, although its ante-
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cedents can be traced to the early decades of the nineteenth
century.48 By the turn of the twentieth century, many antebel-
lum colleges had dissolved their religious ties and embraced a
secular mission committed to both teaching and research.49 In
continuing to admit undergraduates, however, these emerging
universities had to contend with the religiously based moral
mission of the antebellum college that charged professors to
build student character and cultivate citizenship—the teaching
imperative. Facing this dilemma of reconciling research with
teaching, presidents of these turn-of-the-century universities
invented a compromise: the university-college.50

Within this organizational structure, the mission of teaching
and minding the moral life of undergraduates became embed-
ded within discipline-based departments, the elective system,
and required liberal arts courses called “general education.” Yet
it soon became clear to new and veteran professors alike that
any classroom innovations which expected changes in teach-
ing practice would subtract valuable time from doing research.
Thus, in accommodating new technologies into their daily work,
it is unsurprising that most university faculties used computers
much more for their research agendas rather than for teaching
courses.

When school districts established high schools in the mid-
nineteenth century, they chose as their model the small liberal
arts college. District school boards approved curricula that pre-
pared students for college, encouraged high school teachers to
copy professors’ pedagogies, and endorsed organization into de-
partments even to the point of recruiting teachers trained in
separate academic disciplines. As the purposes of high school
expanded to prepare students for industrial and commercial job
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markets, to build citizens, and to mold character, vocational de-
partments, extracurricular activities, and student government
were added. By the 1920s, the comprehensive high school as we
know it today had emerged.51

We can see these trends clearly in the case of Las Montañas
High School. The local district school board and superintendent
establish how large classes will be in each of the schools and al-
locate the appropriate funds. The superintendent monitors high
school principals, who in turn oversee department heads work-
ing with individual teachers. The 1,300 students and 60 teach-
ers at Las Montañas are divided into departments and have a
daily schedule of six periods, each 55-minutes long.52 The struc-
ture of the six-period school day makes it difficult for teachers
trained in separate disciplines to engage in school reforms, in-
cluding integrating new technologies that ask them to cross sub-
ject-matter boundaries and team-teach with other faculty mem-
bers. On two occasions, the Las Montañas faculty deliberated
about changing the daily schedule to make it more flexible, and
twice the teachers rejected a proposal to end the six-period day.

Other structures and external demands, often unseen and
taken for granted, affect the way technology is used, or not
used, in classrooms at Las Montañas. State and district require-
ments for graduation, age-graded organization, departmental
boundaries, secondary teachers’ disciplinary training, and self-
contained classrooms all combine to reduce cross-fertilization
of ideas within and across departments and to encourage teach-
ers to behave as academic specialists whose primary concern is
covering the body of information contained within a textbook in
36 weeks. That most district and high school administrators de-
cided to centralize school computers into labs and media cen-
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ters rather than equip individual classrooms reflects, in part,
available monies and, in part, the preferences of already harried
academic teachers. Feeling that new technologies were an add-
on to an already over-extended workday, those teachers wanted
the autonomy to decide whether to take their classes to the me-
dia center or computer lab or stay put in their lower-tech class-
rooms. Yet despite the powerful legacies of the past in unforgiv-
ing contexts, a small but hardy band of Las Montañas teachers
did nevertheless become serious computer users and made
deep changes in how they taught.

History and context also matter for preschools and kinder-
gartens. With the slow spread of private preschools throughout
the twentieth century, an ideology and practice of early child-
hood education became embedded in the social organization of
these schools.53 With its rug for circle time, toys, sometimes a
small kitchen area, a wash basin, bathroom, cubbies for coats
and cuddlies, and discrete learning centers located in various
parts of the room, no one could mistake a kindergarten for a
high school or university classroom. Parents came to expect a
homelike setting with a caring teacher who was closer to a mom
or dad than to a subject-matter specialist. They also expected
the teachers to inculcate the virtues common to family and
community life: being honest, respecting authority, helping oth-
ers, sharing what you have, and cleaning up your own mess.

Educators’ strong beliefs in how best to develop a young
child’s intellectual, social, physical, and emotional sides led to
smaller classes in preschools and kindergartens than those in
upper grades, playlike activities that cultivated each child’s tal-
ents, and a teacher knowledgeable about children’s stages of de-
velopment and interests. The social organization of the class-
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room reflected these evolving beliefs. Each classroom had a
teacher who expected each child to grow at his or her own pace
through individual and group work and play, through activity
centers and group tasks, while acquiring the skills and knowl-
edge necessary for later school success. The teacher’s role was
to integrate various activities into a seamless web of lessons
while walking the fine line between classroom order and indi-
vidual freedom. The job also meant taking time to listen to each
child’s story, wipe away every tear, and share each small victory.
If individual student choice and exploration, rather than manda-
tory activities and homework, ruled these settings, children still
knew that the grown-ups were in charge.

Within this overall homelike atmosphere, computers have
made few ripples. Adding a computer station to the exist-
ing learning centers—the water table, blocks, dress-up
closet, climbing structure, book corner—expanded what chil-
dren could choose to do and gave tangible evidence to both
teachers and parents that the school had begun to help young
children on the road to computer literacy. But no standard com-
puter curriculum has evolved: the software that gets loaded
on computers in a given school depends a great deal on what
is available and on the school’s academic or nonacademic orien-
tation.

Contexts, past and contemporary, external and internal,
shaped, in part, what occurred in early childhood programs,
comprehensive high schools, and the university with respect to
using computers for instruction. But there is another contextual
factor that teachers themselves pointed out to us repeatedly:
flaws in the technology itself. Since the nineteenth century,
chalk and blackboard, pens, pencils, and textbooks have proven
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themselves over and over again to be reliable and useful class-
room technologies. Teachers added other innovations such as
the overhead projector, the ditto machine (later the copying
machine), and film projector (later the VCR) because they too
proved reliable and useful. But most teachers continue to see
the computer as an add-on rather than as a technology integral
to their classroom content and instruction.

Policymakers and practitioners commonly see these old and
new technologies as value-neutral devices, that is, as tools that
can be used for good or ill. The evidence in schools, however,
increasingly makes clear that wiring schools, purchasing com-
puters, networking machines, and using the machines them-
selves are hardly value-free behaviors. Social practices ac-
company every technology, from electricity to the telephone,
automobile, and airplane. Certain rules and procedures must be
followed that slowly change the organizational, political, and
cultural context of a classroom, not to mention a school.54 It is,
in part, because of the potential of these new technologies to
alter existing social practices of teaching and learning that
teachers at all levels have expressed ambivalence about these
powerful machines. Repeatedly, for example, administrators,
coordinators, teachers, and students otherwise committed to us-
ing computers mentioned inadequate wiring, servers crashing,
constant upgrading of obsolete software and machines, and in-
sufficient technical support. Serious teacher users who were ar-
dent pioneers of technology said that on any given day they had
to have a back-up lesson plan, just in case the Internet search,
on-line curriculum, Power-Point presentation, or word process-
ing program disappeared because a server went down or was
running too slowly. The unreliability and complexity of the tech-
nology undermined teacher confidence in its practical bene-
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fits. Even at schools with technology coordinators and rapid-
response student assistants on-site, not all the troubles teach-
ers experienced could be fixed immediately. On many occa-
sions, teacher requests for help overwhelmed on-site support
personnel.55

But a deeper analysis goes beyond the annoying breakdowns
and basic unreliability. A few of the teachers and coordinators
we talked with pointed to vendors who sell machines and soft-
ware each year that are bigger, faster, and flashier but have little
to do with what teachers want for their students. Donald Nor-
man, former Hewlett-Packard executive and Vice President of
Apple Computer, calls such company practices “rampant featur-
ism.” He is unsparing in his criticism of the personal computer’s
defects.56

“Do you think,” Norman says, that “311 commands is a
lot for a word processing program?” Microsoft Word had that
many commands in 1992. Five years later, the same program
had 1,033 commands. Was the program easier to use, he asks?
“Of course not.” Like the teachers, Norman knows that com-
puter companies make their money by creating software that
gets increasingly complex, requiring faster machines with more
memory. When schools (and other organizations) can’t keep up
with the costs of software, hardware, and wiring capacity, more
crashes and glitches develop. The lesson Norman draws from
rampant featurism is the importance of simplicity in design and
use. The lesson I draw is that computers carry enough baggage
with them to reshape the practice of schooling; they are hardly
neutral tools.57

As consumers of technologies, teachers have no say about
rampant featurism. Moreover, corporate marketing practices in-
variably produce incompatibilities between wiring, software re-
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quirements, and machine demands. Seldom have teachers been
asked what works best for them in various circumstances with
different students. Because technology vendors sell to adminis-
trators, teachers often end up using machines that are far too
complex for their classroom needs. For example, many of the
software applications used in schools (such as spreadsheets and
databases) were created for professionals in business. These ap-
plications required design features different from those teach-
ers would need for teaching and learning. There is, as Ronald
Abate says, a tool mismatch. The interaction between the new
technologies, vendor claims, and the goals teachers strive to
reach and the structures within which they work has created
deep ambivalence among teachers, administrators, and students
about what these machines and software can and cannot do.58

As with the slow-revolution explanation, the history-and-
contexts explanation is plausible. The past really does exist in
the diverse goals of public schooling, present school structures,
organizational roles, and decision-making processes. All of these
affect what teachers in their classrooms do at various levels.59

What is missing, however, from each of these explanations is a
straightforward answer to these two questions:

• Why did a small number of teachers become technological inno-
vators?

• And why, among those early adopters, were there other teachers
who then used computers to move from largely textbook-bound,
teacher-centered practices to more intellectually demanding,
complex forms of practice?

Because the prior explanations fail to account for these maver-
icks, I offer a final one.
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CONTEXTUALLY CONSTRAINED CHOICE

As constrained as teachers are by the history and contexts in
which they work, they still exert substantial discretionary au-
thority in their classrooms. In age-graded schools with self-con-
tained classrooms, teachers become gatekeepers for what con-
tent and skills are taught and how they are presented to their
students, whether the students are 4 years old, 14, or 24. Al-
though few teachers control class size and determine which stu-
dents present themselves on the first day of school—district,
state, and university administrators make those decisions—yet
teachers do decide how the space, furniture, and time are to be
used in their classroom. They decide how to group students and
to what degree and under what circumstances students partici-
pate in class. They decide what instructional tools (texts, ma-
chines, and so on) best meet their goals for learning and what
content in which order should be taught.

These are weighty decisions to make, and teachers’ beliefs
and attitudes about how students learn, what they should know,
what forms of teaching are best, and the purposes of school-
ing all get factored into teacher decision making. Despite the
constraints of context, teachers act independently within their
classrooms.60

In the case of information technologies, teachers make
choices by asking practical questions that computer program-
mers, corporate executives, or educational policymakers seldom
ask. And the reason is straightforward enough: schools serve
many and conflicting purposes in a democratic society. Teachers
at all levels have to manage groups in a classroom while creat-
ing individual personal relationships; they have to cover aca-
demic content while cultivating depth of understanding in
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each student; they have to socialize students to abide by certain
community values, while nurturing creative and independent
thought. These complex classroom tasks, unlike anything soft-
ware developers, policymakers and administrators have to face,
require careful expenditure of a teacher’s time and energy. So
in trying to reconcile conflicting goals within an age-graded high
school or a bottom-heavy, research-driven university, teachers
ask themselves down-to-earth questions in order to decide
which electronic tools they will take to hand. Here are some of
the questions teachers ask:

• Is the machine or software program simple enough for me to
learn quickly?

• Is it versatile, that is, can it be used in more than one situation?
• Will the program motivate my students?
• Does the program contain skills that are connected to what I am

expected to teach?
• Are the machine and software reliable?
• If the system breaks down, is there someone else who will fix it?
• Will the amount of time I have to invest in learning to use the

system yield a comparable return in student learning?
• Will student use of computers weaken my classroom authority?61

Drawn from the everyday experiences of teachers in
preschools through graduate schools, these practical questions
have a gritty merit to them that few vendors or educational
policymakers distant from classrooms and unmindful of the var-
ied social purposes that tax-supported schools serve could ask.
Nevertheless, I suspect that other professionals, including en-
gineers and physicians, ask similar practical questions of new
technologies every day.62

The situational autonomy that both novice and experienced
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teachers have in classrooms means that choices are made daily.
The beliefs and values that teachers hold drive many of the
choices they make in the classroom. The satisfaction they gain
from student learning and the interpersonal relations that grow
daily are high on most teachers’ lists. In a 1996 national poll, for
example, 76 percent of teachers said that it is essential for stu-
dents to display “curiosity and a love of learning.” When that cu-
riosity and learning occur, teachers glow.63

Teachers, and those who write about teaching, often talk
about the “joys of teaching,” “the teachable moment,” and the
occasional prickly sensation on the back of one’s neck when an
antagonistic student accepts the help of a teacher or when a
group of students volunteer to work after school on a project.
Between teachers and students, emotional and intellectual ex-
changes occur. Trust and affection evolve into life-long, cross-
generational friendships. These relationships are deeply satisfy-
ing to teachers. They are, in Dan Lortie’s words, the psychic
rewards of teaching.64

Earning those psychic rewards depends a great deal on the
contexts that teachers interact with and the range of beliefs and
attitudes they have about teaching and learning. These con-
texts, beliefs, and attitudes vary considerably. Some teachers
want to teach in just the way their favorite elementary or high
school teacher did. Others are motivated by a desire to be just
the opposite of their worst teacher. Many teachers believe in
high academic standards, demanding homework, whole-group
discussion, and lecturing. Many teachers believe that the way to
engage students is with small-group work, structured choices,
individual projects, and hands-on activities. And many teachers
construct hybrids of these differing beliefs.65

Although a teacher’s mindset may not steer all of his or her
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classroom actions—because of organizational and other contex-
tual factors—they clearly influence how the classroom is orga-
nized for instruction and how teaching is approached. Beliefs
influence where teachers decide to teach, what and how they
choose to teach, the satisfaction they achieve in their class-
rooms, and the degree of dissonance, even conflict, they feel
and express when their values are compromised.

The maverick computer-using teachers I have identified—
Alison Piro, Esperanza Rodrigues, Mark Hunter, and Lawrence
Friedlander—sought to substantially change their instructional
practices. They welcomed computers with open arms, took
courses on their own, incessantly asked questions of experts,
and acquired the earliest computers available at their school or
for home use. They did so because they sensed that these ma-
chines fit their pedagogical beliefs about student learning and
would add to the psychic rewards of teaching. Most of the inno-
vators used computers to support existing ways of teaching.
Others not only embraced the new technology but also saw
the machines as tools for advancing their student-centered
agenda in transforming their classrooms into places where stu-
dents could actively learn.

Thus, even within the constrained contexts in which teach-
ers found themselves, teachers—as gatekeepers to their class-
rooms—acted on their beliefs in choosing what innovations to
endorse, reject, and modify.

SUMMING UP

The introduction of computers into classrooms in Silicon Valley
schools had a number of unexpected consequences. They are:
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• Abundant availability of a “hard” infrastructure (wiring, ma-
chines, software) and a growing “soft” infrastructure (technical
support, professional development) in schools in the late 1990s
has not led, as expected, to frequent or extensive teacher use of
technologies for tradition-altering classroom instruction.

• Students and teachers use computers and other technologies
more at home than at school.

• When a small percentage of computer-using teachers do become
serious or occasional users, they—contrary to expectations—
largely maintain existing classroom practices rather than alter
customary practices.

Explanations that indirectly or directly blame teachers col-
lectively for infrequent use of new technologies and sustaining
existing practices even when there were machines available are
inadequate. In examining how earlier generations of teachers
responded to new electronic technologies and exploring how
engineers and family practitioners adapted to new technologies,
I concluded that there were similar patterns in responses to
new technologies from teachers then and now and from practi-
tioners in very different professions.

The three explanations I offered (slow revolution, history-
and-context, and contextually constrained choice) easily meet
the test of plausibility. But a plausible explanation is neither
necessarily credible nor persuasive. Because explanations con-
tain the seeds of policies (that is, each explanation offers a solu-
tion to a policy problem), it is important to close the gap be-
tween plausibility and credibility.

The slow-revolution explanation is appealing, especially for
those who believe in the inevitability of technological progress.
Simply put, more and more teachers will become serious users
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of computers in their classrooms as the “hard” and “soft” infra-
structures mature in schools. This explanation also suggests that
uses of technology to preserve existing practices will continue
among most teachers but give way slowly to larger numbers, es-
pecially as high schools and universities shift to more student-
oriented teaching practices.

For the tiny band of teacher-users who have already trans-
formed their classrooms into student-centered, active learn-
ing places, the slow-revolution explanation places them in the
vanguard of a movement that will eventually convert all class-
rooms into technology-rich sites. Embedded in the explanation
is a supreme confidence that with further work to secure better
equipment, more training, and adequate technical support, as
the years pass a critical mass of users will accrue, and the gravi-
tational force of this group will draw most of the remaining
teachers into technology’s orbit.

Although the slow revolution can be persuasive in taking the
long view to explain some of the unintended consequences we
found in our study, this explanation is silent about the surge of
spending on technology in schools in the 1990s and not a de-
cade earlier or later. Nor does this explanation account fully for
both teachers’ and students’ broader (and more frequent) use of
technologies at home and office than at school. Both young and
old seemed to have learned quickly to use the new technologies
at home. Why not at school? It is a question not easily turned
aside by the comment that this discrepancy, too, will disappear
in time.

The history-and-contexts explanation suggests more com-
plex, deeply embedded factors that will continue to retard wide-
spread classroom use of technology. For example, the web of
traditional social beliefs held by taxpayers, parents, and pub-
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lic officials about teaching and learning, and the broader his-
toric purposes schools serve in a democracy have a powerful in-
fluence on what educators think and do. Also consider how
economic prosperity and recession expand and reduce the rev-
enues flowing into the public schools, ultimately influencing
what is available for spending on new technologies and tech-
nical support, reducing class size, building more preschools,
broadening professional development, and designing innovative
programs.

In the high schools we observed, two outcomes become un-
derstandable through the history-and-contexts explanation:
teachers’ higher use of computers at home than in classrooms,
and (among those who use computers for instruction) a ten-
dency to adapt technology to support existing teaching practices
rather than alter them.66 Consider the historical constraints im-
posed on high school teachers—even the most techno-enthusi-
astic among them: the separate classrooms, individual depart-
ments, age-graded groupings, and six-period work day. Add the
time spent by each teacher to work out the logistics necessary to
bring classes to media centers and computer labs. Then factor
in nervousness over possible server crashes, software foul-ups,
printer glitches, and slow Internet connections. Any high school
teacher who manages to use computers in the classroom has
somehow overcome a host of organizational obstacles, political
decisions made by others remote from the classroom, and dif-
ficulties associated with the technology itself, including mis-
matches between “rampant featurism” and the teacher’s practi-
cal needs in the classroom.

In preschools and kindergarten, the historical residue of
early childhood ideology, classroom organization, and teacher
practices nicely accommodated one or two classroom comput-
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ers within the familiar schedule that has children going to vari-
ous activity centers for part of the day. Although some teachers
may have had reservations about young children using comput-
ers, for the most part those reservations dissolved in the limited
contact that 4- and 5-year-olds had with computers. Most early
childhood teachers already were committed to active learning,
direct experience, and projects. They already structured their
classroom space and activities to encompass the children’s in-
tellectual, social, and emotional development. In effect, they
maintained their existing student-centered practices while us-
ing computers.

Within the university, the invention of the university-col-
lege, bottom-heavy decentralization, and structural incentives
and rewards drove most professors to value research more than
teaching. These facts of university life constrained most profes-
sors from investing the time required to use computers for
teaching but not from embracing them for use in their research,
in preparing for lectures, and in communicating with colleagues
and students. Except for a small group of professors, then, most
would continue to teach as they had before the introduction of
computers. Moreover, the administrators and technologists who
designed strategies to introduce new machines involved few, if
any, professors in their decisions to purchase and deploy com-
puters.

The interplay between historical, organizational, economic,
social, political, and technological contexts has much explana-
tory power. What occurred in these varied settings was a mutual
adaptation between workplace demands on teachers, what they
found useful in the technologies, and the institutional arrange-
ments.67 Yet both the slow-revolution and the history-and-con-
text explanations fail to account for the small cadre of teachers
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who went against the mainstream to become serious users of
computers at home and school. Nor do these explanations ac-
count for a few mavericks who embraced the new technolo-
gies to create classrooms where students inquired more deeply
into subjects, crossed disciplinary boundaries, and experienced
learning in ways they had seldom encountered in schools. It
is the explanation of teachers making contextually constrained
choices that highlights why small bands of teachers acting au-
tonomously used computers to transform their classrooms.

Although I am tempted to combine the different explana-
tions into one that covers all of the unanticipated outcomes I
have identified, I resist that lure. Yes, the slow revolution is
compelling simply because any parent, researcher, or policy-
maker who has gone into schools repeatedly over the last de-
cade can see the obvious increase in computers. Yet the ardent
promoters’ chain of logic that access will lead to widespread
use and use will transform teaching and learning has yet to be
realized in Silicon Valley schools. I find compelling the com-
bined explanations of historical legacies and the contextually
constrained choice of teachers in accounting for the patterns of
teacher and student use in different levels of schooling. The two
explanations, taken together, persuade me. Even if every single
child had a personal computer at home and in school in the next
decade or half-century as a consequence of the slow revolution,
I believe that core teaching and learning practices—shaped by
internal and external contexts—would remain very familiar to
those who would visit mid-twenty-first-century schools.

In the final chapter I elaborate my position by examining
advocates’ claims for reforming schools through technology and
the implicit policies buried in the three explanations and answer
the question: Are computers in schools worth the investment?
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6

ARE COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS WORTH THE INVESTMENT?

“Think of a company where the CEO has control of less than 2
percent of the budget. Where he can’t hire or fire his staff, and
where it’s very hard to measure outcome. Would you invest in a
company like that?” For John Doerr, a Silicon Valley entrepre-
neur whose firm has invested in scores of technology start-ups,
the company above is a public school and its CEO is the princi-
pal. His answer was an emphatic no.

By the late 1990s, Doerr and other venture capitalists had
welded together an amply funded political coalition that lob-
bied state and federal officials to reform public schools through
technology, higher academic standards, and accountability. In
this final chapter, I pursue the larger implications of what I
found in Silicon Valley, offering answers to the question that
John Doerr asked and the one that I pose as the chapter title.1

OUTCOMES

What should be clear to impartial observers of new technologies
in American schools is that after twenty years of heavy promo-
tion, serious investment of funds, and unswerving support from
a disparate coalition of parents, corporate executives, public of-
ficials, and educators, computers are ubiquitous in schools. In



urban, suburban, and rural classrooms, media centers, and labs,
they are as familiar an icon of schooling as homework and class-
room clocks. Although some disparities in Internet connections
still exist between schools with low-income students and afflu-
ent suburban enrollments, these inequities in access are slowly
dissolving. Champions of computers in schools, each group
seeking different goals, can take pride in a stunningly swift vic-
tory in broadening student access to these powerful technolo-
gies in schools across the nation.2

Success in making new technologies available obscures,
however, the divergent goals spurring the loosely tied coali-
tion. Some promoters sought more productivity through better
teaching and learning. Others wanted to transform teaching
and learning from traditional textbook lessons to more learner-
friendly, student-centered approaches. And some wanted stu-
dents to become sufficiently computer literate to compete in a
workplace that demanded high-level technological skills. Have
these varied purposes been achieved in schools?

Beginning with computer or digital literacy, more and more
students now take required keyboarding classes and courses in
computers that concentrate on learning commonly used soft-
ware. No consensus, however, exists on exactly what computer
literacy is. Among computer advocates, definitions diverge con-
siderably. Is it knowledge of and skill in programming? Is it be-
ing able to trouble-shoot computer lapses or software glitches?
Is computer literacy knowing how to run popular software ap-
plications such as word processing programs and spreadsheets?
Or is it simply completing a required course in computers?
When we remember the many shifts in the meaning of com-
puter literacy since the 1980s (recall how experts once urged
everyone to learn BASIC programming), any hope of securing
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agreement on a common definition appears slim. On such an el-
ementary but crucial point, promoters offer little direction to
computer-using teachers.3

Some researchers have claimed that computer literacy, how-
ever defined, pays off in higher wages, further strengthening
the educational rationale for using computers in schools. Yet
schools can hardly claim full credit for students’ growing tech-
nological literacy, when many also pick up computer knowl-
edge and skills at home and in part-time jobs. The contribution
that school courses and experiences have made to computer lit-
eracy and competitiveness in the workplace remains, at best,
murky.4

As for enhanced efficiency in learning and teaching, there
have been no advances (measured by higher academic achieve-
ment of urban, suburban, or rural students) over the last de-
cade that can be confidently attributed to broader access to
computers. No surprise here, as the debate over whether new
technologies have increased overall American economic pro-
ductivity also has had no clear answers. The link between test
score improvements and computer availability and use is even
more contested.5

Nor has a technological revolution in teaching and learning
occurred in the vast majority of American classrooms. Teachers
have been infrequent and limited users of the new technologies
for classroom instruction. If anything, in the midst of the swift
spread of computers and the Internet to all facets of American
life, “e-learning” in public schools has turned out to be word
processing and Internet searches. As important supplements as
these have become to many teachers’ repertoires, they are far
from the project-based teaching and learning that some techno-
promoters have sought. Teachers at all levels of schooling have
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used the new technology basically to continue what they have
always done: communicate with parents and administrators,
prepare syllabi and lectures, record grades, assign research pa-
pers. These unintended effects must be disappointing to those
who advocate more computers in schools.6

Securing broad access and equipping students with minimal
computer knowledge and skills may be counted as successes.
Whether such intended effects lead to high-wage jobs is unclear
because the outcomes may be due more to graduates’ skills
picked up outside of school or to their paper credentials. When
it comes to higher teacher and student productivity and a trans-
formation in teaching and learning, however, there is little am-
biguity. Both must be tagged as failures. Computers have been
oversold and underused, at least for now.

Suppose, however, that policymakers took the explanations
for why widespread access to new technologies in schools sel-
dom led to frequent use in classrooms and converted the expla-
nations into policy prescriptions. Might far-reaching reform in
teaching and learning then occur?7

According to the slow-revolution explanation, it is prema-
ture to call the investment in computers in schools a failure be-
cause of a lack of evidence for increased productivity and trans-
formed teaching and learning. As the infrastructure matures
and teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning evolve, more
and more teachers will change their practices and become seri-
ous users of computers in their university and public school
classrooms. For policymakers and practitioners who find such
an explanation convincing, certain policy directions follow:

• Speed up the process of making computers readily available to
students in each classroom.
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• Eliminate the gap in Internet access between urban and subur-
ban schools.

• Invest more in online curriculum and distance learning.
• Increase on-demand technical support for teachers.
• Add more professional development.

In short, accelerate the change by helping teachers do now
what they will be doing anyway in a few years. Since the mid-
1990s, the public policy endorsed by most corporate promoters,
civic officials, and educators has embraced this approach.8

Yet the history-and-contexts explanation challenges the slow
revolution assumption that increasing availability will eventu-
ally lead to increased use of computers in public school and uni-
versity classrooms. According to this explanation, school struc-
tures and historical legacies carry so much weight that, unless
changed, they will retard widespread use of technology and hin-
der substantial changes in classroom practices. Implied within
this explanation is an ecological approach to change, where
technologies, individuals, networks of social relationships, struc-
tures, and political actors interact and adapt to one another, fur-
ther strengthening the durability of existing practices.9

For policymakers and practitioners considering this ex-
planation, the implications demand far more comprehensive
and systemic actions than merely adding more resources and
teacher training. Solutions would have to address the ecology of
schooling:

• Plans would have to be made now for fundamental changes in
how elementary and secondary schools are organized, time is al-
located, and teachers are prepared.

• Hardware manufacturers, software firms, and telecommunication
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companies would need to develop software and equipment spe-
cifically designed for teachers and students.

• They would have to improve product reliability to limit the de-
fects in their wares, increase technical support to teachers, and
test software on consumers before marketing it to district and
state administrators.

• The special needs of urban schools and the low-income commu-
nities in which these schools are often located would require sus-
tained attention to the links between the economic, social, hous-
ing, and political structures of the neighborhood and the quality
of schooling.

Without such major changes in the basic structures and pro-
cesses that have influenced both urban and suburban teaching
practices for many decades, only minor alterations in classroom
practice will occur, no matter how much money is sunk into in-
formation technology.

In the mid-1980s, just at the time techno-enthusiasts turned
their attention to schools, there were determined efforts to re-
structure both urban and rural public schools to prepare a foun-
dation for more ambitious forms of instruction and curricu-
lum. Initiatives in elementary and secondary schools across the
country sought to realign the age-graded school, bridge subject-
matter boundaries, share decision making in schools, and in-
crease teacher collaboration to achieve professional communi-
ties where learning was intellectually rigorous, active, and proj-
ect-based. Within a few years, however, the surge of
restructuring ebbed, and a new generation of school reformers
promoting rigorous academic standards, accountability, and
higher test scores gained prominence. Few national and state
reformers have yet to champion the restructuring of age-graded
schools and similar ventures.10
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In universities, beginning in the late 1980s, coalitions of fac-
ulty, students, and administrators sought to improve the quality
of undergraduate education and, specifically, to realign the his-
torically subordinate role of teaching relative to research. Se-
nior professors started teaching seminars with first- and second-
year students, teachers received cash awards for excellent
teaching, administrators evaluated teachers according to new
criteria, centers for the improvement of teaching cropped up,
and “research” was redefined to incorporate teaching. Teaching
through technology, online curriculum, and distance education
topped the reformers’ list of efficient ways to reshape under-
graduate education and give teaching more salience. Because
few of these novel efforts altered the university-college system
or the prevailing incentives embedded in academic rank, ten-
ure, and promotion, the influence of the innovations on univer-
sity teaching has been marginal.11

For preschools and kindergartens, contexts also mattered,
but the implications drawn for universities and secondary
schools hardly apply to these early childhood settings. No major
alterations in the structures, processes, and belief systems of
teachers are necessary to accommodate computers. The organi-
zational, social, and political contexts reinforced by the history
of these classrooms for both affluent and poor 3- to 5-year-olds
already support more complex forms of student-centered in-
struction. The social organization of the classroom and domi-
nant norms of teaching, learning, and appropriate child de-
velopment readily provide a comfortable niche for new
technologies. Because teachers are (and have been) the gate-
keepers to what enters their preschool and kindergarten rooms,
such shared beliefs and a common approach to early childhood
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development has meant that few disruptions occurred in adding
one or two computers to the existing array of learning centers.12

While the history-and-contexts explanation can partially ac-
count for the underuse of computers in the classroom, it does
not give adequate weight to the discretion of individual teachers
as gatekeepers to their classroom. Even though teachers and, to
a limited degree, professors are constrained by their lower posi-
tion in the hierarchy of school authority and by the web of social
relationships among students, other teachers, parents, and dis-
trict officials, they nonetheless make choices. They are, for ex-
ample, still consumers of technology. They ask practical ques-
tions about the details, logistics, and worth of new technologies
in their classrooms. Their questions must be openly asked and
answered. Implied in the contextually-constrained-choice ex-
planation, then, is the following policy recommendations:

• Policymakers and administrators must understand teachers’ ex-
pertise and perspectives on classroom work and engage teachers
fully in the deliberations, design, deployment, and implementa-
tion of technology plans.13

• The structural constraints that limit teacher choices in high
schools and universities must be reduced, and a more relaxed
schedule with large chunks of uninterrupted time for joint plan-
ning, crossing of departmental boundaries, and sustained atten-
tion to different forms of learning must be implemented.

• The infrastructure of technical support and professional develop-
ment would need to be redesigned and made responsive to the
organizational incentives and workplace constraints teachers face.

Although there is much talk of respecting teacher expertise,
recognizing exemplary teachers, and appointing occasional
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teachers to blue-ribbon commissions, most teachers historically
have had little say in designing and implementing technology
plans. Even fewer teachers design professional development
programs specifically targeted toward their peers. When teach-
ers do engage in such deliberations and when they design pro-
grams for themselves, when their opinions are seriously con-
sidered, changes in classroom practice occur that even the
teachers themselves had not contemplated.14

There are, fortunately, a few instances of reformers taking
teachers’ perspectives seriously, especially in using technolo-
gies that build programs around their classroom expertise. One
federally funded project explicitly built a five-year teacher-led
technology program aimed specifically at creating more stu-
dent-centered classroom practices than previously existed in the
district. There may well be other similarly inclined programs,
but this one I came to know well.15

THE TEACHER-LED TECHNOLOGY

CHALLENGE PROJECT (TLTC)

By 2000, TLTC had completed the full cycle of equipment
delivery, installation of machines, teacher staff development,
and technical support for all Berkeley Unified School District
(BUSD) elementary and middle schools. The project goals,
design, and implementation were straightforward. Director
Harvey Pressman wanted teachers to use computers in their
classrooms daily. He sought to have teachers integrate the tech-
nology into their curricular and instructional routines. The logo
of the project said it all: “It is not about technology; it is about
learning.”

The kind of learning that Pressman and his staff wanted was
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largely student-centered practices that would help all students,
particularly those who were largely poor, minority, and with spe-
cial needs. He called these students “struggling learners” and
saw that they could profit from the harnessing of technology to
everyday lessons. District officials deeply concerned about low
test scores welcomed all of the equipment, professional devel-
opment, and concentration on the school site and on struggling
learners.

The superintendent and school board swiftly approved the
project. Without access to new equipment or any ongoing dis-
trict-wide program of professional development (each school
decided with their local funds what in-service programs they
would pursue), the Teacher-Led Technology Challenge Project
was manna from heaven.

TLTC’s strategy was to place two multimedia computers, a
scanner, and a printer in the 175 classrooms in 15 schools.
Other equipment for the school included a digital camera and
software programs for all grades. Each school was assigned an
Instructional Technician (IT) on site to help all teachers with
hardware and software problems. In each school, a teacher vol-
unteered to be a Lead Teacher for one year. Lead Teachers,
without a reduction in their classroom responsibilities, helped
the other teachers integrate software and computer activities
into daily lessons. The project provided staff development to
prepare the Lead Teacher and other faculty. Finally, there was a
TechnoKids component in which students could take home a
computer to have their families use the machines.

In each of the initial years, four to five schools were in-
vited to participate in the project. At each school, one third of
the faculty was formally trained during the year with TLTC pro-
viding school-based workshops using substitute teachers to re-
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lease those who attend the sessions, one-on-one help in the
teacher’s classroom, and other resources to build the capacity
of each teacher to use the hardware and software as part of
the daily curriculum. At the end of three years, each school’s
entire faculty had received training in using computers in their
classrooms. After the third year, TLTC funding for the
Lead Teacher, technology, and on-site professional develop-
ment ended.

The project is completing its final year and seeking ways
to institutionalize its main features (computers in each class-
room, integration of software use into daily lessons, teacher-led
professional development, and on-site instructional technicians)
into the Berkeley Unified School District’s regular programs.
District officials have realized that TLTC has become a de facto
system-wide professional development program not only for us-
ing technology in classrooms but also for expanding student-
centered teaching practices. They also note that a cadre of
experienced Berkeley teachers have become committed to inte-
grating computers into daily classroom activities to create stu-
dent-centered classrooms. These teachers lead workshops for
other Berkeley teachers. In short, a critical mass of Berkeley
teachers have been school site and district leaders in advancing
learning through technology.

At the end of the project’s third year, an external evaluation
had documented that 20 to 40 percent of the teachers credit
TLTC with “increasing their use of student-centered practices
such as cooperative learning and differentiation of instruction
for students of different learning styles and abilities.” Teachers
reported to evaluators that the majority of their students bene-
fited from participation in TLTC in increased technical skills,
added interest in school, and more cooperation with other stu-
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dents. The district has yet to make achievement test scores
available to the evaluators, so no correlation between computer
use and test score data is known. The TechnoKids program had
a slow start, and by the end of the third year computers had
reached only 300 students’ homes out of almost 4,400 in TLTC
classrooms.16

It will take far more than five years for most Berkeley pre-
school, elementary, and middle school teachers to be comfort-
able integrating technology into daily lessons. The reasons stem
less from a slow-revolution explanation than from a history-and-
contexts one. Because it was federally funded and temporary,
TLTC could do little to alter the entrenched social, organiza-
tional, and political contexts of the Berkeley schools. For exam-
ple, the decentralization of professional development and
fiercely protected autonomy of each school were deeply held
political values converted into structures that were seldom
questioned, yet they undeniably shaped school-by-school re-
sponses to TLTC.

As TLTC withdraws its resources, the question of how many
of its key features will be retained arises. Each Berkeley school
has district funds available for its use. Each staff has to decide
whether on-site information technology is worth the cost and
whether the school should invest in more professional develop-
ment for computer-using teachers determined to make learning
and technology a seamless web. Past experience with federally
funded innovations that slipped off into limbo when funding
ended leads one to predict this as a likely scenario for Berkeley
and TLTC.

In an unlikely but desirable scenario (from the view of
the director of TLTC), selective adaptation of TLTC features
would be funded by individual schools or schools that pool
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their resources. And in another even less probable scenario, dis-
trict leadership would mobilize support for institutionalizing
the teacher-led, school-site driven features of TLTC. Which
scenario or combination of scenarios will unfold for this un-
common project remains uncertain. Without serious attention
directed toward the commonplace contexts in the Berkeley
schools, however, it is unlikely that the TLTC strategy will out-
last the life cycle of new computers.

CRITICALLY EXAMINING REFORMERS’

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT TECHNOLOGY

Unlike Pressman and TLTC, most advocates for computers
have seldom taken seriously teachers’ classroom experiences,
expertise, or the constrained choices that teachers face. Pro-
moters of new technologies inside and outside schools who
have moved past the popular explanations for teachers’ limited
and infrequent use of computers (such as resistance and
technophobia) might find the slow-revolution and history-and-
contexts explanations plausible, even credible. But these re-
formers intent upon increasing teacher use of computers in
schools might better profit from analyzing their own implicit
beliefs about technology.

For example, most reformers seem to assume that earlier in-
vestments in technologies have been worth the cost and that
further investments are necessary for expanding and integrating
teacher and student use of technologies into schooling. Entan-
gled in this core premise are two corollary assumptions. The
first is that wiring schools and creating the hardware and soft-
ware infrastructures that give students and teachers access to
technology will solve most of education’s problems. Yet the most
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serious problems afflicting urban and rural poor schools—ineq-
uitable funding, extraordinary health and social needs growing
out of poverty, crumbling facilities, unqualified teachers—have
little to do with a lack of technology. The second corollary is that
access to more and faster information means that students will
become knowledgeable. The thrill of retrieving hard-to-get in-
formation quickly is a long stretch from thoughtfully consider-
ing the information and turning it into knowledge or, in time,
forging that knowledge into wisdom. Critical awareness, reason-
ing, and judgment are basic skills that transform information
into knowledge. No cheaply and swiftly acquired information
can substitute for these critical faculties.17

The billions of dollars already spent on wiring, hard-
ware, and software have established the material conditions for
frequent and imaginative uses of technology to occur. Many stu-
dents and teachers have acquired skills and have engaged in se-
rious use of these technologies. Nonetheless, overall, the quan-
tities of money and time have yet to yield even modest returns
or to approach what has been promised in academic achieve-
ment, creative classroom integration of technologies, and trans-
formations in teaching and learning. Nor can proponents of a
slow revolution be confident that those outcomes will material-
ize without considerable changes in school organization, respect
for teacher expertise, and the distribution of decision-making
authority among teachers, administrators, and policymakers.

It is seldom noted publicly, but many promoters of new
technologies seem to have forgotten the historic civic idealism
and broad social purposes public schools serve in a democracy.
Well-intentioned reformers eager to make schools efficient in-
struments of American global economic competitiveness speak
mostly about standards-based curriculum, test scores, and ac-
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countability as portals through which students move to become
workers and consumers who help expand markets and contrib-
ute to soaring profits. They concentrate upon how schools serve
the economy and how much individuals can gain, rather than on
the public good. Recapturing the broad democratic purposes
that Americans have sought through schooling and the critical
importance of the schools in building and sustaining social capi-
tal challenges the assumptions passionately held by promoters
of technology in schools.

SOCIAL CAPITAL AND TECHNOLOGY

Social capital refers to the connections between individuals that
evolve into trust and reciprocity—critical component of any so-
ciety but especially one that prizes civic duties and democratic
virtues.18 A progressive educator in 1916 first used the phrase
“social capital” to press for reform in the state’s rural schools.
Few reformers or writers then applied it to schools. Today,
building social capital is considered essential; as Robert Putnam
puts it, “Civic connections help make us healthy, wealthy, and
wise.”19

In his famous article (and now book) entitled “Bowling
Alone,” Putnam cited evidence that increases in social capital
allow citizens to solve collective problems more easily, build
trust in both civic and economic transactions, bind them to oth-
ers whose fates they share regardless of how different they may
be, and even contribute to individuals’ health and their ability to
cope with illness and stress.

Skeptics have questioned the inventory of benefits for the
individual, community, and nation that Putnam claims will flow
from increased social capital. They point out that the evidence
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he presents is fragmentary and, at best, only suggestive. What
commends his work, however, is its making explicit the crucial
connection between building trust and cooperation in a society
and keeping democracy vital. Moreover, he is clear on the role
that schools play in building social capital. He recommends that
students be required to engage in meaningful community ser-
vice, that school staffs and students build networks with parents
and neighborhoods that combine academic learning and partici-
pation in community decisions, and administrators deepen ex-
tracurricular involvement of students in the community and re-
design a civic curriculum.20

Regardless of whether Putnam’s argument and evidence
convince skeptics, the link he makes between school reform
and broader civic and social purposes serves to underscore the
barrenness of the popular rationale for computers in schools.
Driven by economic motives, many technologically inclined re-
formers seldom have looked beyond linking standards-based
curriculum, test scores, and accountability to increasing eco-
nomic productivity and the Gross National Product. With su-
preme confidence, they view serious school problems in both
cities and suburbs as mere technical glitches, ones they can
solve with smarter managers, more machines, cleverer soft-
ware, adequate staff support, and increased professional devel-
opment. Quick and cheap access to information will lead, they
claim, to more knowledgeable, wiser students. Calls for civic
activism and a clear sense of the broader social purposes for
schooling that drove earlier generations of reformers are absent
from current agendas.

Contemporary reformers have forgotten the democratic
mission at the heart of public schooling, ignored the critical im-
portance of social capital in strengthening civic behaviors, and
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proven too narrowly committed to technocratic solutions of
school problems—all of which tempts me to call for a morato-
rium on buying any more computers for K–12 schools. A mora-
torium might startle people into openly debating serious ques-
tions about how and why computers are used and how they fit in
with the larger purposes of universal education. But I know how
futile such a gesture would be. Few educational policymakers,
practitioners, or parents eager to advance their children’s eco-
nomic prospects can turn their backs on technology, even if they
were so inclined. That choice dissolved as computers spread
throughout the workplace and the Internet invaded all aspects
of mainstream society.21 To educators dependent on voters and
taxpayers for funds and political legitimacy, it often matters lit-
tle whether the new technology is costly and fully tested to do
what vendors and promoters say it can do. Pressed by parents,
business leaders, public officials, and computer vendors, few
school boards and administrators can resist the tidal wave of
opinion in favor of electronic solutions to education’s age-old
problems. The questions asked are seldom whether to move
ahead with new technologies but how, under what conditions,
and to what degree.

Educators, of course, are not the only ones vulnerable to
pressures for more and better technology. In 1983 President
Ronald Reagan proposed to use lasers and emerging technolo-
gies to create a defensive shield against Soviet nuclear missiles.
The proposal led to the Strategic Defense Initiative or “Star
Wars” campaign. Even though the technology was then unavail-
able to shoot down incoming missiles, billions were spent by
the Pentagon to develop antimissile technologies. By the early
1990s, no such defensive shield had been erected. Antimissile
tests failed time and again. Since the demise of the Soviet re-
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gime, billions more were spent by Congress and Presidents
Bush and Clinton to develop laser beams and other defensive
weapons to foil attacks from nuclear-loaded rockets. A durable
coalition of congressional advocates, Pentagon officials, and de-
fense contractors has bridged partisan differences for almost
two decades to invest even larger sums in “Star Wars” research
and development of antiballistic weapons that have yet to prove
successful in tests. What ties together the “Star Wars” initiative
and computers in schools is the powerful belief that new tech-
nologies can solve any and every problem, even if the machin-
ery has yet to be invented and successfully used.22

Given that more and more computers will be bought and a
call for a broad-scale moratorium would fail, I would urge that
we address the important question: Toward what ends? District
administrators committed to technology have to budget large
sums to replace aging computers, maintain the existing inven-
tory of machines, provide on-site technical support, and pur-
chase new software. In appropriating substantial funds for sus-
taining technology in a given district, administrators often leave
other pressing needs unmet. A partial list might include:

• smaller class size
• higher entry-level teacher salaries
• renovation of decayed buildings
• responsive school communities
• full-day preschool and kindergarten
• cross-disciplinary programs in the high schools
• innovative arts programs in the elementary schools
• another foreign language for middle school students.

Imagine what a list of such unmet needs would look like for
New York City, Los Angeles, Boston, Detroit, or Atlanta. In the
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zero-sum game that gets played out in most public school dis-
tricts throughout the nation, expenditures to maintain the infra-
structure of technology throughout a district undermine the
claim of enthusiasts that technology is not value-free.

Needs, however, are not equivalent to purposes. Public of-
ficials and school policymakers are duty-bound to ask tough
questions about the civic, social, individualistic, and eco-
nomic goals that parents and taxpayers expect their schools to
reach. Yet few administrators discharge these obligations. In-
stead, the economic competitiveness and private purposes that
different groups of reformers promote have dominated educa-
tional debate in the past two decades and distorted the mission
of schools and universities. Policymakers, in their unalloyed ad-
miration for the global success of American businesses, have re-
grettably slipped into a severe amnesia about why schools and
universities exist in a democracy.

Yet technology will not go away, and educators have to come
to terms with it as an educational tool. Understanding tech-
nology and the social practices that accompany it as a potent
force in society is incumbent on both students and adults. From
the telephone to the automobile to the computer, technologies
carry with them the baggage of complex social practices and val-
ues that need to be explicitly examined. Therefore educators
must ask whether spending our limited educational funds to
sustain technology will bring us closer to the larger democratic
purposes that are at the heart and soul of public schooling in
America? Seldom has this question been openly debated by
policymakers, practitioners, and parents. When difficult pub-
lic choices must be made, policy decisions should be informed
by the past, situated in the present, and measured against the
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overriding civic and social purposes necessary for a democratic
society.

How early childhood classrooms, high schools, and universi-
ties in Silicon Valley and across the nation responded to the last
two decades of technological innovations is a case study in both
stability and change. No one who attended schools in the 1950s
and then visited schools in 2000 could fail to note many impor-
tant differences in classroom practice. It is untrue that schools
or teachers cannot change. Those visitors, however, would also
note strong, abiding similarities between classrooms and teach-
ing practices a half-century apart. Those similarities are due to
the historical legacies and contexts. Ad hoc incremental changes
have occurred often; fundamental changes have occurred sel-
dom.

Although promoters of new technologies often spout the
rhetoric of fundamental change, few have pursued deep and
comprehensive changes in the existing system of schooling.
The introduction of information technologies into schools over
the past two decades has achieved neither the transformation
of teaching and learning nor the productivity gains that a re-
form coalition of corporate executives, public officials, parents,
academics, and educators have sought. For such fundamental
changes in teaching and learning to occur there would have to
have been widespread and deep reform in schools’ organiza-
tional, political, social, and technological contexts. From my in-
quiry into Silicon Valley schools I have concluded that com-
puters in classroom have been oversold by promotors and
policymakers and underused by teachers and students.

I predict that the slow revolution in technology access, fu-
eled by popular support and continuing as long as there is eco-
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nomic prosperity, will eventually yield exactly what promoters
have sought: every student, like every worker, will eventually
have a personal computer. But no fundamental change in teach-
ing practices will occur. I can imagine a time, for example, when
all students use portable computers the way they use notebooks
today. The teacher would post math assignments from the text
and appropriate links on her Website, which students would ac-
cess from home. Such access, however, will only marginally
reshape the deeply anchored structures of the self-contained
classroom, parental expectations of what teachers should be do-
ing, time schedules, and teachers’ disciplinary training that help
account for the dominant teaching practices. The teacher in
my example would use the laptops to sustain existing prac-
tices, including homework. In short, historical legacies in school
structures and parents’ and taxpayers’ social beliefs about what
schools should be doing, I believe, will trump the slow revolu-
tion in teaching practices. Those fervent advocates who seek
to transform teaching and learning into more efficient, produc-
tive work through active, student-centered classrooms will find
wholesale access to computers ultimately disappointing. With-
out a critical examination of the assumptions of techno-promot-
ers, a return to the historic civic and social mission of schooling
in America, and a rebuilding of social capital in our schools, our
passion for school-based technology, driven by dreams of in-
creased economic productivity and the demands of the work-
place, will remain an expensive, narrowly conceived innovation.
The next generation of Americans will wonder about the wis-
dom of previous reformers seeking technocratic solutions that
ignored the broader civic and social roles of schools in a demo-
cratic society.

Should my conclusions and predictions be accurate, both
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champions and skeptics will be disappointed. They may con-
clude, as I have, that the investment of billions of dollars over
the last decade has yet to produce worthy outcomes.

For those who make the decisions to buy and deploy com-
puters in schools, it is now time to examine the assumptions
propelling reform through technology. It is now time to ask:
how do these monies help us achieve our larger social and
civic goals? In what ways can teachers use technology to create
better communities and build strong citizens? The answers to
these questions, as I have argued, are in the minds and hands
not only of teachers but of policymakers, public officials, corpo-
rate elites, and parents who set the educational agenda. Without
attention to the workplace conditions in which teachers labor
and without respect for the expertise they bring to the task,
there is little hope that new technologies will have more than
a minimal impact on teaching and learning. And without a
broader vision of the social and civic role that schools perform
in a democratic society, our current excessive focus on technol-
ogy use in schools runs the danger of trivializing our nation’s
core ideals.
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APPENDIX: RATIONALE FOR CHOICES OF SCHOOL LEVELS

Why did I omit elementary and middle schools from this study?
For grades 1 through 3, I reasoned as follows. Patterns of tech-
nology access and classroom use in the lower grades of elemen-
tary school resemble broadly the beliefs and practices observed
in most kindergartens. These classrooms exhibit a clear set of
beliefs about how young children should learn, how teachers
should teach them, and what knowledge and skills are essential
in these years. This early childhood ideology is established in
preschool and kindergarten and codified by professional associ-
ations, teacher education institutions, and administrators.

Although teachers have been under pressure for the past
two decades to decrease play and exploration in these class-
rooms and increase academic preparation for the upper grades
of elementary and middle school, they still retain a strong com-
mitment to what professionals call “developmentally appropri-
ate” activities. Hence I claim that examining preschool and kin-
dergarten sites in Silicon Valley for technology access, use, and
outcomes does capture in large part what occurs in elementary
school primary grades.

For grades 4 through 8, the move to middle schools has cre-
ated larger buildings than elementary schools where subjects
are taught separately, fewer self-contained classrooms hold stu-



dents for the entire day, students move to different teachers for
academic subjects, and the time schedule more closely resem-
bles high school than elementary school. Because most middle
schools more closely mirror high school organization and size, I
omitted these grades.

But the more important question is whether the evidence of
technology access, use, and outcomes for the elementary school
years is largely different from or approximately similar to high
school. If the evidence shows major differences in access and
use between elementary and high schools, then excluding ele-
mentary schools from this investigation would be injudicious. If,
on the other hand, the evidence displays some differences but
shows strong similarities in access and use, then concentrat-
ing on high schools would be a reasonable, even if contested,
decision.

What does the evidence say? As of 1998, access to comput-
ers in elementary schools differed from that in high schools in
some respects but overall the two were approximately the same.
The ratio of students to computers was just over 7.5 in elemen-
tary schools; in high schools it was almost 7. In elementary
schools, 56 percent of these computers were in classrooms, 37
percent were in computer labs, and 6 percent were in media
centers and other places. In high schools, 42 percent were in
classrooms, 49 percent were in labs, and 9 percent were in
other places.1 Internet access varied also. In elementary schools,
24 percent of the computers had high speed Internet access,
26 percent had medium-speed, 37 percent had modem only,
and 13 percent had no access. In high schools, 45 percent
of the computers had high speed access, 29 percent had me-
dium speed, 24 percent was modem only, and 2 percent had no
access.2
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Although computers were deployed differently in the two
settings, elementary schools and high schools were virtually
identical in making computers available to teachers and stu-
dents (93 percent of elementary schools had machines; 91 per-
cent in high schools). Moreover, 22 percent of elementary
schools and 31 percent of high schools were technology-inten-
sive schools. Access to new technologies, then, is largely similar
between the two levels of schooling.3

When it comes to classroom use of new technologies, re-
ports from teachers and students in elementary school do dif-
fer from those in high school. For example, in a national sur-
vey sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education in 1999, 92
percent of elementary school teachers reported that they used
computers at school; 80 percent of secondary school teach-
ers said they did. Among elementary school teachers, 56 per-
cent said their students used the Internet at school, whereas
72 percent of secondary teachers reported the same practice.
At home, the percentages of elementary and secondary school
teachers using computers were almost the same (83 and 89 per-
cent respectively), as were percentages using the Internet at
home (57 percent and 60 percent, respectively).4

Elementary and secondary school students taking the Na-
tional Educational Assessment Program reported in 1998 dif-
ferent frequencies of computer use in their classrooms. Among
fourth graders, 29 percent said they used computers once
a week in the classroom; among eighth graders, 38 percent;
among twelfth graders, 47 percent.5

In another national survey of households done by the Bu-
reau of the Census in 1993, nearly 70 percent of preschool and
kindergarten children used computers in school, according to
a family member. For high school the figure was 58 percent.
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In 1997 the percentage of young children using computers in
schools, according to a later Census Bureau survey, had climbed
to 79 percent, while for high school students it was 70 percent.
The census takers also asked about home use and found that, in
1993, 25 percent of elementary-school-aged children used com-
puters at home, whereas 29 percent of high schoolers did so; in
1997, the figures were 43 and 49 percent, respectively.6

When outcomes are considered—that is, academic achieve-
ment, college attendance, attitudes toward learning, and similar
results—neither in elementary nor in high schools do research-
ers or practitioners offer evidence to show a moderate to strong
linkage between student and teacher access and use, or be-
tween their use and outcomes.

When I examined classroom studies and ethnographies to
see whether these inquiries add or detract from survey results,
I made three observations. First, very few researchers enter
classrooms to see how teachers and students actually use tech-
nology every day. Second, in the few studies that have been
done, what teachers said they do with computers in their class-
rooms varied a great deal from what researchers observed.
Teachers tended to overestimate frequency of computer use.
This discrepancy between self-report and practice is common
not only among teachers but also among other professionals.
Third, what occurred in elementary and secondary classrooms
with new technologies was largely similar.7

On the basis of these mixed reports, I concluded that omit-
ting elementary schools would not substantially alter the find-
ings or conclusions that I drew from preschool and kindergarten
and high school classrooms.
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onism, were abundant. Honig’s resignation in 1992 can be attributed in
part to the political conflicts over school reform. Ken Kelley, “The Inter-
view: Bill Honig, Reading, Writing, and Reform,” San Francisco Focus,
June 1986, pp. 64–68; Bill Honig, Last Chance for Our Children: How
You Can Help Save Our Schools (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1985).
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2. CYBERTEACHING IN PRESCHOOLS AND KINDERGARTENS

1. All names of schools, teachers, and students are pseudonyms.
2. The research for this chapter was funded by Learning in the Real World

and the Eco-Literacy Foundation in Berkeley, CA. Graduate students
Lawrence Tovar and Huey Ru Lin collected and analyzed data at eleven
Bay Area preschools and kindergartens. I wrote the final report, relying
heavily upon the memos, summaries, and draft articles that they had
written. In recognizing their contribution to this chapter, I will use the
pronoun “we.”
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technologies to accommodate the diverse ways that both kinds of chil-
dren learn has been shown to help these children acquire literacy and
other skills. See Harvey Pressman and Peter Dublin, Accommodating
Learning Style Differences in Elementary Classrooms (Fort Worth, TX:
Harcourt Brace, 1995).

39. For the rationale to study early childhood classrooms and not the rest of
elementary school experiences with computers, see the Appendix.
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3. HIGH-TECH SCHOOLS, LOW-TECH LEARNING

1. All school, teacher, student, and administrator names are pseudonyms to
protect the privacy of those who volunteered their time, ideas, and class-
rooms to our research team. All direct quotations come from interviews
with teachers and direct observation of classrooms.

The small-grants program of the Spencer Foundation funded the re-
search for this chapter. Doctoral students Heather Kirkpatrick and Craig
Peck worked together with me to collect and analyze data at the two
high schools described in this chapter; they also contributed substan-
tially to the final report. In addition we collaborated on an article of
which Kirkpatrick and Peck wrote portions. This chapter includes ex-
cerpts from that article. As a result, I use “we” to acknowledge their con-
tribution.

2. Claris Works is Apple software that includes art, drawing, database, and
spreadsheet applications; AVID is a video-editing software program.

3. Henry Becker, Jason Ravitz, YanTien Wong, Teaching, Learning, and
Computing: 1998 National Survey (Center for Research on Informa-
tion Technology and Organizations, University of California, Irvine, and
University of Minnesota, November 1999); Ronald Anderson and Amy
Ronnkvist, “The Presence of Computers in American Schools,” Report
no. 2, Teaching, Learning, and Computing: 1998 National Survey (Uni-
versity of California, Irvine, June 1998).

4. Hugh Mehan, “Microcomputers in Classrooms: Educational Technology
or Social Practice?” Anthropology and Education Quarterly 20 (1989): 4–
22; Janet Schofield, Computers and Classroom Culture (London: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1995); National Educational Assessment Pro-
gram, Math Assessment (Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1996).

5. Accurately determining teacher use of computers is difficult. Because
machines and software are distributed in most schools between labs, li-
braries, and classrooms, statistics about access or figures showing how
many students there are per computer within a school (25:1 or 6:1) are
misleading if they are used to estimate either student or teacher use of
the machines. Low ratios of students to computers in a school, say 3:1, is
evidence of high access, but inferring high use by teachers and students
is a leap of faith, not factual accuracy. Most statistics are derived from
surveys of school officials and self-reports from teachers. Although such
information is helpful, overestimates of use are common. Combining the
few actual classroom studies with teacher and student reports of com-
puter use offers increased reliability. Larry Cuban, Teachers and Ma-
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chines (New York: Teachers College Press, 1986); Henry Becker, School
Uses of Microcomputers: Reports from a National Survey (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University, 1983); Henry Becker, “How Computers Are
Used in United States Schools: Basic Data from the 1989 I.E.A. Com-
puters in Education Survey,” Journal of Educational Computing Re-
search 7 (1991): 385–406; Henry Becker, “Analysis and Trends of School
Use of New Information Technologies,” Office of Technology Assess-
ment (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1996).

6. National Educational Assessment Program, Reading Assessment (Prince-
ton: Educational Testing Service, 1994); National Educational Assess-
ment Program, Math Assessment (Princeton: Educational Testing Ser-
vice, 1996); National Center for Educational Statistics, Condition of
Education, 1997 (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education,
1997); Schofield, Computers and Classroom Culture; Barbara Means and
Karen Olson, Restructuring Schools with Technology (Menlo Park: SRI
International, 1995); U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assistance,
Teachers and Technology (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1995); “Technology Counts,” Education Week, November 10,
1997, pp. 17, 11.

In reviewing this section, Henry Becker challenged these figures as
underestimates of use. In surveys that he and his colleagues conducted in
2000, elementary and middle school teachers reported far higher per-
centages of “occasional” use than I offer here. Becker gave me permis-
sion to cite his letter to Harvard University Press, which is in my posses-
sion.

7. Harold Wenglinsky, “Does It Compute? The Relationship between Edu-
cational Technology and Student Achievement in Mathematics,” Policy
Information Center, Research Division (Princeton: Educational Testing
Service, 1998); National Educational Assessment Program, Math Assess-
ment (Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1996).

8. Over a seven-month period in 1998–1999, we visited two Silicon Valley
comprehensive high schools known for acquiring and using new technol-
ogies. One high school enrolled about 1,900 students (with over 80 teach-
ers) and the other, 1,300 students (with over 60 teachers). Between Octo-
ber 1998 and April 1999 we interviewed 21 teachers and 26 students in
both schools who had volunteered to be part of our study. We surveyed
two thirds to four fifths of both schools’ faculties and one quarter to one
third of each school’s student body. We shadowed 12 students in both
schools as they journeyed through a school day and did the same for 11
teachers at both schools. School staff provided us with teacher sign-up
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data from both media centers and computer labs. Finally, we examined
accreditation reports, proposals for launching reforms, grants seeking
technology funds, and newspaper articles written about the schools.

9. The history of Las Montañas and the changes that have occurred since
1976 can be found in Beverly Carter, “The Limits of Control: Case
Studies of High School Science Teachers Responses to State Curriculum
Reform, 1981–1987,” PhD diss., Stanford University, 1990, pp. 85–86,
94–96, 106–107; Western Association of Schools and Colleges Self-Study,
1993–1994; Western Association of Schools and Colleges, Self-Study Re-
port, “Focus on Learning,” 1996–1997.

10. WASC, “Focus on Learning, 1996–1997,” p. 24.
11. History of principals is drawn from interviews with teachers and adminis-

trators and two accreditation reports (1993 and 1996). Figures for enroll-
ment in interdisciplinary programs come from application for Bay Area
School Reform Collaborative (BASRC), p. 33.

12. Interview with one of the two remaining teachers. Quotation is taken
from application to BASRC, p. 30.

13. BASRC Report, February 1, 1999; Digital High School Grant applica-
tion, March 1999.

14. Data for Flatland comes from its “School Accountability Report Card
1996–1997,” from www.greatschools.net, and from a grant application to
Sun Microsystems, December 1998.

15. Interview with principal, March 19, 1999.
16. Memo from assistant principal to Cuban on ninth grade restructuring,

June 10, 1999; grant proposal to local firm for 30 Java stations, December
1998.

17. “Pursuing Excellence: WASC Accreditation Study, 1990–1991”; “Pur-
suing Excellence: WASC/State Department of Education 3 Year On Site
Review, 1993–1994”; WASC Site Visit, “Focus on Learning,” April 1997.

18. “Technology Counts,” Education Week, November 10, 1997, p. 8; ibid.,
October 1, 1998, p. 103; ibid., September 23, 1999, p. 64. Cost estimates
of both hardware and software vary. Cost of current hardware in schools
(as of 1996) is about $3 billion. To deploy computers into one 25-PC net-
worked lab in each school would cost $11 billion; for a networked PC for
every five students, the estimated cost would be $47 billion (ETS, 1997,
p. 5).

19. “Technology Counts,” Education Week, September 23, 1999, p. 64.
20. Ibid., November 10, 1997.
21. Judith Sandholtz, Cathy Ringstaff, and David Dwyer, Teaching with

Technology (New York: Teachers College Press, 1997), pp. 37–47.
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22. This section on open-door and tech-god students is taken from an article
by Craig Peck, Larry Cuban, and Heather Kirkpatrick, “Techno-Pro-
moter Dreams, Student Realities,” Kappan (forthcoming).

23. Nationally, 30 percent of schools have a full-time tech coordinator, 27
percent have a teacher or other staff performing some of these duties, 20
percent has district staff, and 10 percent have a part-time coordinator for
tech support. The remaining percentage included volunteers, contracted
tech support, and 2 percent of the schools that have no coordinator or
volunteer. “Technology Counts,” 1999, p. 61.

24. We determined the estimate by combining the handful of students that
teachers identified as tech gods and open-door students with the enroll-
ment totals in tech-based electives and academic courses with serious
technology-using teachers.

25. Seymour Sarason, The Culture of the School and the Problem of
Change (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1971); John Goodlad, A Place
Called School (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1984); Susan Rosenholtz,
Teachers’ Workplace: The Social Organization of Schools (New York:
Longman, 1989); David Cohen, “Teaching Practice, Plus Que Ca
Change . . . ,” in P. Jackson, ed., Contributing to Educational Change:
Perspective on Research and Practice (Berkeley: McCutchan, 1988):
pp. 27–84.

26. For examples of writers who have claimed that a revolution in teaching
and learning will occur as a result of information technologies penetrat-
ing public schools, see Seymour Papert, The Children’s Machine: Re-
thinking School in the Age of the Computer (New York: Basic Books,
1993); Marvin Cetron and Margaret Gayle, Educational Renaissance:
Our Schools at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century (New York: St. Mar-
tin’s Press, 1996); Ronald Thorpe, “Can Computers Change the Sys-
tem?” Education Week, October 20, 1999, http://www.edweek.org/
ewstory.cfm?slug�08thorpe.h19&. Also see standards for the use of
technology in schools published by the International Society for Technol-
ogy in Education (ISTE), 1999 at http://cnets.iste.org.

27. The distinction we draw between incremental and fundamental changes
in teaching practice and school reform are described and analyzed
in Larry Cuban, How Teachers Taught (New York: Teachers College
Press, 1993), and in Larry Cuban, How Scholars Trumped Teachers:
Change without Reform in University Curriculum, Research, and
Teaching, 1890–1990 (New York: Teachers College Press, 1999).

28. Careful readers may object at this point to these statements about maxi-
mal access and minimal change. Most classrooms in both schools had
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only one computer and teachers had to take their classes to the media
center or an available lab (except for those teachers in the business and
computer departments, which had rooms with 25—30 machines). In
these schools, the classroom is hardly a technology-rich environment.
Thus, the school may have been abundantly outfitted with new technolo-
gies for instruction but the classroom had meager access. Such limited
access may well account for the kinds of instruction we observed.

Perhaps. Other data need to be kept in mind about teacher and stu-
dent access to classroom and school computers for instruction. First,
there were two classrooms at Flatland (biology and history) and two at
Las Montañas (English and social studies) that had six to eight comput-
ers in each room available to students and teacher daily. Also at Las
Montañas, there was a mobile cart with four to six computers that teach-
ers could (and many did) bring to their rooms. We observed classes in
these rooms and found that teachers directed some students to use the
computers a few times a week for particular activities. In most instances,
these activities were word processing and Internet searches. In other
words, the familiar teacher-centered patterns we observed in other class-
rooms and the limited use of the machines suggest–and that is the stron-
gest word we can use, given the limited number of classrooms we saw—
that multiple computers in a classroom had not led to many alterations in
teaching practices.

Also, at the school level where labs and the media center provided ac-
cess to computers for instruction, we found that both media centers and
labs for which we had data were not booked the entire school day. There
were times each day that we observed, and have data for, when the lab
was empty. Our estimate is that at least one third of the time that com-
puters were available in these locations, the labs went unused. And as we
have already suggested, when the labs and media centers were used, ex-
cept for the few teachers we have identified in each high school, more of-
ten than not students used the machines for word processing and Inter-
net searches. Although our data are partial and suggest that the overall
patterns we noted would not have changed were there more computers
in each class, other studies of high school teachers and student use would
need to be done where access to computers is in the four to six range per
classroom to determine whether the patterns we noted in these two high
schools were unique.

29. Lists of obstacles, constraints, and problems to overcome in teacher use
of computers appear commonly in books, articles, and exhortations by
advocates of placing more machines in schools and classrooms. See, for
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example, U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Teachers and
Technology: Making the Connection, OTA-EHR-616 (Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1995), pp. 129–130; President’s Com-
mittee of Advisors on Science and Technology, Report to the President on
the Use of Technology to Strengthen K-12 Education in the United States
(1997), pp. 113–122. Age, gender, and teacher resistance as explana-
tory factors are seldom made explicit in current policy debates, proba-
bly because of concerns over causing additional resistance. But in our
discussions with teachers, students, administrators, and policymakers,
statements about older teachers being too rigid, women being nontech-
nical, and teachers fearing job loss and retirement, or becoming
closet Luddites, were heard often enough to be noticeable. We found
no evidence of teacher resistance; in fact, we noted repeatedly, both
in word and deed, enthusiasm for home and school use for class prep-
aration, communication, and administrative tasks. We also noted that fe-
male and male teachers owned computers in roughly equal proportions
and that many older teachers in the schools were both serious and occa-
sional users.

4. NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN OLD UNIVERSITIES

1. Interview with Sue Crawford, former head of facilities at the School of
Education. Also her memo to me about SCRDT, June 30, 1992. I infor-
mally interviewed colleagues in the School of Education who were part
of SCRDT.

2. Chronicle of Higher Education, June 16, 1993, pp. A2–3.
3. Thomas Deloughry, “Studio Classrooms,” Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion, March 31, 1995, pp. A19–21.

4. Thomas Friedman, “Next, It’s E-ducation,” New York Times, November
17, 1999, p. A29.

5. “For the Record: Faculty Senate Report,” Stanford Report, February 9,
2000, p. 12.

6. Stukel quotation in “Teaching at an Internet Distance: The Pedagogy of
Online Teaching and Learning. The Report of a 1998–1999 University of
Illinois Faculty Seminar,” http//:www.vpaa.uillinois.edu/tid/report/tid_re-
port.html; William Massy and Robert Zemsky, Using Information Tech-
nology to Enhance Academic Productivity (Washington, DC: EDUCOM,
1995), pp. 1–2. William Massy, an economist, served as a top administra-
tor at Stanford.

7. Peter Applebome, “The On-Line Revolution Is Not the End of Civiliza-
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tion as We Know It. But Almost,” New York Times, Education Supple-
ment, April 4, 1999, pp. 26–28, 35–37; Goldie Blumenstyk, “Some Elite
Private Universities Get Serious about Distance Learning,” Chronicle of
Higher Education, June 20, 1997, pp. A23–24; Jody Wilgoren, “A Revolu-
tion Clicks into Place,” New York Times, March 26, 2000, pp. 1, 27. For a
dissenting view of online courses, see David Noble’s series on “Digital
Diploma Mills” (http://www.communication.UCSD.edu/dl/).

8. William Geoghegan, “Whatever Happened to Instructional Technology,”
report from IBM Academic Consulting and from Proceedings of the 22nd

Annual Conference of the International Business Schools Computing As-
sociation, July 17–20, 1994, pp. 1–2; K. C. Green and S. Eastman, Cam-
pus Computing 1993: The USC National Survey of Desktop Computing
in Higher Education (Los Angeles: University of Southern California,
1994); “1999 Higher Education Technology Findings,” December 1999
in http://www.schooldata.com/datapoint43.html; Florence Olsen, “Many
Colleges Are in a Spending Spree for Information Technology,” Chroni-
cle of Higher Education, March 3, 2000, p. A52.
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